Portuguese writer Fernando Pessoa claimed that he did not evolve, but rather travelled. This book provides a state of the art panorama of Pessoa’s literary travels, particularly in the English-speaking world. Its eighteen short, jargon-free essays were written by the most distinguished Pessoa scholars across the globe. They explore the influence on Pessoa’s thinking of such writers as Whitman and Shakespeare, as well as his creative dialogues with figures ranging from decadent poets to the dark magician Aleister Crowley, and, finally, some of the ways in which he in turn has influenced others. They examine many different aspects of Pessoa’s work, ranging from the poetry of the heteronyms to the haunting prose of The Book of Disquiet, from esoteric writings to personal letters, from reading notes to unpublished texts. Fernando Pessoa’s Modernity Without Frontiers is a valuable introduction to this multifaceted modern master, intended for both students of modern literature and general readers interested in one of its major figures.
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Foreword

HELDER MACEDO

Fernando Pessoa’s youthful ambition was to become an English-language poet and, with the exception of a small book of poems, Mensagem [Message] (1934), the books he published during his lifetime were all in English. Most of his vast output in Portuguese was scattered among literary magazines or remained unpublished at his death. In English, Pessoa is an old-fashioned, albeit interesting poet; in Portuguese, he is one of the world’s greatest modern poets. Fortunately, we can now read his work in good English translations and there are many perceptive English-language studies of Pessoa. The present collection of essays is an important addition to Pessoan scholarship in English.

Having studied in a good colonial school in Durban, South Africa, Pessoa’s literary education covered English literature up to the late nineteenth century. When he began his English schooling at the age of seven, however, the deep linguistic structures that were to emerge in his Portuguese writings had already been formed. The most specific and creatively striking feature of the English language is the use of nouns as verbs. This makes it possible to transform subjective qualities or conceptual abstractions into objective actions or situations. In contrast, the most specific feature of Portuguese is the use of verbs as nouns that can be conjugated as verbs, making it possible to represent concrete actions or situations as subjective qualities or conceptual abstractions.

Pessoa’s supreme literary paradigm was Shakespeare rather than Camões. But we find the syntactic essence of his poetry in pre-modernist Portuguese poets like Cesário Verde and António Nobre, whose work is rooted in Camões. It is interesting to note that his only published book in Portuguese, Mensagem, which came out the year before his death, was a work in which, through an implicit dialogue with Camões’s epic Os Lusiadas [The Lusiads], he proposed an emblematic vision of what he
understood to be the essence of ‘Portugueseness’, defined in a composite noun which would be unthinkable in English: *o desejar poder querer* (the ‘yearning for the power to will’, in Richard Zenith’s translation). The definite article ‘*o*’ [the] before this striking composite telescopes the three infinitives into a concept denoting a personalised quality of simultaneous desire, possibility and will. Pessoa’s literary construction of alternative selves – his ‘heteronyms’ – also represents a transposition of verb into noun or of syntax into personality. What the heteronyms write defines who they become and not the other way round.

It is from a perspective of difference that the similarities (or convergences) between Pessoa’s work and that of his peer group writing in English may be best understood as part of a modernity without frontiers. Pessoa’s poetry, in its different guises, can be related to the iconoclastic innovations of Walt Whitman, to Oscar Wilde’s paradoxical understanding of lying as literary truth, to the esoteric masks of W. B. Yeats, and to the intellectual mysticism of T. S. Eliot, a poet less known to him but with whom he has profound affinities. As Eliot would no doubt agree, Pessoa’s work also acts as a modifier within the broad modernist family to which he belongs.

Some of the essays included in this collection explore links between Pessoa’s poetry and English-language literature. Others place his poetry in its Portuguese context. All contribute not only to a better understanding of Fernando Pessoa but also, in so doing, to the enrichment of English-language cultures.
Introduction

MARIANA GRAY DE CASTRO

Fernando Pessoa’s Modernity Without Frontiers: Influences, Dialogues and Responses, a title borrowed from Helder Macedo’s description of the Portuguese poet Fernando Pessoa’s work in the Foreword to this book, aims to provide a state-of-the-art panorama of the latest research being conducted on Pessoa’s national and international influences, artistic dialogues, and responses his work has generated. In making this scholarship available to an English-speaking readership, thus adding to the small number of books of essays on Pessoa in English,1 it equally hopes to cement his position at the heart of world literature.

Pessoa cryptically claimed that he did not evolve, but rather travelled: ‘Eu não evoluo: viajo.’2 He did not mean that he travelled in the literal sense because, apart from living in Durban, South Africa, between the ages of seven and seventeen, he never again left Portugal, and rarely even left the city of Lisbon. He referred, instead, to his unique ability to inhabit fictional dramatic others, the most developed of which he called


heteronyms, each with a distinctive thematic core, context of literary influence, biography and style.

Pessoa also travelled via his wide reading, appropriating, building on and responding to all manner of influences, in the shape of individual artists as well as wider cultural and literary movements. ‘Mature poets’, T. S. Eliot famously declared, ‘steal’, but he immediately qualified this by stating that the best ones – and Pessoa is certainly in this category – transform their sources into ‘something better, or at least something different.’ A vision of the poet as a magpie, who appropriates the glittering ideas of his predecessors as well as his contemporaries in order to build his own nest, is particularly pertinent to Pessoa’s creative engagement with other writers, cultures, ideas and movements, as the essays in this book make abundantly clear.

The essays in the first part of *Fernando Pessoa’s Modernity Without Frontiers* explore Pessoa’s creative reworking of some of his most important influences, providing wonderful examples of his transformation of sources.

M. Irene Ramalho Santos, in ‘“O Deus que Faltava”: Pessoa’s Theory of Lyric Poetry’, argues that a sense of wonder at the everyday drives the poetic vision of the heteronym Alberto Caeiro, and that it derives largely from Pessoa’s enthusiasm for Walt Whitman. She goes on to explore the theory of lyric poetry underpinning Pessoa’s different heteronymic embodiments.

Richard Zenith, in ‘Pessoa and Whitman Revisited’, also examines Whitman’s impact on Pessoa’s heteronymic creativity. He revisits Eduardo Lourenço’s writings on the topic in order to propose that Whitman’s influence on Pessoa was even more wide-ranging than hitherto supposed, affecting his entire literary programme.

Leyla Perrone-Moisés, in ‘The Hero as Poet: Pessoa and Carlyle’, examines Pessoa’s reworking of Thomas Carlyle’s definition of the heroic. She traces the echoes, in Pessoa’s writings, of Carlyle’s famous lecture ‘The Hero as Poet’ to show that, while Pessoa admired heroes, he did not consider himself to be one. In the last few decades, of course, he has been elevated to the status of a hero of modern literature, even an icon; to what extent, asks Perrone-Moisés, can a modern poet still be a hero?

George Monteiro, in ‘Álvaro de Campos, English Decadent’, argues that the avant-garde writing of Pessoa’s adolescence was that of the

---

English decadents: followers of Swinburne, Walter Pater and Oscar Wilde, the poets William Butler Yeats, Lionel Johnson, John Davidson, Arthur Symons and, especially, Ernest Dowson flourished throughout the 1890s. Focusing on Dowson’s life and writings as reflected in *Verses* and *Decorations*, as well as on essays by his friends, particularly Symons and Victor Plarr, Monteiro examines the basis for Pessoa’s construction of the heteronym Álvaro de Campos as an English decadent.

Helena Carvalhão Buescu, in ‘Pessoa’s Unmodernity: Ricardo Reis’, posits that the paradoxes of modernity lie at the very centre of Pessoa’s experiment with the unmodern, the poetry of the heteronym Ricardo Reis. She takes Nietzsche’s *Untimely Observations* as a starting-point to argue that Reis’s stance is distinctly modern, in spite of (or because of) his classical, therefore anachronistic, literary stance.

Jerónimo Pizarro, in ‘From FitzGerald’s *Omar* to Pessoa’s *Rubaiyat*’, explores Pessoa’s reading of Edward FitzGerald’s *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám*, and analyses the fragments he left behind for a possible essay on Khayyam. Pessoa’s encounter with the various versions of the *Rubaiyat* offers us a wonderful illustration of the way in which his reading informs his creativity, and Pizarro’s essay demonstrates the insights to be gained from crossing his marginalia with his creative output, before going on to discuss the difficulties involved in editing Pessoa’s work.

Anna M. Klobucka, in ‘The Solitary Reaper Between Men (and Some Women)’, examines the influences on Pessoa’s orthonymic poem ‘Ela Canta, Pobre Ceifeira’ [She Sings, Poor Reaper]. Her essay takes as its point of departure the complex, ambiguous role played by the figure of the female reaper/singer, and her relationship to the male writer/observer who inscribes her voice and presence in his lyric discourse. It goes on to consider this relationship in parallel with the triangular negotiation of textual power and influence between the Victorian poet Alice Meynell’s poem ‘The Shepherdess’, Pessoa’s heteronym Alberto Caeiro’s most forceful affirmation of self in ‘Sou um guardador de rebanhos’ [I am a keeper of sheep], and the liberating inspiration of Whitman.

Rui Gonçalves Miranda, in ‘Mostrengos’, analyses the intertextualities of Pessoa’s ‘Mostrengo’, the monster that appears in *Mensagem* [Message]. The poem ‘O Mostrengo’ has attracted much critical attention over the years, usually being regarded as either a positive or negative reworking of the ‘Adamastor’ in Camões’s *Os Lusíadas* [The Lusiads]. Yet Pessoa’s poem, Miranda argues, requires an analysis which attempts to come to terms with its unique position within the structure of *Mensagem*, and particularly with the figure of the ‘mostrengo’.
The next section of *Fernando Pessoa’s Modernity Without Frontiers* is devoted to Pessoa’s productive artistic dialogues with contemporary figures, cultures and ideas; again, both in Portugal and further afield.

Mark Sabine, in ‘Inverted Aesthetics: Pessoa, Campos and António Botto’s *Canções*’, re-examines Pessoa’s defence of his young friend’s candidly homoerotic collection of poems via a public debate between ‘himself’ and Álvaro de Campos. Sabine explores how the competing arguments of Pessoa and Campos, although tendentious when read in isolation, are collapsible into each other in a manner that not only admits the sanctioning of homoerotic expression from which Pessoa demurs, but also draws Botto and his work into discussions of Apollonian and Dionysian artistic principles, thus offering crucial insights into Pessoa’s reception of Nietzsche’s *The Birth of Tragedy*.

In ‘Pessoa, Shakespeare’s *Sonnets*, and the Problem of Gaspar Simões’, I examine Pessoa’s unabashedly biographical reading of William Shakespeare’s *Sonnets* as a window into his encounter with the most intrusive biographical approach of his own day, Freudian psycho-analysis. As Pessoa’s future biographer João Gaspar Simões threatened to apply Freud’s theories to his poetry, from the late 1920s onwards, Pessoa became increasingly anxious that readers might reach the same conclusion about his sexuality as he himself had reached about Shakespeare’s. This prompted a number of traceable reactions in his creative and theoretical output, as I then attempt to show.

Patricia Silva McNeill, in ‘The Alchemical Path: Esoteric Influence in the Works of Fernando Pessoa and W. B. Yeats’, explores how Pessoa and Yeats derived some of the key structuring principles of their poetics from occult sources, which they employed as metaphors and meaningful solutions to their ontological and metaphysical questioning throughout their careers. She traces the occult and mystical foundations of Pessoa’s heteronymy and Yeats’s theory of the Mask, understood primarily as a process of ‘transmutation of the personality’, which they respectively called a ‘drama in people’ and a ‘phantasmagoria’.

Both Yeats and Pessoa, driven by their occultist leanings, had curious encounters with the dark magician Aleister Crowley. Steffen Dix, in ‘An Implausible Encounter and a Theatrical Suicide – its Prologue and its Aftermath: Fernando Pessoa and Aleister Crowley’, examines Pessoa’s unlikely meeting with Crowley and his scarlet woman Hanni Larissa Jaeger. The meeting was framed by an extensive correspondence, and Crowley’s sojourn in Lisbon ended with a fake suicide arranged mainly by Pessoa. The meeting led to an unusually erotic poem by Pessoa,
as well as the famous poem ‘O Último Sortilégio’ [The Last Spell], a translation of Crowley’s ‘Hymn to Pan’, and over ninety fragments of a detective story. Since the correspondence between Pessoa and Crowley and this manuscript only recently entered the public domain, Dix reveals many previously unknown details of the Pessoa–Crowley encounter for the first time.

Rhian Atkin, in ‘Bernardo Soares, Pig of Destiny!’, explores the way in which modernity may be seen as a contributing factor to how the semi-heteronym Bernardo Soares deals with the problem of constructing a self in the Livro do Desassossego [Book of Disquiet] (1982). She applies Georg Simmel’s observations on the sociological effects of modernisation to her reading of the book, and questions whether Soares can be considered the pig he claims he is fated to be.

António M. Feijó, in ‘The Birth of Literature’, also analyses the Livro do Desassossego, attempting to reconcile three of its apparently unrelated themes: the obsessive description of skyscapes over Lisbon, the bureaucratic versus artistic existence of its protagonist, and the wealth of allusions to French, rather than English, authors. Feijó concludes that a profoundly formalist definition of literature was adopted by Pessoa in the book, in order to bestow unity upon its series of fragments.

Victor K. Mendes, in ‘The Ecology of Writing: Maria José’s Fernando Pessoa’, proposes a new reading of another of Pessoa’s texts, the ‘Carta da Corcunda ao Serralheiro’ [Letter from a Hunchback to a Metalworker], attributed to one of his few female author-characters. Mendes argues for the importance of this letter in the context of the tension between exemplarity and mediocrity in the misogynistic Western tradition of factual and fictional female voices. He argues for the contiguity of Maria José’s predicament with a 1920 episode in the real-life relationship between Pessoa and his girlfriend Ofélia Queiroz, and that she offers a hermeneutic alternative to the homosocial circle of Pessoa’s heteronyms.

The final part of Fernando Pessoa’s Modernity Without Frontiers explores how Pessoa began to travel the world after his death.

K. David Jackson, in ‘Patrícia Galvão on Pessoa in Brazil, 1955–61’, describes how Pessoa became established in Brazil. After tracing Pessoa’s early reception in that country, he goes on to examine the important contribution of the Brazilian author and journalist Patrícia Galvão, whose writings on Pessoa are inexplicably absent from previous accounts of Pessoa in Brazil. Drawing on her recently rediscovered writings, Jackson argues that Galvão’s insights into Pessoa’s art display great poetic sensitivity, remaining relevant to Pessoa criticism to this day.
Finally, José Blanco’s ‘Great Pessoans: A Tribute’ presents an honour roll of pioneering non-Portuguese Pessoa scholars, succinctly demonstrating how the poet’s reputation first transcended the frontiers of his time and space. These great Pessoans, Blanco concludes, deserve much credit for making Pessoa a true ‘poet-citizen of the world’.

Indeed, Pessoa is now read, studied and celebrated in over thirty countries. The contributors to this volume illustrate his global resonance, for they hail from Portugal, Brazil, the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Germany, Poland and Columbia. However, Fernando Pessoa’s Modernity Without Frontiers is slanted towards Pessoa’s travels in the English-speaking world. This reflects the impact of his British education, as well as a lifelong elective affinity, and aims to help to establish the poet more firmly in the foreign culture that meant the most to him.

In the essays that follow, all texts are cited in their original language, followed by an English translation in square brackets. Several reveal some of Pessoa’s previously unknown writings, unpublished poetry and prose (cited by their archival references at Portugal’s National Library (Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal) – BNP/E3 – unless otherwise stated). The titles of non-English poems, texts, articles and books, sometimes rendered in small letters, have been capitalised throughout. All works cited are listed at the end of each essay, and the conflated bibliography is selective rather than exhaustive, focusing mainly on works available in English. The brief chronology of Pessoa’s life and works should be a valuable aid to readers less familiar with the intricacies of his biography.
Chronology of Fernando Pessoa’s Life and Work

RICHARD ZENITH

1887
19 September  Heteronym Ricardo Reis is ‘born’ in Oporto at 4:05 p.m.

1888
13 June  Fernando António Nogueira Pessoa, first son of Maria Madalena Pinheiro Nogueira and Joaquim de Seabra Pessoa, is born at the Largo de São Carlos, opposite Lisbon’s opera house, at 3:20 p.m. The English pre-heteronym Alexander Search is ‘born’ the same day, likewise in Lisbon.

1889
16 April  Heteronym Alberto Caeiro is ‘born’ in Lisbon at 1:45 p.m.

1890
15 October  Heteronym Álvaro de Campos is ‘born’ in Tavira, the Algarve, at 1:30 p.m.

1893
21 January  Pessoa’s brother, Jorge, is born.
13 July  His father dies from tuberculosis.
15 November  The surviving family, which includes Dionísia, Pessoa’s paternal grandmother, moves to a smaller apartment.
1894
2 January
His brother Jorge dies. That same month his mother meets João Miguel Rosa, a ship’s captain.

1895
26 July
Composes his earliest known verses, a quatrain addressed to his mother, who copied down the words.
30 December
His mother is married, by proxy, to João Miguel Rosa, recently named Portugal’s consul in Durban, capital of the English colony of Natal.

1896
20 January
Embarks with his mother for Durban, South Africa.
March
Enrols in St Joseph’s Convent School.
27 November
His mother gives birth to Henriqueta Madalena.

1899
7 April
Enrols in Durban High School.

1900
11 January
His mother gives birth to Luís Miguel.

1901
12 May
Writes his oldest surviving poem, ‘Separated from thee’, in English.
June
Passes the First Class School Higher Certificate exam of the University of the Cape of Good Hope.
1 August
Sails with his family for a year-long holiday in Portugal.
October(?)
Travels to the Algarve to visit paternal relatives.

1902
2 May
Travels to Ilha Terceira, in the Azores, to visit maternal relatives.
18 July
Publishes his first poem, in the Lisbon newspaper
O Imparcial [The Impartial Reporter].
19 SEPTEMBER  Departs for Durban.

OCTOBER  Enrols in the Commercial School.

1903

17 JANUARY  His mother gives birth to João Maria.


NOVEMBER  Takes the Matriculation Examination of the University of the Cape of Good Hope and wins the Queen Victoria Prize for the best English essay.

1904

FEBRUARY  Returns to Durban High School, where he pursues his first year of university studies.

9 JULY  Publishes, in *The Natal Mercury*, a satirical poem signed by Charles Robert Anon, his first literary alter ego with a reasonably large body of work.

1905

20 AUGUST  Departs definitively for Lisbon, where he will live with his Aunt Anica and his cousins Mário and Maria.

2 OCTOBER  Enrols in the university-level course of Arts and Letters.

1906

Emergence of Alexander Search, writer of poems, stories and essays.

JULY  Fails to sit for exams, due to illness.

SEPTEMBER  Re-enrols in the first year of the Arts and Letters course.

OCTOBER  Moves into an apartment with his family, on another long leave from Durban.

1907

Emergence of new alter egos who write in various languages: Faustino and Pantaleão, in Portuguese; Charles James Search and Friar Maurice, in English; and Jean Seul, in French.

MAY  His family returns to Durban and he moves in with two maternal great-aunts, Rita and Maria, and his grandmother Dionísia.
June (?)  Drops out of Arts and Letters.
6 September  Dionísia dies, leaving her grandson a small inheritance.

1908

Begins writing passages for *Fausto* [Faust], a Goethe-inspired verse drama.

Late Autumn  Publishes, under the name of Gaudêncio Nabos, a charade in the form of a poem in the *Novo Almanaque de Lembranças Luso-Brasileiro para o Ano de 1909* [New Luso-Brazilian Gift Almanac for the Year 1909].

1909

Emergence of new fictitious personalities: Joaquim Moura Costa, Vicente Guedes and Carlos Otto.

August  Travels to Portalegre to buy a printing press for the Empresa Íbis, a publishing house he will start up in Lisbon several months later.

November  Moves into his own apartment on the Rua da Glória.

Late Autumn  Publishes another charade-poem, signed by Gaudêncio Nabos, in the *Novo Almanaque de Lembranças Luso-Brasileiro para o Ano de 1910*.

1910

June  Empresa Íbis, which did some printing but no publishing, closes its doors.

5 October  The monarchy falls and the Portuguese Republic is proclaimed.

1911

May (?)  Begins translating English and Spanish works into Portuguese for a twenty-four-volume *Biblioteca Internacional de Obras Célebres* [International Library of Famous Works] published c. 1912.

September  His family moves from Durban to Pretoria, where his stepfather has been named consul general of Portugal.
1912

FEBRUARY  Goes back to living with his Aunt Anica.

APRIL     Publishes, in the Oporto-based magazine *A Águia* [*The Eagle*], the first of several long articles on the current state and future direction of Portuguese poetry.

13 OCTOBER His closest friend, the writer Mário de Sá-Carneiro (1890–1916), moves to Paris, giving rise to an assiduous exchange of letters.

1913

AUGUST   Publishes, in *A Águia*, his first piece of creative prose, a passage from *Livro do Desassossego* [*The Book of Disquiet*], signed in his own name.

1914

FEBRUARY Publishes, in the Lisbon magazine *A Renascença* [*The Renaissance*], his first poems as an adult, ‘Ó sino da minha aldeia’ [O church bell of my village] and ‘Pauís’ [Swamps].

4 MARCH   First dated poem of Alberto Caeiro.

JUNE     Emergence of Álvaro de Campos, with his ‘Ode Triunfal’ [Triumphal Ode].

12 JUNE   First dated odes of Ricardo Reis.

NOVEMBER Aunt Anica moves to Switzerland with her daughter and son-in-law. For the next six years Pessoa will live alone in rented rooms or apartments.

1915

Emergence of the alter ego António Mora, the main theoretician of Neopaganism, and of Raphael Baldaya, a heteronymic astrologer.

‘Death’ of Alberto Caeiro, from tuberculosis.

24 MARCH  Publication of *Orpheu* [*Orpheus*] 1, which includes *O Marinheiro* [*The Mariner*], signed by Pessoa, and ‘Opiário’ [Opiary] and ‘Ode Triunfal’ [Triumphal Ode], by Álvaro de Campos.
JUNE  Publication of *Orpheu* 2, which includes Pessoa’s ‘Chuva Obliqua’ [Slanting Rain] and Campos’s ‘Ode Maritima’ [Maritime Ode].

SEPTEMBER  Completes the first of six translations of works by Helena Blavatsky, C. W. Leadbeater and other theosophical writers (published in 1915–16).

NOVEMBER  His mother, still in South Africa, suffers a stroke affecting her left side.

1916

MARCH  Begins to produce automatic writings, supposedly dictated by astral spirits.

26 APRIL  Mário de Sá-Carneiro commits suicide in a Paris hotel.

1917

12 MAY  Sends *The Mad Fiddler*, a collection of English poems, to an English publisher, who rejects the manuscript.

JULY–AUGUST  Founds the firm F. A. Pessoa, which seeks to earn commissions as an intermediary for business transactions. It stays open for less than a year.

OCTOBER  Publishes, in *Portugal Futurista* [Futurist Portugal], Álvaro de Campos’s *Ultimatum*, a manifesto vilifying Europe’s political leaders and cultural luminaries.

5 DECEMBER  A coup d’état establishes Sidónio Pais as dictator.

1918

JULY  Self-publishes two chapbooks of his English poems, *Antinous* (written in 1915) and *35 Sonnets*, both of which garner positive reviews in the British press.

14 DECEMBER  Sidónio Pais is assassinated.

1919

19 JANUARY  A monarchy is proclaimed in Lisbon and Oporto by military juntas organised in the preceding months. The royalist forces, quickly subdued in the south, are defeated
in the north one month later, at which point Ricardo Reis, a monarchist, supposedly emigrates to Brazil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 May</td>
<td>Begins an intense collaboration in the short-lived <em>Acção</em> [Action], a right-wing journal critical of the Republican government and nostalgic for Sidónio Pais.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 October</td>
<td>His stepfather dies in Pretoria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 October</td>
<td>Ofélia Queiroz, nineteen years old, is hired as a secretary in a firm where Pessoa sometimes works.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1920**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 March</td>
<td>Writes his first love letter to Ofélia Queiroz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 March</td>
<td>His mother and the children from her second marriage arrive in Lisbon. His two half-brothers soon leave for England, where they will study at the University of London, get married and settle. Pessoa, his mother and his half-sister, Henrique, rent an apartment on the Rua Coelho da Rocha, 16, where he will reside until his death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 November</td>
<td>Breaks off with Ofélia Queiroz through a letter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1921**

Founds a small agency and publishing house, Olisipo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**1922**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Publishes ‘O Banqueiro Anarquista’ [The Anarchist Banker] in the Lisbon magazine <em>Contemporânea</em> [Contemporary].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Olisipo republishes a revised and enlarged version of <em>Canções</em> [Songs], a book of poems by the openly homosexual António Botto (first published in 1921).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Publishes, in *Contemporânea*, ‘Mar Português’ [Portuguese Sea], a sequence of twelve poems, eleven of which will be included in *Mensagem* [Message].

Founds another firm, F. N. Pessoa, which will do business for three years mainly as a commercial intermediary.

**1923**

February Olisipo publishes *Sodoma Divinizada* [Sodom Deified], by Raul Leal.

March In response to a campaign by conservative students against the ‘literature of Sodom’, the government bans various books deemed immoral, including *Sodoma Divinizada* and António Botto’s *Canções*. Pessoa self-publishes several manifestos – one in his own name and another signed by Álvaro de Campos – criticising the students and defending Raul Leal.

21 July Pessoa’s sister marries and takes their semi-invalid mother to live with her and her husband.

11 September Five of his ‘Inscriptions’, translated into Spanish by the poet Rogelio Buendía, are published in the Huelva newspaper *La Provincia* [The Province].

**1924**

October Founds the magazine *Athena*, whose first issue features twenty odes of Ricardo Reis, previously unknown to the public.

**1925**

March The fourth issue of *Athena* (dated January) presents Alberto Caeiro to the public, with twenty-three poems from *O Guardador de Rebanhos* [The Keeper of Sheep].

17 March His mother dies.

June The fifth and last issue of *Athena* (dated February) includes sixteen of Caeiro’s *Poemas Inconjuntos* [Miscellaneous Poems].
1926

**January**

He and his brother-in-law found the *Revista de Comércio e Contabilidade* [*Business and Accounting Magazine*], which will run for six issues.

**28 May**

Beginning of a military revolt leading to a coup d'état and a dictatorship in Portugal.

1927

**4 June**

A poem signed in his own name and the prose piece ‘Ambiente’ [*Environment*], signed by Álvaro de Campos, mark the beginning of an intense collaboration with the Coimbra magazine *Presença* [*Presence*], whose young editors consider Pessoa to be Portugal’s most significant living writer.

1928

**March**

Publishes *O Interregno* [*The Interregnum*], a pamphlet that defends and justifies military dictatorship as a necessary ‘State of Transition’ in politically unstable Portugal. (In a biographical note dating from 1935, Pessoa will repudiate *O Interregno*.)

**26 April**

António de Oliveira Salazar is appointed Finance Minister and granted sweeping powers.

**August**

Creates his last literary persona, the suicidal Baron of Teive.

1929

**22 March**

First dated passage from the final and most intense phase of the *Livro do Desassossego*, now attributed to ‘semi-heteronym’ Bernardo Soares.

**April–June**

The Lisbon-based *A Revista* [*The Review*] brings out the first of eleven passages from the *Livro do Desassossego* published in periodicals between 1929 and 1932.

**September**

Rekindles his relationship with Ofélia Queiroz.

**4 December**

Informs Aleister Crowley’s publisher of an error in the natal horoscope published in the occult master’s autobiographical *Confessions*. Crowley (1875–1947)
acknowledges the mistake and begins to exchange letters with Pessoa.

1930

11 January Date of his last letter to Ofélia Queiroz, who will continue to write him for over a year.

23 July Writes the last two dated poems of Alberto Caeiro, both from *O Pastor Amoroso* [*The Shepherd in Love*].

2 September Aleister Crowley arrives at Lisbon with a girlfriend and is met by Pessoa.

23 September Helps Crowley stage a fake suicide, which receives considerable news coverage. Pessoa will write an unfinished detective novel, *The Mouth of Hell*, based on the episode.

1931

February Publishes, in *Presença*, the eighth poem of *O Guardador de Rebanhos* and five of the *Notas para a Recordação do Meu Mestre Caeiro* [*Notes for the Memory of My Master Caeiro*], signed by Álvaro de Campos.

1932

5 July Salazar is appointed Prime Minister, becoming a *de facto* absolute dictator.

16 September Applies, to no avail, for the post of Head Librarian at the Conde de Castro Guimarães Library-Museum, in Cascais.

November Publishes ‘Autopsicografia’ [*Autopsychography*] in *Presença* (the poem was written on 1 April 1931).

1933

January Five of his poems, translated into French by Pierre Hourcade, are published in *Cahiers du Sud* [*Notebooks from the South*] (Marseilles).

19 March A national referendum approves a new constitution that marks the inception of Salazar’s so-called Estado Novo [New State].
July
Publishes the poem ‘Tabacaria’ [Tobacco Shop], written on 15 January 1928 and attributed to Álvaro de Campos, in *Presença*.

1934
July
Begins writing a long run of Portuguese folk quatrains (*quadras*) – more than 350.

1 December
Publishes *Mensagem*, the only book of his Portuguese poetry to see print in his lifetime. The book is awarded a prize by the National Office of Propaganda.

1935
4 February
Publishes, in the *Diário de Lisboa* [*Lisbon Daily*], an article vehemently opposing a proposed law that would ban Freemasonry and other ‘secret societies’. (The National Assembly unanimously ratifies the law in April.)

21 October
Writes ‘Todas as cartas de amor são ridículas’ [All love letters are ridiculous], the last dated poem of Álvaro de Campos.

13 November
Writes ‘Vivem em nós inúmeros’ [Countless lives inhabit us], the last dated poem of Ricardo Reis.

19 November
Writes ‘Há doenças piores que as doenças’ [There are illnesses worse than any illness], his last dated poem in Portuguese.

22 November
Writes ‘The happy sun is shining’, his last dated poem in English.

29 November
Beset by fever and strong abdominal pains, he is admitted into the French hospital of Lisbon, where he writes his last words, in English: ‘I know not what tomorrow will bring.’

30 November
Dies at around 8 p.m., possibly from acute pancreatitis.

2 December
Buried in Lisbon at the cemetery of Prazeres, where Luís de Montalvor, from the *Orpheu* group, delivers a short speech to a small crowd.
PART I:
INFLUENCES
‘O Deus que Faltava’:
Pessoa’s Theory of Lyric Poetry

M. IRENE RAMALHO SANTOS

The rainbow …
… is … more convincing
Than Philosophy.
Emily Dickinson

Wallace Stevens, a poet I have often brought into contact with Fernando Pessoa, says in one of his ‘Adagia’ that ‘poetry is a sense’. It seems to me that, more than a sense, poetry is an affair of the senses. Stevens himself would agree: ‘With my whole body I taste these peaches’, reads a line of ‘A Dish of Peaches in Russia’. For many modernist poets, the sensuous experience of everydayness tends to be far more important poetically than divinity or transcendence. Pessoa’s poetry as a whole is witness to this conception, which is best grasped in his heteronym Alberto Caeiro, the poet who claims, ‘Eu nem sequer sou poeta: vejo’ [I am not even a poet: I see]. As in Stevens, the senses of sight and hearing are

---

3 Ibid., p. 206.
4 From ‘Poemas Inconjuntos’ [Miscellaneous Poems], in Fernando Pessoa, Obra Poética, ed. Maria Aliete Galhoz (Rio de Janeiro: Aguilar, 1969), p. 235. All translations are my own, with thanks to Monica Varese Andrade for her suggestions. For a study of the bodily senses as muse, see my ‘Modernist Muses That Matter: Inspiration Revisited
foremost in Caeiro, but as in Stevens also both are metonyms for the experiencing body. Unlike Stevens, however, Caeiro leaves the frightful wonder of everyday existing unquestioned. The anguished doubts are left to the orthonymous Pessoa (who confides to the world, ‘tenho-te horror porque te sinto ser’ [I abhor you because I feel you being]), Álvaro de Campos (who is ‘uma sensação sem pessoa correspondente’ [a sensation without a corresponding person]), the alleged semi-heteronym Bernardo Soares (who says, ‘dói-me a vida’ [life aches me]) and, in a stoically serene manner, to Ricardo Reis (who claims to be merely ‘o lugar / Onde se sente e pensa’ [the place / Where one feels and thinks]).

The poet’s sickness, identified in poem XV of O Guardador de Rebanhos [The Keeper of Sheep], interrupts the shepherd sequence with some existential angst, but there is nothing in Caeiro comparable to the ‘never-ending meditation’ of the ‘eye’s plain version’ throughout ‘An Ordinary Evening in New Haven’, even if the ordinariness of everyday experience is what concerns both poets. Poetry is no longer understood as a making, accomplished through transcendent mediation (as of a muse), but as a sensuous making appear. Stevens puts it very eloquently in a poem of the 1940s: poetry is making ‘the visible a little hard / To see.’ Difficult, says Pessoa/Caeiro in turn, is to be ‘próprio’ [ownmost (eigenen)] that is to say, to-be-according-to-being, and see nothing but the visible: ‘Que difícil ser próprio e não ver senão o visível!’ [How difficult to be ownmost and see nothing but the visible]. Heidegger’s truth, aletheia-as-unconcealment (Unverborgenheit), cannot help but come to mind. No poem of Caeiro’s speaks the sensuousness of being-there more simply and more eloquently than Poem IX of O Guardador de Rebanhos:


6 Stevens, pp. 397–417.


8 Poem XXVI of O Guardador de Rebanhos (Obra Poética, p. 218)

Sou um guardador de rebanhos.  
O rebanho é os meus pensamentos  
E os meus pensamentos são todos sensações.  
Penso com os olhos e com os ouvidos  
E com as mãos e os pés  
E com o nariz e a boca.  

Pensar uma flor é vê-la e cheirá-la  
E comer um fruto é saber-lhe o sentido.  

Por isso quando num dia de calor  
Me sinto triste de gozá-lo tanto,  
E me deito ao comprido na erva,  
E fecho os olhos quentes,  
Sinto todo o meu corpo deitado na realidade,  
Sei a verdade e sou feliz.  

[I’m a keeper of sheep.  
The sheep are my thoughts  
And my thoughts are all sensations.  
I think with my eyes and ears  
And with my hands and feet  
And with my nose and mouth.  

To think a flower is to see it and smell it  
And to eat a fruit is to know its meaning.  

So on a hot day  
When I feel sad at so enjoying it,  
And stretch full-length on the grass,  
Closing my hot eyes,  
I feel my whole body lying in reality,  
I know the truth and I’m happy.]  

Sense-as-the-senses grounds this poem, from the pastoral fiction of mild rustic hardships to truth finally grasped as reality coinciding with the body. The keeper of sheep is not really a shepherd. He does not keep the sheep, and that on two counts: because there are no sheep, since the sheep are his thoughts, and because the thoughts do go astray and are lost by being sensations. The thinker (i.e. the philosopher) gives way to the poet (as at the very end of the previous poem about the Child Jesus, to which I will turn in a moment). The poet thinks with the body he physically senses.

The poet thinks with his eyes and ears, with his hands and feet, with his nose and mouth. That the two isolated lines dividing the poem in two parts lead to a logical conclusion of sorts (‘Por isso’ [So]) only shows how difficult, if not impossible, is the poet’s task of merely sensuously looking and seeing. Or looking and seeing ‘without opinion,’ as Caeiro puts it in one of his ‘Poemas Inconjuntos’. If to think a flower is sensuously to see it and smell it, how can eating a fruit be simply to know its meaning? (‘E comer um fruto é saber-lhe o sentido’). ‘Saber’ means, of course, ‘to know,’ ‘knowing,’ ‘knowledge.’ ‘Sentido’ does mean ‘meaning.’ But it also means, among other things, ‘sense’ and ‘felt’ or ‘that which is felt, or sensed’. The sensuousness of ‘E comer um fruto é saber-lhe o sentido’ [And to eat a fruit is to know its meaning] is further enhanced by the near homophony of ‘saber’ (knowing) and ‘sabor’ (taste), which evokes for us, ‘Se eu pudesse trincar a terra toda e sentir-lhe um paladar’ [If I could bite the whole earth / And feel a flavour in it]. The anaphoric alliteration of ‘sinto’ [I feel] and ‘sei’ [I know], again binding knowledge to the senses in the last two lines of Poem IX, speaks the sensuous grasp of reality (‘Sinto todo o meu corpo deitado na realidade’ [I feel my whole body lying in reality]) and comprehends the truth, or being (‘Sei a verdade e sou feliz’ [I know the truth and I’m happy]). Aletheia is an affair of the senses, and only poetry, before or beyond philosophy, unconceals it.15

11 Ibid., p. 231.
12 Ibid., p. 216.
14 For a discussion of Caeiro’s ‘sense’ in the context of Pessoa’s conception of ‘sensationism’ and ‘non-Aristotelian aesthetics’ (the latter proposed by Álvaro de Campos), see my Atlantic Poets: Fernando Pessoa’s Turn in Anglo-American Modernism (Hanover & London: University Press of New England, 2003), chapter 4, especially pp. 128–32.
Plato said that wonder (thaumazein) was at the origin of philosophy (philosophein), but the evolution of Western thought from Aristotle onwards tells a different story. Wonder resonates with something pre- and post-philosophical that accounts for the poetic. Poetry, poets insist, is not philosophy. Dickinson, in my epigraph, gives precedence to the rainbow; Stevens compares poetry and philosophy in several of his essays, explicitly in ‘The Figure of the Youth as Virile Poet’ (1943),17 to come precisely to this conclusion; Pessoa/Caeiro is the sensuous experience of this negation. As Eduardo Lourenço has argued, philosophy made no sense to Pessoa, if philosophy means a rational discourse to render intelligible reality and the world in which we live and of which we are supposed to be part. As witnessed in Caeiro, Lourenço adds, metaphysics is a sickness of the mind, as Christianity is a sickness of the soul. Lourenço then reads Poem VIII of O Guardador de Rebanhos as an account of the death of Christianity and the return of the pagan ethos, never completely eradicated by Christianity.18 More recently, the French philosopher Judith Balso, in the wake of Lourenço’s many exegeses of Pessoa’s work, though without mentioning him, has suggested that Poem VIII deals with the question of poetic mediation. The role of the Child Jesus is compared to that of the goddess that shows the truth (aletheia) to the youth in the first fragment of Parmenides, therefore functioning as a kind of muse.19 But, as I have shown elsewhere, the modernist Pessoa knows only too well that the muse is no longer available outside the poet’s own body, outside the poet’s own senses.20 What Poem VIII does is to make the Child Jesus, ‘o deus que faltava’ [the god that was missing] perfectly coincident with the poet, and both with poetry-as-everydayness.

In Poem VIII Caeiro tells a sacrilegious story, but a story which, the

---

16 For my use of ‘wonder’ and the ‘everyday’ in this paper, see Krzysztof Ziarek, The Historicity of Experience: Modernity, the Avant-Garde, and the Event (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2001), especially chapter 6.
17 Stevens, pp. 666–85.
20 See my ‘Modernist Muses that Matter’ and ‘The Truant Muse and the Poet’s Body’.
poet claims at the end, may well be closer to the truth (‘mais verdadeira’) than what philosophers think and religions teach.\textsuperscript{21} One day at noon, at the end of spring, the story begins, a dream came to Caeiro ‘como uma fotografia’ [like a snapshot]: he saw Jesus Christ come down to earth turned once more into a child. Disgusted with the stupidity, falseness, vulgarity and crassness of Roman Catholicism, Jesus stole three miracles from the chest of miracles and escaped from heaven on a sunbeam to live an ordinary life on earth as an eternal child. With the first miracle, he made it impossible for anybody to know he had escaped. With the second, he created himself eternally human and a child. With the third, he left a Christ forever nailed to the cross that hangs in the sky, to serve as a model for others. So, leaving religion untouched for gullible believers, an impish, playfully creative Child Jesus, who misbehaves by taunting animals and playing tricks on people, becomes the poet’s companion and mentor and teaches him everything the poet needs to know – the child teaches the poet \textit{how to see}: ‘Ensínou-me a olhar para as cousas’ [He taught me how to look at things]. Once tired of speaking ill of God, the Holy Spirit and the Virgin Mary, the human Child Jesus, so human he is ‘divino’ [divine], falls asleep in Caeiro’s arms. Caeiro is sure then that the little urchin is ‘o deus que faltava,’ the god that was missing. Missing, but certainly not among the vast cohort of pagan deities, for he is still ‘o Menino Jesus verdadeiro’ [the true Child Jesus].\textsuperscript{22}

Eduardo Lourenço, no doubt associating Caeiro’s ‘deus que faltava’ with Reis’s in ‘O deus Pâ não morreu’ [The god Pan is not dead] and ‘Não a ti, Cristo, odeio ou menosprezo’ [Not you, Christ, do I hate or despise], rightly emphasises Pessoa’s rejection of Christianity. Caeiro’s rejection of Christianity, however, is radically different from Reis’s: while Reis does put Christ in the ‘Pantheon’ of the pagan gods, Caeiro reinvents the Child Jesus as poetry-as-everydayness. More than an account of the return of the pagan ethos, as Lourenço has it, Poem VIII displays, to my mind, a theory of modern lyric poetry. The middle section of this longest of all of Caeiro’s poems weaves an intricate narrative about a ‘divine’ that

\textsuperscript{21} In a very interesting note on the importance of heteronymy for a better understanding of lyric poetry and its essentially dramatic nature, in which he distances \textit{himself} (the orthonymous Pessoa) from the other heteronyms, Pessoa says that he was alarmed and disgusted at writing ‘blasphemy’ into Poem VIII (‘escrevi com sobressalto e repugnância’), but, he adds, not to let Caeiro write the way he writes would be like denying Shakespeare the right to create Lady Macbeth. See \textit{Páginas Íntimas e de Auto-Interpretação}, ed. Georg Rudolf Lind and Jacinto do Prado Coelho (Lisbon: Ática, 1966), p. 108.

\textsuperscript{22} Pessoa (Alberto Caeiro), \textit{Obra Poética}, pp. 209–12.
is ‘human,’ a ‘human’ that is ‘natural,’ a ‘missing god’ that is the poet’s ‘quotidian life as a poet’, and a poet that never stops being a poet because his senses were awakened by the child. The child and the poet and ‘tudo que existe’ [all that exists] are always together, wondering at their own being in the world and making poetry appear:

A Criança Nova que habita onde vivo  
Dá-me uma mão a mim  
E a outra a tudo que existe  
E assim vamos os três pelo caminho que houver,  
Saltando e cantando e rindo  
E gozando o nosso segredo comum  
Que é o de saber por toda a parte  
Que não há mistério no mundo  
E que tudo vale a pena.23

[The New Child who dwells where I live  
Gives me one hand  
And the other to all that exists  
And so we take, the three of us, whatever path is there,  
Skipping and singing and laughing  
And enjoying our common secret  
Which is knowing everywhere  
That there is no mystery in the world  
And that everything is worthwhile.]

What I would like to suggest is that the god that was missing is wonder itself (thaumazein). Not wonder about the divine, the extraordinary or the exceptional, or wonder about the ‘mistério’ [mystery], but rather wonder about the human, the profane, the ordinary and the commonplace – in ‘everything’. In a word, wonder about the absence of mystery, that is to say, absence of transcendence or metaphysics. Wonder is ‘o pasmo essencial / Que tem uma criança se, ao nascer, / Reparasse que nascera deveras’ [the essential wonder / That a child has if, at birth, / He could notice he’s really been born.].24 Poem II of O Guardador de Rebanhos, from which I have just quoted, in its unthinking innocence, fully justifies and is justified by Poem VIII and the Eternal Child:

23 Ibid., p. 211.  
24 Ibid., p. 205.
O meu olhar é nítido como um girassol.
Tenho o costume de andar pelas estradas
Olhando para a direita e para a esquerda,
E de vez em quando olhando para trás …
E o que vejo a cada momento
É aquilo que nunca antes eu tinha visto,
E eu sei dar por isso muito bem …
Sei ter o pasmo essencial
Que tem uma criança se, ao nascer,
Reparasse que nasceria deveras …
Sinto-me nascido a cada momento
Para a eterna novidade do Mundo …

Creio no Mundo como num malmequer,
Porque o vejo. Mas não penso nele
Porque pensar é não compreender …
O Mundo não se fez para pensarmos nele
(Pensar é estar doente dos olhos)
Mas olharmos para ele e estarmos de acordo …
Eu não tenho filosofia: tenho sentidos …
Se falo na Natureza não é porque saiba o que ela é,
Mas porque a amo, e amo-a por isso,
Porque quem ama nunca sabe o que ama,
Nem sabe por que ama, nem o que é amar …

Amar é a eterna inocência,
E a única inocência é não pensar …

[My gaze is clear like a sunflower.
I take to roaming the roads
Looking to my right and to my left,
And now and then looking back …
And what I see all the time
Is something I had never seen before,
And I am very good at realising that …
I know how to have the same essential wonder
That a child has if, at birth,
He could notice he’s really been born …
I feel I’m being born every moment
Into the eternal newness of the world …

I believe in the world as in a daisy
Because I see it. But I don’t think about it

25 Ibid., pp. 204–5.
Because thinking is not understanding …
The world was not made for us to think about
(Thinking is a sickness of the eyes)
But to look at it and agree …
I have no philosophy: I have senses …
If I speak of Nature it’s not because I know what it is,
But because I love it, and that’s why I love it,
For whoever loves never knows what he loves
Nor why he loves, nor what loving is …

Loving is eternal innocence,
And the only innocence is not to think.]

Let me linger a little on some crucial phrases in this poem: ‘o pasmo essencial’ [the essential wonder]; ‘a eterna novidade do Mundo’ [the eternal newness of the world]; ‘não tenho filosofia: tenho sentidos’ [I have no philosophy: I have senses]. Caeiro’s philosophy-less philosophy is his ever-renewed wonderment before all that exists. If a shepherd at all, Caeiro is but a shepherd of being, as in the opening poem of the sequence:

Eu nunca guardei rebanhos
Mas é como se os guardasse.
Minha alma é como um pastor,
Conhece o vento e o sol
E anda pela mão das Estações
A seguir e a olhar.26

[I’ve never kept sheep
But it’s as if I had.
My soul is like a shepherd,
Knowing the wind and the sun
And going hand in hand with the seasons
Walking and watching]

In a note signed by Álvaro de Campos, Caeiro is reported to have said: ‘Toda a coisa que vemos devemos vê-la sempre pela primeira vez, porque realmente é a primeira vez que a vemos’ [Whatever we see we must see always for the first time, for we do see it for the first time].27 We know how a large part of this conversation with Caeiro, with his ‘childlike,’ ‘feminine’ kind of reasoning, exasperated Campos, who had no repartee

26 Ibid., p. 203.
27 Ibid., p. 247.
for Caeiro’s ‘formidably’ innocent question: ‘O que é o 34 na realidade?’ [What is 34 in reality?]. But Campos deeply understood, admired and, above all, envied Caeiro’s serene merely being-there, and thereby being unselfconsciously happy (‘contente’), as we learn from the passionate cri de coeur of his ‘Mestre, meu mestre querido!’ [Master, my dear master!]. ‘Meu mestre,’ Campos cries out passionately, ‘meu coração não aprendeu a tua serenidade’ [my heart never learned your serenity].28 I take Campos’s ‘envy’ to mean, ‘I can’t be the kind of poet you are.’ Contrasting with this lack of good schooling on Campos’s part, to which I will return in a moment, there is ‘Mestre, são plácidas’ [Master, placid are] by Reis. Odes de Ricardo Reis [Ricardo Reis’s Odes]29 opens in a misleading way, for in this poem the poet is not yet the ‘sad Epicurean’ he becomes in the remaining odes. Here, Reis proves himself the more than good student by having learnt well the master’s lesson of letting being be. In spite of the reference to the ruthless implacability of time (‘Não se resiste / Ao deus atroz / Que os próprios filhos / Devora sempre’ [The atrocious god / Is not to be resisted / Who ever devours / His own children]), the poem rings almost completely with the tranquil contentment of placid existing according to the laws of nature and carefree chance.

Campos, on the other hand, intensely desires to be, but is not, a body-without-organs. He has not learnt the master’s lesson at all. In spite of the strident pleas for philosophical, theological or poetical liberation in his sensationist and decadent odes, Campos remains torn between transcendence and abjection, often rescued at the last minute by what I call ‘o efeito Esteves’ [the Esteves effect]. In ‘Tabacaria’ [Tobacco Shop], although aware that ‘a metafísica é uma consequência de estar mal disposto’ [metaphysics is a consequence of being indisposed], the poet can’t get rid of it, even if translated into chocolate. The whole poem is a tortured, verging on comical, meditation on mortality and selfhood, poetry and immortality, everydayness and the beyond. But then a man the poet has been watching all along goes into the tobacco shop, and plausible reality strikes the lyrical subject all of a sudden:

O homem saiu da tabacaria (metendo troco na algibeira das calças?).
Ah, conheço-o; é o Esteves sem metafísica.
(O Dono da Tabacaria chegou à porta.)

28 Ibid., p. 369.
29 Pessoa (Ricardo Reis), Obra Poética, pp. 253–4.
Como por um instinto divino o Esteves voltou-se e viu-me. Acenou-me adeus, gritei-lhe Adeus ó Esteves!, e o universo Reconstruiu-se-me sem ideal nem esperança, e o Dono da Tabacaria sorriu.30

[The man left the tobacco shop (putting change in his trouser pocket?)
Oh, I know him, it’s Esteves without metaphysics.
(The Owner of the Tobacco Shop came to the door.)
As if by divine instinct, Esteves turned around and saw me.
He waved hello, I shouted back Hello there Esteves!, and the universe
Came back to me without ideal or hope, and the Owner of the Tobacco Shop smiled.]

Pessoa’s high esteem for Caeiro indicates that Caeiro’s poetics of unmetaphysical everydayness is what he most values, but such a poetics is out of reach of Pessoa’s poets, including Caeiro himself. In the songs he writes while sick, Caeiro longs to be the mere being which O Guardador de Rebanhos as a whole proclaims he is: ‘Quem me dera que a minha vida fosse um carro de bois’ [I wish my life were an oxcart]; ‘Quem me dera que eu fosse o pó da estrada’ [I wish I were the dust on the road].31 Moreover, the equalising heteronymy, which aspires to undermine the hierarchical in favour of what we might call a rhyzomatic interrelation, is modified by the presence of a ‘master.’ Only Bernardo Soares is, for a brief moment, without master, thus fulfilling, in that fleeting instant, Caeiro’s poetic theory of mere earthly being: ‘Nunca tive alguém a quem pudesse chamar “Mestre.” Não morreu por mim nenhum Cristo. Nenhum Buda me indicou o caminho. No alto dos meus sonhos nenhum Apolo ou Atena me apareceu, para que me iluminasse a alma.’32 [I never had anyone I could have called ‘Master’. No Christ died for me. No Buddha showed me the way. In my deepest dreams no Apollo or Athena appeared to me, to enlighten my soul].

Can the modern(ist) poet do without metaphysics? Can the contemporary philosopher ‘overturn Platonism?’ Ten years ago, Alain Badiou identified as the most important task of philosophers in our time to be contemporaries of Pessoa, that is to say, to put themselves ‘under the condition of Pessoa’s poetic enterprise.’33 Evidently unfamiliar with

30 Pessoa (Álvaro de Campos), Obra Poética, p. 366.
31 Pessoa (Alberto Caeiro), Obra Poética, p. 247.
32 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, p. 406.
33 Alain Badiou, ‘Une Tâche Philosophique: Être Contemporain de Pessoa,’ in
Lourenço’s work, although attentive to Gil’s Deleuzian inquiries, Badiou was hoping that Judith Balso might accomplish such a task, but he ends up deciding that she does not. *Pessoa, le Passeur Métaphysique*, one concludes, does not do for Pessoa, say, what Blanchot does for Mallarmé, Heidegger for Hölderlin or Derrida for Celan. In other words, Balso’s very interesting analysis of the heteronymic Pessoa’s smugglings of metaphysics does not yield a post-Platonic theory of language and poetry.

Let me conclude by bringing in Stevens one more time. In the late 1940s, Stevens expressed one regret: ‘[T]he great poems of heaven and hell have been written,’ he said, ‘and the great poem of the earth remains to be written’. 34 Stevens was unaware of it, but in 1949 the great poem of the earth had already been written. Caeiro’s areligious and apolitical, nonaesthetic and apoetical insistence on the senses, ordinariness and everydayness in the ‘prosa dos [seus] poemas’ [prose of his poems] is Pessoa’s great poem of the earth, older in its wondrous novelty than the ancient world, as Stevens said it should be. 35 In Poem XXIV of *O Guardador de Rebanhos*, Caeiro calls for ‘uma aprendizagem de desaprender’ 36 [a learning of how to unlearn], as if anticipating the poet-as-ignorant-man in Stevens’s ‘Notes toward a Supreme Fiction’. 37 In one of his ‘Poemas Inconjuntos’, the poet’s unlearning project (or non-project) sounds even more radical: ‘Vivemos antes de philosophize, existimos antes de o sabermos’ [We live before we philosophise, we exist before knowing it]. 38 Nonetheless, the multifarious Pessoa went on all his many mutually crossing lives rewriting, with physical, metaphysical, theological, political and poetic anguish, all the great poems of heaven and hell. But this is matter for another essay.


34 Stevens, p. 730.
37 Stevens, p. 329.
38 ‘Seja o que for que esteja no centro do mundo’ [Whatever is at the centre of the world] (*Obra Poética*, p. 241). Pessoa’s understanding of Caeiro’s poetic radicalism can be seen in the brief lifespan he allows this heteronym. In the much quoted letter on the genesis of the heteronyms, Pessoa tells Casais Monteiro that the ‘uneducated’ Caeiro ‘was born’ in 1889 and ‘died’ in 1915. (Fernando Pessoa, *Obras em Prosa*, ed. Cleonice Berardinelli (Rio de Janeiro: Nova Aguilar, 1986), p. 97.)
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As a revisitor to the encounter between Fernando Pessoa and Walt Whitman, my modest aims in the following pages are: 1) to summarise the valuable observations and insights set forth by the first in-depth visitor to that encounter, Eduardo Lourenço, 2) to add some new information on how Pessoa viewed Whitman’s influence on his work (this by way of a still unpublished text from Pessoa’s archive), 3) to show that the most obviously Whitmanesque portions of Pessoa’s oeuvre – the poetry of Alberto Caeiro and Álvaro de Campos – were instances of conscious, wilful appropriation and even distortion (more than ‘misreading’), and 4) to argue that Whitman’s influence on Pessoa was holistic, affecting his literary oeuvre broadly.¹

I will begin by pointing out that the heteronym Álvaro de Campos’s ‘Saudação a Walt Whitman’ [Salutation to Walt Whitman] does not sound like any poem produced by the American poet. It makes a number of allusions to Whitman’s poetry (beginning with the title), it contains some of the same, voluntarily appropriated themes, it makes a similar use of repeating syntactical structures, it also resorts to lists of objects or concepts, and its free verse style is reminiscent of Whitman, but the tone is different and it all plays, or screams, at a different speed – faster than Whitman’s.

¹ A larger, Portuguese version of this essay (‘Fernando dança com Walt: O encontro de Pessoa com Whitman’, in Asas sobre a América, ed. Filipa Melo [Coimbra: Almedina, 2011], pp. 29–46) includes a discussion of M. Irene Ramalho Santos’s important analysis, in her Atlantic Poets: Fernando Pessoa’s Turn in Anglo-American Modernism (Hanover & London: University Press of New England, 2003), of Whitman’s possible influence on Pessoa’s doctrine of Atlantismo [Atlantism], closely linked to his Fifth Empire doctrine, whereby Portugal would spearhead a cultural renaissance. This broad perspective on the Whitman–Pessoa encounter supports my contention that its literary consequences extend far beyond the heteronymic output of Alberto Caeiro and Álvaro de Campos.
Campos is restless, frenetic, at times hysterical. Not so Whitman, notwithstanding his ‘barbaric yawp’. Left as over twenty unarticulated pieces, the poem in homage to Whitman also parodies and belittles him. Whitman wrote a well-known salutation to the world (‘Salut au Monde!’); Pessoa-Campos writes a salutation to a single person, Whitman, and constrains the universe to dance in the soul of just two men (‘estamos de mãos dadas / [...] dançando o universo na alma’ [we go hand in hand / [...] dancing the universe in our soul]). Whitman, rather than being held up as a poetic and intellectual progenitor, is referred to as a brother – and not the brother of Pessoa but of Álvaro de Campos, who does not exist. Pessoa resorts to pastiche, moulding a Whitman who fits the fraternal status that has been foisted on him. The naval engineer unsparingly takes himself and his ‘brother’ to task for being irremediable decadents, for whom Poetry was ‘nossa incompetência para agir’ [our incapacity to act], and he claims that Whitman, the ‘cantador de profissões enérgicas, […] o Poeta do Extremo, do Forte’ [singer of vigorous professions, [...] the Poet of the Strong and the Extreme], was finally ‘apenas “acariciador da vida”, / Mole ocioso’ [just a ‘caresser of life’, / A shiftless idler].

An impartial survey of Whitman’s life and work would not lead to the conclusion that he was poetically or biographically passive, and Pessoa himself – in a text discussed further on – defines Whitman as a ‘poet of action’.

Eduardo Lourenço first analysed the importance of Walt Whitman for Pessoa’s poetry in his luminous Fernando Pessoa Revisitado [Fernando Pessoa Revisited] (1973), where he wrote that the poet’s encounter with Whitman ‘não é exclusivo, nem mesmo essencialmente, da ordem literária ou estética’ [is not exclusively or even essentially of a literary or aesthetic nature] but takes place ‘ao nível mais secreto’ [at the most secret level].

Walt Whitman serves him as a model of freedom and self-liberation on the erotic plane – erotic sensu lato, signifying the sensuality of smell, touch, taste, sight and hearing, as well as the crucial domain of sexuality. Pessoa, not realising his sexual liberation in the flesh, realises...
it in Álvaro de Campos, whom Lourenço understands as Pessoa’s ‘unreal’ (because literary) liberation.⁴ The following verses from ‘Saudação’ are elucidative:

Quero que me façam pertença doída de qualquer outro,
Que me despejem dos caixotes,
Que me atirem aos mares,
Que me vão buscar a casa com fins obscenos,

[…] Ponham-me grilhetas só para eu as partir!
Só para eu as partir com os dentes, e que os dentes sangrem
Gozo masoquista, espasmódico a sangue, da vida!

Os marinheiros levaram-me preso.
As mãos apertaram-me no escuro.
Morri temporariamente de senti-lo.
Seguiu-se a minh’alma a lambér o chão do cárcere-privado

[I want to become someone else’s aching possession,
To be dumped out of garbage cans,
To be tossed into the sea,
To be sought out at home for obscene purposes

[…] Put me in shackles just so that I can break them!
So that I can break them with my teeth and make my teeth bleed!
O masochistic, blood-spurting joy of life!

The sailors took me prisoner.
Their hands squeezed me in the darkness,
And I died for a moment when I felt this.
Then my soul licked the floor of my private jail]

‘Ode Marítima’ [Maritime Ode] and ‘Ode Triunfal’ [Triumphal Ode] are informed by similar attitudes and desires, which Pessoa attributes to Campos, their heteronymic ‘author’, but Lourenço contends that the three ‘máquinas poéticas’ [poetic machines] could only be generated thanks to the poet’s fixation on a single point – that of erotic passivity – around which they all turn. And he remarks on Pessoa’s ‘ingenuidade que espanta’ [astonishing ingenuousness] for having designated Campos the ‘cantor da Máquina, da Electricidade e outras realidades’ [singer of the Machine, of Electricity and of other concrete realities] in poems such

⁴ Ibid., p. 87.
as ‘Ode Triunfal’, as if Pessoa himself did not realise that Campos was in truth a species of ‘des-cantor’ [unsinger], as the Portuguese essayist dubs him. He argues that the self-proclaimed futurist wasn’t interested in appropriating what was truly modern, at least not in the technological sphere, the term Machine serving as a metaphor for ‘a exterioridade pura, a irresponsabilidade pura junta à eficácia suprema’ [pure exteriority, pure irresponsibility allied to supreme efficiency], thereby enabling the poet to ‘voar outro sem sair do mesmo sítio’ [fly as someone/something else while staying put]. This analysis completely convinces me except on one point: Pessoa’s alleged ingenuousness. The poet, I hope to show, knew exactly what he was up to, and his only possible ingenuousness was to think that keen minds like Lourenço’s wouldn’t figure it out.

In the essay ‘Walt Whitman e Pessoa’ [Walt Whitman and Pessoa], published in 1977, Eduardo Lourenço extends and refines his incisive reading, insisting that Pessoa was not merely influenced by Whitman but that his encounter with the nineteenth-century poet resulted in a ‘perturbação absoluta’ [absolute disturbance]. Alberto Caeiro and Álvaro de Campos emerged, he argues, as a direct consequence of the ‘deflagração do universo de Pessoa confrontado com o universo de Walt Whitman’ [explosion of Pessoa’s universe when confronted with Whitman’s universe]. He calls the two heteronyms ‘filhos’ [sons] of Walt Whitman, a designation that suggests (though the essayist does not actually say this) that Whitman, besides being a key to sexual liberation, was – at least on the plane of literary creativity – a kind of surrogate sexual partner for passive Pessoa, who proceeded to give birth to heteronymic, intimately related but nonidentical twins. According to Lourenço, Caeiro and Campos are a negative embodiment of Whitman, a Whitmanism without faith. They are born of Whitman, or of Pessoa’s meeting (or marriage?) with him, but as is Freudianly wont to happen with sons, Alberto and Álvaro kill off their father. They negate or subvert Whitman. In Campos, more obviously Whitmanian, this subversion sometimes takes the form of exaggeration, resulting – e.g. in ‘Saudação’ – in a quasi-caricature of the ‘father’. In Caeiro, on the other hand, the filial connection with Whitman

---

5 Ibid.
7 Ibid., p. 174.
8 Ibid., p. 173.
9 Ibid., p. 174.
is suppressed, erased. In the two books of Whitman’s poetry owned by Pessoa, a number of underlined verses reappear in the pseudoshepherd’s poetry, but the sensual and sensorial relationship to the world we find in Leaves of Grass (1855) disappears in Caeiro, whom Lourenço calls a disembodied Whitman. The celebration of things as things is reduced, in Caeiro, to a quasi-philosophical principle. The seeing he so insists on is abstract, requiring no involvement with what is seen. Caeiro sings on behalf of generic reality, ‘reality’ as a concept. If Caeiro is a bleached and devitalised Whitman, a non-Whitman, Campos is an anti-Whitman, for the corporal references in his poetry do not denote, as in the older poet, the glorious body but the mutilated body (a taste for or fascination with bodily torture and dismemberment runs through all of the great Campos odes).

In their different ways, Caeiro and Campos are both passive, in contrast with the attitude and actual life of Mr Whitman, who really hiked through fields and took full advantage of city life, who dirtied his hands, who rubbed his body against other bodies. At the heart of the two heteronyms lies a radical unhappiness, a lacerated consciousness. Campos makes a poetic theme out of his restless and dissatisfied state, whereas Caeiro seems to be the only moment of calm in Pessoa. He is the ‘Zen heteronym’, if we like, but his calm is a consolation prize, the calm that comes from detachment and resignation. Consciousness, for Whitman, was a boon to joy, since it accentuated his pleasure in tasting and smelling things, in seeing and touching them. For Pessoa, in every heteronymic corner of his vast being, consciousness implies pain. Whatever happiness he can find is in unconsciousness, in forgetfulness, in ignorance. (And Caeiro himself is an exercise in forgetfulness. He talks about flowers, trees, stones and rivers, but they are distant realities, as far away from the white house where he writes about them as Pessoa in his rented room is far away from the white house he dreamed up. The less sententious,
more narrative eighth poem from *O Guardador de Rebanhos* [*The Keeper of Sheep*] is a fable, and the *Pastor Amoroso* [*The Shepherd in Love*] sequence, where the talk sometimes gives way to genuine feeling, shows us a sick and sad shepherd, according to Pessoa.)

It comes as no surprise that ultraconscious Pessoa had already described, apropos his own ‘case’, much of what Eduardo Lourenço diagnosed. In manuscripts as yet unpublished or published only in recent years, the poet posthumously confirms a number of interpretations formulated previously and somewhat intuitively by Lourenço, a kind of Einstein of Pessoa studies. Pessoa, for instance, in the still unpublished prose text in English I’m about to cite, seems to concur with the critic’s depiction of Caeiro as a ‘desencarnado, exangue’ [disembodied, bloodless] sort of Whitman. It is a depiction that might lead us to suppose that the keeper of sheep (sheep that were in fact thoughts) was a subsidiary, diminished version of the American poet, but Pessoa’s comparative analysis of the two poets asserts precisely the opposite. Written (by hand) in English, the critical comparison was possibly intended for Thomas Crosse’s unfinished preface to a projected translation of Caeiro’s poetry into English. The contrastive nature of the comparison is announced at the top of the first page, ‘Differences between Whitman and Caeiro are clear:’, and the opening salvos reveal the anxiety of the poet now masked as critic:

- Caeiro is clear; Whitman is confused, muddled.
- Caeiro is a subtler rhythmist than Whitman.
- Caeiro is far more of an *intellectual* than Whitman.
- We are convinced there is no influence at all.

---

13 It is other heteronyms – Campos in his ‘Notas para a Recordação do meu Mestre Caeiro’, António Mora in his ‘O Regresso dos Deuses’ and Ricardo Reis in his unfinished preface to Caeiro’s poetry – who report that Caeiro, when in love, became ‘ill’ and produced less good poetry. In some of Pessoa’s still unpublished English texts about Caeiro, the title ‘O Pastor Amoroso’ is translated, significantly, as ‘The Love-Sick Shepherd’ (e.g. BNP E3/14B-7, in Pessoa’s archive at the National Library of Portugal).

14 In books such as *Pessoa por Conhecer*, ed. Teresa Rita Lopes, 2 vols (Lisbon: Estampa, 1990); *Pessoa Inédito*, ed. Teresa Rita Lopes (Lisbon: Livros Horizonte, 1993); and *Poemas Completos de Alberto Caeiro*, ed. Teresa Sobral Cunha (Lisbon: Editorial Presença, 1994 – see this edition’s copious end matter).


This last sentence convinces us, of course, that the influence of Whitman on Caeiro was considerable. After listing several more points of dissimilarity (Caeiro, for instance, receives the epithet ‘an atheist St Francis of Assisi’, both of whose oxymoronic terms are held to be unsuitable to describe Whitman), the text reads:

– Caeiro is a greater purely lyrical poet than Whitman. Whether himself active or not, Whitman is a poet of action. Caeiro is a purely contemplative poet. Caeiro is ever abstract, even when he is concrete. It has been noted – how different from Whitman! – that he never names a particular tree or flower. He only speaks of trees and flowers in the absolute abstract.

So Pessoa was not only perfectly aware of Caeiro’s abstracting manner of viewing the world; he held it up as a quality setting him above the busy, detail-concerned Whitman. The text goes on to say that the American is ‘always clearly democratic’, whereas Caeiro is ‘very evidently aristocratic’. Next, in a long paragraph taking Whitman to task for producing poetry that, in the words of Swinburne, is ‘puddled and adulterated with mere doctrine in its crudest form’, the biased critic admits that the sheepless shepherd’s poetry ‘is almost all mere doctrine’, though he claims this does not adulterate ‘the undeniable poetry’. The text concludes with the following two paragraphs:

Their fundamental standpoints, after all, have only one thing in common – the opposition to civilisation, to convention and to pure thoughts, qua pure thoughts.

All the rest is different. Caeiro is a radical enemy of all creeds; his creed, which is none at all, sets them all aside. Whitman’s includes all. And this is ample proof of Caeiro’s eminently intellectual attitude. He sees clearly and logically. A creed including all creeds, if greater, is also vaguer than them all.

All of which clearly confirms – or preconfirms – Lourenço’s reading of Caeiro as a negative version of Walt Whitman.

Among these assorted observations and affirmations, there is a curious notation that Pessoa failed to develop: ‘Man–Whitman–Caeiro seems a natural evolution.’ The nature of this evolution has various possible interpretations. The one I will suggest is historical: the abstract and bodiless Caeiro was an updated, twentieth-century Whitman. As if the bard’s American optimism, democratic idealism and call for universal
brotherhood were innocent notions that could no longer serve the disillusioned individual of the twentieth century. As if Whitman’s concern for concrete detail had lost its place in an age when life was accelerating and poetry, to continue to be compelling, had to get to the heart of the matters it addresses more quickly. As if Pessoa perceived the ‘virtual’ direction in which literature was heading.

With respect to Álvaro de Campos, Pessoa may have tried to camouflage the Whitmanian influence by ascribing part of it to Caeiro, supposed master of the naval engineer, and part of it to Marinetti’s futurism, but in a prose piece on what Pessoa-qua-Campos termed ‘ritmo paragráfico’ [paragraphic rhythm], written some time after 1925, he states that Whitman was ‘o primeiro que teve o que depois se veio a chamar a sensibilidade futurista – e cantou coisas que se consideravam pouco poéticas, quando é certo que só o prosaico é que é pouco poético, e o prosaico não está nas coisas mas em nós’ [the first to have what came to be called the futurist sensibility – and sang of things that were considered scarcely poetic, when in truth only the prosaic is scarcely poetic, and the prosaic is not in things but in us]. The American poet, Campos continues, caused an upheaval in poetry for having presented two novelties together: so-called ‘paragraphic rhythm’ and the inclusion of ‘antipoetical’ subject matter in his verses. And he then claims to have produced the same effect with the publication of his ‘Ode Triunfal’ (1915), since ‘embora escrita perto de setenta anos depois da primeira edição das Leaves of Grass, aqui ninguém sabia sequer da existência de Whitman, como não sabem em geral da própria existência das coisas’ [even though it was written almost seventy years after the first edition of Leaves of Grass, no one here even knew of Whitman’s existence, as they don’t in general know of the very existence of things]. So we have a bald confession, or boast, that Pessoa consciously produced a Portuguese version of Whitman for domestic consumption, since nothing of the sort had been done in Portugal.

To the extent that the Campos style is deliberately imitative, Campos can be considered at best an illegitimate son, a pseudoson, of Walt Whitman. But it is on other grounds that I reject the notion of Campos and Caeiro’s filial ties to Whitman. Eduardo Lourenço supposed – and there was, at the time, no public evidence to disprove it – that Pessoa discovered Whitman towards the end of 1913, beginning of 1914. We now know that Pessoa first read Whitman much earlier, probably in 1906 or 1907.

17 Pessoa, Poemas Completos de Alberto Caeiro, pp. 272–3.
one of his notebooks we find the following comment (among notes on the origins of idealism), written in English and datable to late 1907 or early 1908: ‘Walt Whitman united all 3 tendencies, because he united mania of doubt, exaltation of personality, and euphory of physical “ego”.’ We are still a full six years before the dawning of Caeiro, Campos and Reis, and the American poet had already entered the cauldron of readings and literary presences that seethed and brewed inside the young Portuguese writer. To say that Caeiro and Campos were born of Whitman, whom they proceed to subvert, is to draw a long and implausibly narrow line. They were born of an amalgam of influences. For Caeiro these include Teixeira de Pascoaes, Cesário Verde, Guerra Junqueiro, Francis Jammes and Alice Meynell. For Campos: Nietzsche, Cesário Verde, the futurists, and decadents such as Oscar Wilde.

So what was Walt Whitman’s influence on Fernando Pessoa? Though only obviously present in the poetry of heteronyms Campos and Caeiro, I would argue that he influenced virtually all of Pessoa’s mature work and even his own person. The nature of that influence is not immediately perceptible. I understand Whitman as a catalyst, an ingredient that entered the Pessoa whirl around 1907 but whose reaction with the other elements contributing to his intellectual and artistic formation occurred most intensely in 1913 or 1914. Whitman liberated Pessoa from himself and to himself. To himself by dint of Whitman’s audacity, his chutzpah, to sing of his own self without limits and without apology.

Do I contradict myself?
Very well then I contradict myself
(I am large, I contain multitudes.)

It is not that Whitman taught Pessoa to contradict himself and to contain multitudes of diverse personalities and tendencies; he simply freed him to be what he already was. But Pessoa did, in a certain way (and now I seem to be contradicting what I just said), take Whitman as a model to imitate, or impersonate – this being the means by which the American poet helped liberate Pessoa from himself. How so? Pessoa applied his

19 First published in Zenith, ‘Poesia Triunfal’, p. 254. Lourenço knew about Pessoa’s copy of Leaves of Grass, published in 1909, but not about his copy of Poems by Walt Whitman, undated but apparently published in 1895 and inscribed with the name of Alexander Search. This latter book is owned by Pessoa’s heirs.
poetics of *fingimento* [feigning, pretending] – which he did not derive from Whitman but developed on his own, inspired by the great pretender that was Shakespeare, by the dramatic monologues of Robert Browning, and by the doctrine of artistic lying proposed by authors such as Oscar Wilde – to the arrogated *figure* of Walt Whitman, using and abusing it for his own ends. Instead of received influence, we might do better to speak of manipulation, exploitation, rape. Pessoa seized upon Whitman, or upon the image Whitman left for posterity, and adapted it to his own person(s) and programme. It is this Pessoanised Whitman that can be considered, with some justice, a heteronymic brother, exactly as Campos describes him in ‘Saudação’.

The veritable, un-co-opted Walt Whitman used the imagination to make contact with the real world; Pessoa invokes living by imagination because the real world is too little, or flawed. Whitman wanted to feel and apparently did feel he was an integral, satisfied part of all humanity. Pessoa generally stands alone, and when he feels himself a part of humanity, it is as a disconsolate part. Whitman believed (e.g. section 50 of *Song of Myself*) in a cosmic plan, an overall order, a congenial destiny. For him all existence is beautiful. For Pessoa, particularly in the persona of Campos, the mystery of existence is frightening; it provokes a feeling of horror.21

Caeiro is solar, but his sun is conceptual and entirely self-sufficient, actual contact with the ‘great outdoors’ being unnecessary, even superfluous. Campos – whose initial exuberance devolves into melancholy over the years of his writing life – is fundamentally saturnine. He repeatedly states, in all phases of his poetry, that ‘everything’ is insufficient, too little, too humdrum, and so what really matters to him isn’t everything in and of itself but to *feel* everything, in any and every way possible, positive or negative. In his ‘Saudação’, he tells his American brother-in-poetry: ‘Pertenço à tua orgia báquica de sensações-em-liberdade’ [I belong to your Bacchic orgy of sensations-in-freedom]. Some of Whitman’s verses have an incantatory, dithyrambic cast and his celebration of life can be considered Bacchic, but the sensations of his poetry did not freely, randomly dance around; they were tied to things, people, experience and, less concretely, to hopes and dreams, but to hopes and dreams the poet believed in. The doctrine of sensationism, best exemplified by Campos but also – conceptually and with less fanfare – by Caeiro, required no

21 See, especially, the poem ‘Às vezes medito’ [Sometimes I meditate], in Pessoa, *Obra Essencial*, IV, p. 352.
such investment and was by no means derived from Whitman. On the contrary, Pessoa imposed the doctrine on his version of Walt Whitman.

In the thirteenth section of *Song of Myself*, Whitman writes: ‘in me the caresser of life […] / Absorbing all to myself.’ Pessoa, as Campos or as Caeiro or as his own self, does not ‘absorb’ what he touches; he fills himself with what he imagines. Rather than a ‘caresser’, he is a voyeur, but even his voyeurism is essentially imaginary. Bernardo Soares, Álvaro de Campos, the hunchback Maria José, the Baron of Teive and even Alberto Caeiro – all of them, in their poems or prose texts, are often stationed next to a window from where they gaze out, but that was very probably not Pessoa’s custom. It was above all literally – through his invented others – that he gazed out a window. Pessoa created reality in a manner that can be profitably compared to Shakespeare’s enterprise. By creation of reality I refer not to plot and physical detail (not Pessoa’s forte, and not Shakespeare’s either) but to psychological, mental, ontological reality.

There is an oft-quoted passage in which the heteronymiser compares himself directly to Hamlet’s supremely ‘depersonalised’ creator. Less quoted is a passage that Pessoa published in the magazine *Sudoeste* [South-west] (Lisbon, November 1935) as a ‘Nota ao Acaso’ [Random Note] signed by Campos, who affirms that Shakespeare was ‘essencial e estruturalmente factício; e por isso a sua constante insinceridade chega a ser uma constante sinceridade, de onde a sua grande grandeza’ [essentially and structurally artificial, so that his constant insincerity is ultimately a constant sincerity, which is what makes for his great greatness].

The highest model and inspiration for Pessoa’s poetics was no doubt Shakespeare, whom Harold Bloom calls our inventor, for having verbally expressed and brought to light nooks and crannies of the human psyche that had been shrouded or inchoate. I submit that Fernando Pessoa, in an analogous fashion, invented a little of what we are today. Having said that, it is safe to say that the Portuguese poet, without the catalysing effect of Whitman, would never have realised his Shakespearean potential.


Figure 1. ‘Differences between Whitman and Caeiro are clear.’ First two pages of the eight-page manuscript, written in pencil on one large folded sheet of paper. (BNP E3/14B-62)
Previously Unpublished Text Discussed in Preceding Article

The following text was written in pencil on a large sheet of paper folded so as to make for eight pages. Abbreviations have been spelled out in the transcription. – R. Zenith

Differences between Whitman and Caeiro are clear:

– Caeiro is clear. Whitman is confused, muddled.
– Caeiro is a subtler rhythmist than Whitman.
– Caeiro is far more of an intellectual than Whitman.
– We are convinced there is no influence at all. Caeiro is so like and so different from Whitman, he24 is so near and so far from him, that if he knew him, he would [n]either come nearer [n]or go farther away.
– Whitman rarely has the tender emotion that is constantly characteristic of Caeiro. Caeiro is an atheist St Francis of Assisi. Whitman can neither be called an atheist nor a St Francis of Assisi.
– Whitman has nothing like Caeiro’s 8th and _th and _th poems.25
– Caeiro is a greater purely lyrical poet than Whitman. Whether himself active or not, Whitman is a poet of action. Caeiro is a purely contemplative poet. Caeiro is ever abstract, even when he is concrete. It has been noted – how different from Whitman! – that he never names a particular tree or flower. He only speaks of trees and flowers in the absolute abstract.
– Even when their attitudes seem [a]like, Whitman is always clearly democratic. Caeiro’s not obtrusively but very clearly and very evidently aristocratic.

Man[–]Whitman–Caeiro seems a natural evolution.

Swinburne has spoken truest of Whitman: “Never before was high poetry so puddled and adulterated with mere doctrine in its crudest form.”26 Though Caeiro’s poetry is almost all mere doctrine, it cannot be said of it that it in any way puddles and adulterates the undeniable poetry. It is poetry

24 In the original: ‘from Whitman. He’.
25 From Caeiro’s O Guardador de Rebanhos.
26 In the original: ‘Never has high poetry etc. (B. Perry p. 275)’. I have inserted the referenced sentence, found in Bliss Perry, Walt Whitman: His Life and Work (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1906), a book in Pessoa’s personal library (now housed at the Casa Fernando Pessoa in Lisbon).
and philosophy simultaneously and interpenetratedly. We read Caeiro’s poetry and know that in no notebook of his (if he keeps notebooks) could we find anything like Whitman’s “Get from Mr Arkhurst the names of all insects – interweave a train of thought suitable.”27 He is both too concrete to obtain his concrete facts thus second-hand, and too abstract to care for the facts thus [obtained].28 The swing of his pendulum is greater than Whitman’s. It is more concrete and more abstract, more materialistic and more spiritualistic, both clearer and more complex.

Caeiro, besides, is essentially disciplined.

Their fundamental standpoints, after all, have only one thing in common – the opposition to civilisation, to convention and to pure thoughts, qua pure thoughts.

All the rest is different. Caeiro is a radical enemy of all creeds; his creed, which is none at all, sets them all aside. Whitman’s includes all. And this is ample proof of Caeiro’s eminently intellectual attitude. He sees clearly and logically. A creed including all creeds, if greater, is also vaguer than them all.
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The Poet as Hero: Pessoa and Carlyle

LEYLA PERRONE-MOISÉS

During his adolescence, Fernando Pessoa was an admiring reader of Thomas Carlyle. The Scottish writer was part of the young poet’s school curriculum,1 and the book Sartor Resartus. Heroes Past and Present (1833–4) can be found in his personal library at the Casa Fernando Pessoa in Lisbon.2 This opus was very much on Pessoa’s mind, for he made several references to it in his writings, quoting the same phrase by Carlyle, for example, in two different fragments of the Livro do Desassossego [Book of Disquiet].3

In Fernando Pessoa na África do Sul [Fernando Pessoa in South Africa], Alexandrino E. Severino dedicates a chapter to the influence of Carlyle on Pessoa, specifically regarding the poet’s role in the government of nations. What I propose to examine in this essay, more generally, is Carlyle’s concept of the Poet as Hero, and Pessoa’s different stances, as a man and as a poet, in relation to this concept.

The concept of the poet as a hero was introduced by the German romantics and taken to England by Thomas Carlyle. In his famous lectures ‘The Hero as Man of Letters’ and ‘The Poet as Hero’,4 both in 1840,

---

1 See Alexandrino E. Severino, Fernando Pessoa na África do Sul (Lisbon: Publicações Dom Quixote, 1983).
Carlyle observed that divine or prophetic heroes belong to the remote past, being no longer cultivated in the modern world. And he proposed that writers should be considered the heroes of the new era.

Curiously, the first lecture, ‘The Hero as Man of Letters’, contains more information on the concept of the poet as hero than the second, whose title is precisely ‘The Poet as Hero’. In this second lecture, the essayist merely provides examples for his thesis, citing Shakespeare, Goethe and Dante as the national heroes of their respective countries. It is on the first lecture, therefore, that we shall concentrate.

The principal ideas expounded by Carlyle are as follows:

1. The propagation of the press brought a new form of heroism that was to continue in future eras.
2. The writer should be considered the most important of modern people.
3. The life of a writer allows us to understand better the period that shaped him and in which he lived.
4. The role of the writer is equivalent to that attributed, in the past, to the Prophet, the Priest and the Divinity.
5. Literature is a form of revelation.
6. Contemporary society provides difficult conditions for the writer, both from a moral and material point of view; however, his importance should be recognised and he should govern nations.
7. This society is miserable and ‘pestilential’, but will improve in the future; moral and intellectual scepticism must be overcome, because ‘A man lives by believing something, not by debating and arguing about many things’.
8. We should not think of saving the world, for God will take care of this. We should look to ourselves and fulfil ‘the duty of staying home’.
9. The Hero-Man of Letters deserves to be adored and to be followed by adorers. But he should remain tranquil, and indifferent to celebrity.
10. The Hero-Man of Letters is not victorious, but ‘a fallen Hero’.

Let us examine to what extent Fernando Pessoa adopted these ideas of Carlyle’s. In his youth, he maintained the romantic conviction that literature is a kind of revelation, that the poet has a transcendental mission to fulfil and an imperious calling to honour: ‘a terrível e religiosa missão que todo o homem de génio recebe de Deus com o seu génio’ [the grave
and religious mission that every man of genius is granted by God, together with his genius] (letter to Armando Cortes Rodrigues, 19 January 1915). 5

In keeping with Carlyle’s pronouncement, Pessoa believed that men of letters (‘the men of dreams’) should have a relevant role in the government of nations. In another letter to the same addressee (2 September 1914), the poet claimed he was writing a ‘Teoria da República Aristocrática’ [Theory of Aristocratic Republic], in the manner of Carlyle.

In several texts, Pessoa lamented that his contemporary world no longer permitted the alliance of dream and action, as had occurred in Portugal during the age of the Discoveries. But the heroic ideal can be found in his poetry and essays, in the form of messianic utopia. In Mensagem [Message] the poet celebrates the heroes of his country, who are evoked to inspire a future Portuguese ‘império’ [empire]. (Pessoa’s proposals, however, did not directly concern the res publica, and the Fifth Empire announced by him would be a cultural empire.)

The idea that his epoch was an age of decadence is also abundantly expressed in his work. He disliked the vulgarisation of the press, as he disliked any vulgarisation. The small number of his publications, in contrast to the astounding volume of his unpublished texts, reveals his high regard for the Book and his low expectations concerning the common people. In Livro do Desassossego he writes:

Publicar-se – socialização de si próprio. Que ignóbil necessidade! Mas ainda assim que afastada de um acto – o editor ganha, o tipógrafo produz.

[To be published – the socialisation of oneself. Contemptible necessity! But still not involving an act, since it is the editor who earns, the printer who produces.] 6

However, Pessoa’s texts display to what extent the situation had changed since the beginning of the nineteenth century. Carlyle was a Christian who believed in a providential God. Pessoa, on the contrary, considered Christianity a disease of modern civilisation. He lived in the time of the absence of the gods, the silence of the oracles, a time in which the Poet was no longer the Prophet or Priest, but merely an emissary with no credentials.

As a religious man, Carlyle believed in Truth with a capital T, and considered sincerity as the principal quality of a poet. Pessoa did not believe in the existence of a sole truth, and called into question the sincerity of the poet. Finally, Carlyle was optimistic about the future, while Pessoa was often guilty of the sin of nihilism condemned by the Scottish writer. When, at the end of Mensagem, he writes ‘É a Hora!’ [It is Time!], this Time hidden in the mist is more of an aspiration than a belief. More appropriate to the poet, because more frequent, are these lines:

Os deuses vão-se, como forasteiros.
Como uma feira acaba a tradição.
Somos todos palhaços e estrangeiros.
A nossa vida é palco e confusão.\(^7\)

[The gods go away, like strangers.
Like a market tradition ends.
We are all clowns and foreigners.
Our life is a stage and confusion.]\(^8\)

In common with Carlyle, Pessoa did not believe in redemptive political programmes, particularly socialist programmes. His concept of society is aristocratic, based on values that the masses cannot absorb. For this reason, the heteronyms fulfilled the ‘the duty of staying home’. All are home loving: Álvaro de Campos stays ‘em casa sem camisa’ [shirtless at home]; Alberto Caeiro remains in his house on the hill; Ricardo Reis sits by the river or seaside, contemplating; Bernardo Soares is literally ‘o da mansarda’ [the one in the garret]. The difference is that Carlyle left the world to the charge of divine providence, whereas Pessoa, in his various incarnations, is predominantly a sceptic.

Carlyle’s Hero-Man-of-Letters is indifferent to celebrity. According to him, ‘celebrity is but the candle-light’. Although he may have dreamt of it occasionally, Pessoa never sought celebrity, leaving fame to ‘as actrizes e os produtos farmacêuticos’ [actresses and pharmaceutical products] (Ultimatum, by Álvaro de Campos).\(^9\)

At various points in his work, Pessoa and his heteronyms describe themselves as Anti-Heroes: ‘Não sou nada, nunca serei nada’; ‘sou reles,

\(^8\) My translation.
sou vil como toda a gente’ [I am nothing, I will never be anything; I am despicable, vile like everyone else] (Álvaro de Campos), ‘sou ninguém’ [I am nobody] (Fernando Pessoa ‘himself’ and Bernardo Soares).10 In Livro do Desassossego, we read: ‘Fui génio mais que nos sonhos e menos que na vida. A minha tragédia é esta. Fui o corredor que caiu quase na meta, sendo, até aí, o primeiro.’ [I was a genius in more than dreams and in less than life. That is my tragedy. I was the runner who led the race until he fell down, right before the finishing line.]11 Here again we discover Carlyle’s ‘fallen Hero’. Carlyle’s three Hero-Men-of-Letters – Johnson, Rousseau and Burns – were in their day fallen heroes, facing material poverty and the incomprehension of society; like Pessoa, to some extent.

All of Carlyle’s writings underline the tragic nature of the hero-writer, who in a period of crisis in society can only be a ‘Half-Hero’. The attempt to exalt this new type of hero itself fails in the lecturer’s demonstration. One consolation remains: ‘They fell for us too, opening a way for us’. Bernardo Soares similarly tries to transform failure into victory: ‘Façamos de nossa falência uma vitória, uma coisa positiva e erguida, com colunas, majestade e aquiescência espiritual.’ [Let’s make our failure into a victory, into something positive and lofty, endowed with columns, majesty and our mind’s consent.]12 Like Carlyle, he draws on Rousseau to illustrate this idea:

Rousseau é o homem moderno, mas mais completo que qualquer homem moderno. Das fraquezas que o fizeram falir tirou – ai dele e de nós! – as forças que o fizeram triunfar. O que partiu dele venceu, mas nos lâbaros de sua vitória, quando entrou na cidade, viu-se que estava escrita, em baixo, a palavra ‘Derrota’. No que dele ficou para trás, incapaz do esforço de vencer, foram as coroas e os ceptros, a majestade de mandar e a glória de vencer por destino incerto.

[Rousseau is the modern man, but more complete than any modern man. From the weaknesses that made him fail, he extracted – alas for him and for us! – the forces that made him triumph. The part of him that came forth conquered, but on his victory banners, when he entered the city, there appeared the word ‘Defeat’. In the part of him

10 This affirmation appears countless times in the work of the orthonym, Álvaro de Campos and The Book of Disquietude.
11 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, p. 279; The Book of Disquietude, p. 249.
12 Ibid., pp. 290/261.
that stayed behind, incapable of struggling to conquer, there were
crowns and sceptres, the majesty of rule and the glory of conquest –
his by an inner destiny.]\(^{13}\)

Pessoa belongs to a lineage of fallen heroes, of highly modern unrec-
ognised geniuses. The above fragment recalls Baudelaire’s text on Edgar
Allan Poe, which begins thus: ‘Il existe dans la littérature de chaque pays
des hommes qui portent le mot guignon écrit en caractères mystérieux dans
les plis sinuexes de leur front.’\(^{14}\) [In the literature of every country there
are men branded with the word misfortune, written in mysterious letters
in the sinuous wrinkles of their foreheads.] Baudelaire read Carlyle, who
is certainly behind his interpretation of Poe when he writes: ‘Edgar Poe,
ivrogne, pauvre, persécuté, paria, me plaît plus que calme et vertueux, un
Goethe ou un W. Scott’ [Edgar Poe, a drunken, poor, persecuted pariah,
pleases me more than a calm and virtuous Goethe or Walter Scott].\(^{15}\)
Baudelaire makes the same comparison as Carlyle when he identifies
the poet, who suffers for us, with Christ, considering him a saint whom we
can ask to intercede.

Where Baudelaire goes further than Carlyle and the romantics, paving
the way to the modernity of a poet like Pessoa, is when he dares to
affirm that Poe was great as a caricature, as a juggler, as a \_farçeur_\(^{16}\).
The condition of Anti-Hero is the one that remains for the poet in an
environment hostile to poetry, an environment that no longer grants him
a position of distinction and even denies him the possibility of a decent
material existence.

Walter Benjamin returns to this definition of the poet as a hero of
modernity in _Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in the Era of High
Capitalism_. He argues: ‘The poets find the refuse of society on their street
and derive their heroic subject from this very subject’; and he quotes
Baudelaire, ‘quite satisfied to leave so bored a world, where dream and
action disunite.’\(^{17}\) The affinity between these ideas and those of _Livro do
Desassossego_ are obvious. Incognito in the mass of society, the poet is
viewed as an ordinary man (‘without a halo’, says Baudelaire; ‘without

\(^{13}\) Ibid., pp. 243/143.
\(^{14}\) Charles Baudelaire, ‘Edgar Allan Poe, sa Vie et ses Ouvrages’, in _Oeuvres
\(^{15}\) Ibid., p. 336.
\(^{17}\) Walter Benjamin, _Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in the Era of High Capitalism_,
a wreath’, says Álvaro de Campos), as man who is even despised due to his insignificance. However, paradoxically, for this very reason the poet is a hero. His persistence in poetic activity is an act of heroism in modern society.

Today, in another century and another millennium, Pessoa has been elevated posthumously to the status of a genius of modern literature. In at least one text he foresees his future celebrity:

Eu, porém, que na vida transitória não sou nada, posso gozar a visão do futuro a ler esta página, pois efectivamente a escrevo; posso orgulhar-me, como de um filho, da fama que terei, porque, ao menos, tenho com que a ter. E quando penso isto, erguendo-me da mesa, é com uma íntima majestade que a minha estatura invisível se ergue acima de Detroit, Michigan, e de toda a praça de Lisboa.

[I, however, who in this transitory life am nothing, can enjoy the thought of the future reading this very page, since I do actually write it; I can take pride – like a father in his son – in the fame I will have, since at least I have something that could bring me fame. And I think this, rising from the table, my invisible and inwardly majestic stature rises above Detroit, Michigan, and over all the commercial district of Lisbon.]\(^{18}\)

Pessoa is not only now recognised as one of the greatest poets of the twentieth century, but has become a character in novels, films, plays and even ballets. He has been transformed from a man into an icon, an inspirer of great artists. In our consumer society, he has become a porcelain doll and a T-shirt illustration. Pessoa, so discreet in his appearance and behaviour, has ended up becoming sometimes a caricature of himself. This is celebrity in the vulgar sense.

Could this be the only type of hero that our age allows? Carlyle, based on prior considerations by the German philosopher Fichte,\(^{19}\) pointed to the propagation of the press, in the form of the book market and journalism, as one of the reasons behind the vulgarity of the age in which his Hero-Men-of-Letters, Johnson, Rousseau and Burns, lived:

---

18 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, p. 163; The Book of Disquietude, p. 130.
That was not an age of Faith, – an age of Heroes! The very possibility of Heroism had been as it were, formally abnegated in the minds of all. Heroism is gone forever; Triviality, Formulism and Commonplace were come forever.

What to say, therefore, of the poet in our age of the market and the internet? Carlyle calls his time ‘these loud-shrieking days’. What could we call ours? Have things worsened or, as Jorge Luis Borges said, does every man thinks that his epoch is a bad time?

In his last course at the Collège de France, Roland Barthes affirmed that great literature is in its death throes, in practice and in teaching. Barthes gazed with admiration and nostalgia at the great writers of the past, and observed that in our day there are no more literary heroes:

I said: disappearance of literary leaders; this is still a social idea; the leader = figure in the organization of Culture. But within the community of writers […] another Word imposes itself, less social, more mythical: hero. Baudelaire on Poe = ‘one of the greatest literary heroes’. It’s this Figure – or this Power – of the literary Hero that’s dying out today.

If we think of Mallarmé, of Kafka, of Flaubert, even of Proust […], what is ‘heroism’? Literature is accorded a kind of absolute exclusivity: monomania, or, in psychological terms, obsession: but also, put differently, a transcendence that proffers literature as the full expression of an alternative to the world: literature is Everything, it’s the Whole of the world.20

This was literature for Pessoa, a world greater than the world. And because of this he acceded to celebrity, in the noble sense of the universal admiration of readers. Currently, those individuals for whom literature is a sublime activity, and the poet a hero, are not very numerous. But they continue to exist. Is this a modern brotherhood, or still a romantic one?

Carlyle was already conscious that he was praising a condemned class of writers. He writes: ‘It is rather the Tombs of three Literary Heroes that I have to show you. There are the monumental heaps, under which three spiritual heroes lie buried. Very mournful, but also great and full or interest for us’. We can say that Pessoa lies, now, under a monumental

heap of critical writings. Every celebration is a ‘Tomb’. It is mournful, but also great.

The lecture ‘The Hero as Man of Letters’ concludes with this striking metaphor:

Richter says, in the Island of Sumatra there is a kind of ‘Light-chafers’, large Fire-flies, which people stick upon spits, and illuminate the ways with at night. Persons of condition can thus travel with a pleasant radiance, which they may admire. Great honour to the Fire-flies!

The text closes with an ironic adversative: ‘But –!’ We can interpret this ‘But –!’ as meaning that despite their precious radiance, great writers are sacrificed by society. In Carlyle’s eulogy of the poet as hero there is already the seed of the scepticism that we discover in his Portuguese reader.

Carlyle’s ideas on the great writers coincide with his political conservatism. His praise of literary heroes correlates to the praise of great men as the drivers of History. Having researched the various phases of the French Revolution and written extensively on the subject, Carlyle arrived at the conclusion that revolutions end in disorder and terror, with the populace incapable of installing a democracy. The same scepticism in relation to the masses and the workers is manifest in several of Pessoa’s writings. Even the defense of slavery by the Scottish historian, consistent with his elitist convictions, finds an echo in the work of the poet. It has already been shown, by various academics, that Pessoa’s political ideas are complex, varied over time and frequently paradoxical. Some of his positions, however, are recurrent, and they are those of an individualist and aristocratic liberal. Other English thinkers contributed to these ideas, but the influence of Carlyle as one of the first and most persistent cannot be discarded.
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Dr. J. D. Cormack, D.Sc., Regius Professor of Civil Engineering and Mechanics in Glasgow University since 1913, died at Park Terrace, Glasgow, on Saturday, at the age of 65. [...] After being educated at Dumbarton Academy and at Glasgow University, he was appointed in 1892 lecturer in Electrical Technology at the Yorkshire College, Leeds. [...] His first appointment as a professor was in 1901, when he became professor of Mechanical Engineering at University College, London. He remained in England in that post until 1913, when he returned to Glasgow to take up the appointment which he held at his death.¹

As the whole world knows, Álvaro de Campos, a mechanical engineer turned naval engineer, received his training at the University of Glasgow. Although the precise dates of his attendance at that institution have gone

¹ ‘Dr. J. D. Cormack, Professor of Engineering at Glasgow’, London *Times* (2 December 1935), p. 16.
unrecorded, the date of his birth – 1890 – makes it plausible that his studies in Glasgow date from the early to midyears of the second decade of the last century. The thing about this coincidence is that Cormack was a retired professor of engineering at the University of Glasgow, having once served as President of the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders. Cormack was eighteen years older than Fernando Pessoa and twenty years older than Álvaro de Campos. There’s no doubt that news of Professor Cormack’s death would have interested Pessoa had he still been alive himself, not to mention Álvaro de Campos.

‘Barrow-on-Furness’ is a short sonnet sequence that Pessoa attributes to Campos. The fiction behind these five poems is that this Lisbon-born and Glasgow-trained naval engineer has been employed in the shipyards of Barrow-in-Furness but is about to return to Lisbon and, as it turns out, to protracted unemployment. Earlier, in a letter published in the magazine *Contemporânea* [Contemporary] in October 1922, Campos, writing from Newcastle-on-Tyne, declares: ‘Queria mandar-lhe tambem colloboração. Mas, como lhe disse, não escrevo. Fui em tempos poeta decadente; hoje creio que estou decadente, e já o não sou’ [I’d like to contribute something, but, as I told you, I no longer write. I was once a decadent poet, but today, I believe, I have become merely decadent, and no longer a decadent poet]. His claim is that he has written his letter only to complain about Pessoa’s tiresome, illogical defense of Antonio Botto, published in the previous issue of *Contemporânea*.

What is most interesting in this letter is not what Campos says about Pessoa’s singular argument or his point that Botto needs no partisan defender, but the hint as to how we should take Campos’s poetry. If his great conversion came on the day he discovered the poetry of his Master Caeiro – the oblique evidence of that conversion being Pessoa’s anachronistic writing of the ‘decadent’ poem ‘Opiário’ [Opium Taker] to show us what Campos was up to, putatively, in his pre-Caeiro days – then Campos’s poetry after that date is to be seen as having swerved away from the concerns, themes, and language of the decadent poets. But the matter is not that simple. To understand how he might have ceased being a decadent poet without ceasing to be a decadent person, one might

---

3 Pessoa (Álvaro de Campos), ‘De Newcastle-on-Tyne Álvaro de Campos Escreve à “Contemporânea”’, *Contemporânea* 2 (October 1922), 4. Translations from the Portuguese are mine.
look at the English-language poetry Pessoa wrote under his own name and gathered as *The Mad Fiddler*, a collection that he failed to place with a publisher, as well as the Portuguese-language poetry attributed to Campos and dated after ‘Opiário’. From different aspects, both bodies of poetry show qualities present in the ‘decadent’ poetry of the English 1890s, particularly that of Ernest Dowson (1867–1900). My notion is that while Pessoa himself made an unsuccessful bid to be included (belatedly) among the earlier English ‘decadents’ – it is no accident that he offered *The Mad Fiddler*, with its echoes of Yeats’s ‘Fiddler of Dooney’ (1899) and Dowson’s ‘madder music’ (1891),4 to John Lane, the publisher par excellence of the ‘decadents’ – it was only when he ‘translated’ decadent themes into Campos’s audacious lines that he succeeded in writing his own brand of ‘decadent’ verse. In fact, I would go so far as to suggest that Dowson, to some extent, is a grey eminence for Pessoa and his major heteronyms. That he was well aware of Dowson’s life and work there is no doubt. In his letter to the London publisher John Lane of 23 October 1915, for instance, Pessoa notes that the collection of poems he is offering him will make a book the size of ‘your edition of Ernest Dowson’s poems.’5

The fifth reprinting of *The Poems of Ernest Dowson* appeared in 1913. Arthur Symons’s elegiac in 1900 was included thereafter in most editions of Dowson’s poems, and Victor Plarr’s memoir of Dowson appeared in 1914 – the year, Pessoa claimed, the major heteronyms came to him in one fell swoop. As late as the mid-1920s Pessoa still had plans to translate Dowson’s work. As we shall soon see, there are touches here and there of Dowson’s life and work that Pessoa incorporated in the biographies he constructed for his heteronyms.

Unlike Pessoa, who wrote both poetry and prose in English and who considered himself (at least in part) to be a poet in the English tradition, the English-speaking Campos limits himself in the main to writing poetry in Portuguese. He does, however, affect English titles for his poems, such as ‘Lisbon Revisited (1923)’, ‘Lisbon Revisited (1926)’, ‘Oxfordshire’, ‘‘The Times’’, ‘Clearly non-Campos’, and ‘The Beginning of Álvaro de Campos’. Other poems contain references to putative English friends and reminiscences of places visited or inhabited. One such poem is famously

addressed to a woman who plays a singular role in Campos’s poetry and remains a mysterious presence in his life:

Olha, Daisy: quando eu morrer tu hás-de
Dizer aos meus amigos aí de Londres,
Embora não o sintas, que tu escondes
A grande dor da minha morte. Irás de
Londres pra York, onde nasceste (dizes …
Que eu nada que tu digas acredito),
Contar àquele pobre rapazito
Que me deu tantas horas tão felizes,
Embora não o saibas, que morri …
Mesmo ele, a quem eu tanto julguei amar,
Nada se importará … Depois vai dar
A notícia a essa estranha Cecily
Que acreditava que eu seria grande …
Raios partam a vida e quem lá ande! 6

[Look here, Daisy. When I die you must
tell my friends in London that you conceal
the enormous pain my death has caused you,
even if you do not feel any pain. You must
hike yourself from London to York, your
birthplace (you claim … but I believe nothing
you say), tell the news to that poor young
boy who gave me so many hours of mirth,
even if you don’t know it, that I have passed
on … though to him, who had so much love
for me, I thought, it will be of no importance …
Then carry the message to Cecily that odd one
who thought I would achieve grandeur. God damn
this life and all those who wander into it.]

I see saudade, couched in irony, in this ‘Decadent’ poem, a saudade
that is not unlike Dowson’s familiar sentimentalism. Dowson ‘refined
grief to homesickness – a sickness for what home one does not know’,
it was said; ‘it was a nostalgie de nostalgie, a longing for some longing
that should have a definite object.’ 7 No one would have had to explain that
sentiment to the Portuguese poet who was also Campos.

6 Pessoa (Álvaro de Campos), ‘Soneto Já Antigo’, Contemporânea 6 (December
1922), 121.
There is no evidence that the Pessoa everyone recognised when he walked the streets of the lower city ever claimed to have met either Reis or Caeiro. But he did claim an almost-daily intimacy with Campos. This extroverted, manic-depressive poet of his imagination was close enough to him to undertake various tasks for him. Sometimes he became the poet’s alter ego, intervening in public debates with letters and articles in the Lisbon newspapers. Sometimes he took on unpleasant tasks, such as writing to Ofélia Queiroz to inform her that Fernando was mentally ill and that he could not see her, his lover, as planned. On at least one occasion Ofélia implored Pessoa not to have that perpetrator of bad deeds only, Álvaro de Campos, write to her again. So intrusive was Campos that she wished banishment for him to the ‘Boca do Inferno’ [Mouth of Hell]; and if he would not go there, she implored: ‘mande o Sr. Eng. A. C. para Inglaterra mas por bastante tempo’ [send Mr Eng. A. C. off to England for a long stay]. Nor was Ofélia the only one to suffer the slights and sarcasm characteristic of Campos in certain moods. After a first meeting with Pessoa in a Lisbon café, the two young editors of the journal *Presença* [Presence], João Gaspar Simões and Adolfo Casais Monteiro, who were championing Pessoa as Portugal’s greatest modern poet, convinced themselves that they had been in the presence not of Pessoa, but of the acerbic Campos. They were primed to swallow whole what may have been Pessoa’s greatest *blague*: his explanation of how and when his major heteronyms had come into being, buttressed by biographical sketches of those heteronyms.

Álvaro de Campos nasceu em Tavira, no dia 15 de Outubro de 1890 (às 1.30 da tarde, diz-me o Ferreira Gomes e é verdade, pois, feito o horoscopo para essa hora, está certo). Este, como sabe, é engenheiro naval (por Glasgow), mas agora está aqui em Lisboa em inactividade. Caeiro era de estatura media, e, embora realmente fragil (morreu tuberculoso), não parecia tam fragil como era … Campos é alto (1m, 75 de altura – mais 2 cm. do que eu), magro e um pouco tendente a curvar-se. Cara rapada todos – o Caeiro louro sem côr, olhos azues; Reis de um vago moreno mate; Campos entre branco e moreno, typo vagamente de judeu portuguez, cabello porém liso e normalmente apartado ao lado, monoculo … Campos teve uma educação vulgar de lyceu; depois foi mandado para a Escocia estudar engenharia, primeiro mechanica e depois naval. Numas férias fez a viagem

---

ao Oriente de onde resultou o ‘Opiário.’ Ensinou-lhe latim um tio beirão que era padre.9

[Álvaro de Campos was born in Tavira on October 15, 1890 (at 1:30 in the afternoon, Ferreira Gomes tells me, and it is so, since casting the horoscope for that hour confirms it). As you know, Campos is a naval engineer, trained in Glasgow, but is now in Lisbon, unemployed. Caeiro is of medium height and actually really frail (he died of tuberculosis), though he didn’t appear so. Campos is tall (1.75 meters in height – 2 centimetres taller than I), slender with a tendency to stoop. All of them are clean-shaven – Caeiro is of a pale complexion, blue-eyed. Campos’s is somewhere between fair and dark, vaguely of the Portuguese Jewish type, straight hair, normally parted off to one side, a monocle … Campos received a standard high school education, and was later sent to Scotland to study engineering – mechanical, at first, and later, naval. On one of his holidays he visited the Orient, one result of which was his poem ‘Opiário’. He was taught Latin by his uncle, a priest, from the Beira region.]

By the time Pessoa elaborated these descriptions, January 1935, Caeiro was long since dead, Reis had gone off to Brazil decades earlier, and Pessoa’s many other lesser heteronyms had slipped away into the shadows. But his friend Campos remained. Since the unmarried Pessoa had made it readily apparent that the unmarried Campos was bisexual, some readers have inferred, superciliously, I think, that the relationship between the two poets – creator and creation – must have been homosexual, at least latently so, and that it was jealousy of Ofélia that motivated Campos’s disruptive and destructive behaviour when Pessoa was trying to conduct his one love affair. But there may have been other reasons. Perhaps Pessoa had wearied of Ofélia. Perhaps she had become too mature for him, too ‘old’ for his taste, which ran, I think, to young women or girls. Such thoughts of Ofélia recall Dowson, his fado-like songs of lost nights of love, ‘wine and roses’,10 and the young lovers to whom Dowson gave such dramatic attention and sometimes fierce and bootless loyalty.

Check through accounts of Dowson’s work and days and you will turn up other details and facts that recall (sometimes match) Pessoa’s ‘facts’

about Campos, as well as, here and there, details that suggest Caeiro and Reis. For instance, *A Comedy of Masks* (1893), a novel co-authored by Dowson and his friend Arthur Moore, opens with a description of an old London shipbuilding and repairing concern called ‘Blackpool Dock’, long owned by the Raiments. In such a place the services of the naval engineer Álvaro de Campos might have found employment. The similarities between Campos and the young Raiment (read Dowson) are suggestive, extending beyond the novel and into the details of the English poet’s life. Campos is a naval engineer; the shipbuilder’s son Raiment/Dowson describes himself as ‘a mender of ships’.11 Campos composes a sonnet sequence on the docks of Barrow-in-Furness; Dowson writes most of his early ‘exquisite and wan little songs’ by his father’s dock.12 Like Dowson, not Campos but Caeiro died of consumption, the former at the age of thirty-three, the latter at twenty-six. Like Dowson, Ricardo Reis is devoted to the poetry of Horace. Like Dowson, who keeps his father’s books, Bernardo Soares is a bookkeeper. Like Dowson, whose great love is a twelve-year-old girl (the last of several such girls) working in her father’s Soho restaurant and fated to marry one of her father’s waiters, Campos, the naval engineer who lolled around the docks where ships were taken in for repair, seems to have liked young girls (see his letter from England where he talks about his stay in ‘Barrow-in-Furness’).13 Dowson’s ‘cynical publisher’ wears a ‘monocle’, as does Campos, but it is Dowson himself who, foreshadowing Campos, is ‘the fantastic poet, who had the face of a demoralised Keats, curiously accentuated by a manner that was exquisitely refined.’14 As Campos says of Caeiro, ‘o meu mestre Caeiro não era um pagão: era o paganismo’ [my master was not a pagan; he was paganism], echoing Dowson’s claim that his ‘childhood was pagan’.15 According to Pessoa, Reis is a ‘latinista por

15 Pessoa (Álvaro de Campos), ‘Notas para a Recordação do Meu Mestre Caeiro’,
educação alheia’ [a trained Latinist], while in Campos’s case ‘ensinou-lhe latim um tio beirão que era padre’. Dowson, we discover, ‘had learnt Latin from an Italian priest in a mountain village in Italy.’16 Like Dowson, Campos was a drug-taker, Dowson’s drug of choice during his short stay at Oxford being hashish, while Álvaro de Campos’s was opium (see Dowson’s prose poem ‘Absinthia Taetra’ and Campos’s ‘Opiário’).17 Dowson writes letters and poems to his young girl. Campos addresses a valedictory poem to a mysterious ‘Daisy’, while Pessoa himself, as we have seen, becomes infatuated with a small, youngish Ofélia (a nineteen-year-old becomes this thirty-one-year-old-would-be-lover’s version of Dowson’s thirteen-year-old), with whom he breaks off (does he do so because baby has ‘aged’ in his imagination, leaving behind his image of the youthful, paedophilic ideal?) Notably, Dowson wishes to marry his nymphet (presumably before she grows much older; ‘the two little twins’ that he and his friend Moore had so much admired, he tells us, ‘are grown into ugly and farouches girls of twelve’).18 But there is much to keep him dallying: illness, improvidence, self-questioning of ideals, and doubts about the girl’s (Adelaide Foltinowicz’s) innocence. Had history repeated itself? In an earlier affair of the heart involving a sixteen-year-old (one ‘Mdlle Lena’), Dowson compared himself to Henry James’s ‘perplexed lover’ in the story ‘Daisy Miller’, who is never able to decide whether or not the young heroine is ‘amazingly innocent or impudence personified’.19 Did something of Dowson’s excruciating suspicion and overall frustration in love make its way into the back-story of the poem Campos addresses to Daisy? Campos would have understood Dowson’s gesture toward the end of his short life. After the thwarted loves, the dissipation, the inescapable ‘graveyard cough’ – Dowson set down lines that constitute, in the opinion of some, his epitaph as a poet: ‘I was not sorrowful, but only tired / Of everything that ever I desired.’20


16 Plarr, p. 21.
17 See also Symons, ‘Memoir’, p. xi.
18 Plarr, p. 116.

To you, who are my verses, as on some very future day, if you ever care to read them, you will understand, would it not be somewhat trivial to dedicate any one verse, as I may do, in all humility, to my friends? Trivial, too, perhaps, only to name you even here? Trivial, presumptuous? For I need not write your name for you at least to know that this and all my work is made for you in the first place, and I need not to be reminded by my critics that I have no silver tongue such as were fit to praise you.21

Shades of the depressed Campos, feeling sorry for himself, and sitting down to write a lovesick sonnet to Daisy.

There are still other hints linking Dowson to Campos. Dowson, according to Symons, ‘let heedlessness develop into a curious disregard of personal tidiness’;22 Campos confesses, ‘E eu, tantas vezes reles, tantas vezes porco, tantas vezes vil, / Eu tantas vezes irresponsivelmente parasita, / Indesculpavelmente sujo’ [And I, who have so often been shabby, filthy, contemptible, / So often unaccountably parasitic, / Inexcusably dirty] (‘Poema em Linha Recta’ [Poem – Straight to the Point]).23 Domesticating the dish in consideration for his Portuguese readers, Campos writes: ‘Um dia, num restaurante, fora do espaço e do tempo, / Serviram-me o amor como dobrada fria’ [Once, In a restaurant, out of space and time, / They brought me love in a plate of cold tripe] (‘Dobrada à Moda do Porto’) [Tripe – Oporto Style]).24 Dowson takes rooms directly over the restaurant owned by his lover’s father so that he can eat his every meal there, tolerating the restaurant’s indifferent food, for whatever cold comfort the pubescent Adelaide’s casual company affords him.

In conclusion, let me say a word about ‘Tabacaria’ [Tobacco Shop] (1928), Campos’s great poem about ‘decadence’. An ode of self-deprecation, self-loathing, *fin-de-siècle* ennui, it talks of total cultural, historical, even material decline, not merely of Western civilisation (as Oswald Spengler had written), but of mankind and mankind’s works and cultural achievements overall. It has echoes of Horace and Lucretius. That the symbol of all this is a tobacconist’s shop is particularly appropriate

21 Dowson, *Poetical Works*, p. 3.
23 Pessoa (Álvaro de Campos), *Poemas de Álvaro de Campos*, p. 234.
24 Ibid., p. 335.
to the case I would make since the smoke shop is the locus of fire and smoke (‘It all went up in smoke’) and of ‘smoking’ itself – which Pessoa, following Freud, associates with masturbation and the masturbatory temper: perfect for Campos. ‘O desdobramento do eu é um fenômeno em grande número de casos de masturbação’ [Parceling out the self is a phenomenon in a great many cases of masturbation], wrote Pessoa in an undated note.25 As for young girls – besides the little girl who eats her chocolate – consider two lines from Campos’s ‘Ode Triunfal’ [Triumphal Ode] (1914) for the light they shed on this corner of Álvaro de Campos’s makeup: ‘A gente ordinária e suja … cujas filhas aos oito anos – e eu acho isto belo e amo-o! – / Masturbam homens de aspecto decente nos vãos de escada’ [The common, dirty populace, whose eight-year-old daughters / Masturbate decent-looking men in vacant stairwells].26
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According to the story (or at least one of its versions), Ricardo Reis was one of the most important of Pessoa’s heteronyms to appear, in June 1914, shortly after his master (actually, the master of them all) Alberto Caeiro (March 1914) and only a few days before the first manifestation of the futurist Álvaro de Campos.¹ (One wonders if there might be any connection in this temporal coincidence between a classical man being born immediately before a futuristic man or, at any rate, one wonders about this strong connection between classicism and futurism.) Reis was a classicist formally trained as a physician, and all his poems incessantly repeat the typical crossing between Epicureanism and Stoicism that Horace’s odes, from whom Reis draws so deeply, displayed.² In Reis, however, Epicureanism is employed to mask a deep distrust about the self and about the world, and its stoic outcome merges with modernist Pessoa’s ‘dor de pensar’ [pain of thinking]. It is this pain of thinking that is re-enacted, time and time again, in Pessoa’s poems, via his different heteronymical voices: it is not hard to understand that the futuristic non-conscious machines sung by Campos are the exact counterpart of the trees or the sunflowers found in the poems of Caeiro and Reis himself, as well as of the cats, the reapers or the children in those of Pessoa as orthonym. They all correspond to the contentment felt by the ‘herd’ of those who lived ‘unhistorically’, to whom Nietzsche had referred with disdain in the 1870s.³

³ See Friedrich Nietzsche, Unmodern Observations, ed. William Arrowsmith (Yale:
Although Ricardo Reis appeared in 1914 (having had a faint previous appearance), he would only come to be published in the literary journal founded by Fernando Pessoa in 1924, *Athena*. Along with his master Caeiro, as well as other semi-heteronyms such as António Mora, Reis bears out the centrality of neopaganism and of classicism as part of Pessoa’s poetic and theoretical views. It was through this neopaganism that a truer, less human and more impersonal poetic programme was to be subsumed by modernity – so Pessoa argued. And we are thus at the core of a concept of the *avantgardes* that is inextricably woven with the *arrières-gardes*, because it feeds on them. This is what I have termed elsewhere ‘going forward backwards’ – and it is a reflection on modernity and the future.

The question may therefore be put as Baudelaire had put it in ‘Le Peintre de la Vie Moderne’ [The Painter of Modern Life]: how may modernity become antiquity? Under what conditions may this occur? ‘En un mot, pour que toute modernité soit digne de devenir antiquité, il faut que la beauté mystérieuse que la vie humaine y met involontairement en ait été extraite’ [In short, in order that any form of modernity may be worthy of becoming antiquity, the mysterious beauty that human life unintentionally puts into it must have been extracted from it], writes Baudelaire. This ‘extraction’ of beauty from modernity is only to be performed by the ‘observer’ of such beauty: ‘L’observateur est un prince qui jouit partout de son incognito’ [The observer is a prince enjoying his incognito], and it is not hard to see that this observer, in Baudelaire’s view, is also the one who travels to the past and immerses himself in it, but in the same kind of impersonal, detached way as Reis:

Se a cada coisa que há um deus compete,
Porque não haverá de mim um deus?
Porque o não serei eu?
É em mim que o deus anima porque sinto.
O mundo externo claramente vejo –
Coisas, homens, sem alma.


6 Ibid., pp. 795/397.
[If each thing has its corresponding god,
Why shouldn’t I have a god as well?
Why shouldn’t it be me?
It’s in me that this god moves, for I feel.
I clearly see the outside world –
Things and men with no soul.] 7

He who follows Baudelaire, as Reis so obviously does, walks through the past in the manner of a prince, and is equally an ‘observer’ of that past, that is, a flâneur. We might therefore say that modernity can only become antiquity once it has been appraised as cultural repetition: as it unfolds itself, cultural repetition implies the awareness of legacies, traditions and inheritances that transform each one of its agents into someone who bears witness to the repeated past. By doing so, one recognises how one’s individual and personal actions may not be understood outside an intersubjective panorama, where repetition also entails difference: the difference introduced by Reis is his impossible classical purity, his diction being the most classical diction of all Portuguese lyrical poetry, almost to the point of non-recognition. Dissent and transgression are thus a central part of repetition, and make no sense without it: each time rupture is asserted as the dynamic movement in culture, as was for instance the case with the modernist avantgardes, tradition is equally asserted, for that difference must be assessed within a context of how repetition is conceived and, significantly, misconstrued. This is precisely the case of Fernando Pessoa’s ability to create a convergence and compatibility between historically incompatible, if not altogether contradictory, literary traditions: the bucolic as Whitmanian modernism, for instance, in Alberto Caeiro; classicism and arrière-garde as one of the most transgressive forms of avant-garde modernism, in Ricardo Reis; neopaganism as a form of being ‘human, all too human’, in António Mora; futurism as a moving meditation of classical melancholy, in Álvaro de Campos; and so on and so forth. What is at stake here, then, is a notion of poetry as a form of integrative and omnivorous language and awareness, conceived more as a locus where violent and tensional inclusions are played out than as the creation of discursive and poetic homogeneities, ruled by the gesture of exclusion.

It is not difficult to relate the gesture of inclusion implied in this view

to the notion of the ‘weak messianic power’ that Walter Benjamin argued for each present generation, as it relates to the preceding ones – especially if we take into account the degree to which Pessoa himself was aware of a definite form of messianism in his conception of literature. The ‘secret agreement’ that Benjamin argued each present generation has with the preceding ones manifests itself, in Pessoa’s case, strongly, as he ‘secretly’ comprehends, in that moment ‘without transition’ that is the present (Benjamin’s sixteenth thesis), a whole set of connections with mostly improbable pasts. By doing so, the present is confirmed in its heterogeneity and, as Benjamin would argue, becomes ‘a model of messianic time’, of redemption of the past by the present, as it ‘comprises the entire history of mankind in a tremendous abbreviation’. My contention is therefore that Pessoa’s burst into heteronymy belongs to this exact same tradition, attempting to encapsulate into a single generation, and a single poetic universe, what may otherwise appear in diverse, if not dissenting, fields of poetic tradition.

But this ‘messianic surge’ also entails that a distinctly unmodern awareness become integral to modernity: the Angelus Novus’s typical gaze, as described by Benjamin, is also associated by him to the historian’s gaze, in his ‘Paralipomena to “On the Concept of History”’, as he comments on fragment 80 of Schlegel in the Athenäum:

the historian turns his back on his own time, and his seer’s gaze is kindled by the peaks of earlier generations as they sink further and further into the past. Indeed, the historian’s own time is far more distinctively present to this visionary gaze than it is to the contemporaries who ‘keep step with it’.

The paradoxical quality of the historian’s gaze is therefore also a central characteristic of his: as he looks backwards, his own ‘now’ becomes ‘recognisable’. In a sense, it is the political implications of this backward stance that make it both decisively current and decisively historical. To live historically, that is, to live humanely, is therefore the opposite to the bovine satisfaction of the herd which Nietzsche described in the beginning

---

9 Ibid., p. 396.
of his essay ‘History in the Service and Disservice of Life’. Ricardo Reis’s problem with the past and the present is merely one of Pessoa’s musings of the problem that also concerned Nietzsche, stemming from the same kind of ‘unmodern observations’ that had engaged the philosopher in the mid-1870s.

A brief detour through Nietzsche’s meditations may therefore help us to situate Pessoa’s poetic project and understand Reis’s unmodernity as yet another form of thorough modernity. For even as Nietzsche stresses the importance of forgetting in life, it may well be argued, as we shall see, that for him the burden of the past must be made manifest in the description of human life as distinct from the un-historicity of the herd. The three kinds of history that in Nietzsche’s perspective may serve life are monumental history, antiquarian history and critical history. The first has a definite heroic quality, aimed at exemplifying the greatness of great men and events (we may relate it to the only book Pessoa published in his lifetime, Mensagem [Message] (1934), and the way it rewrites and therefore responds to Camões’s epic poem, Os Lusíadas [The Lusiads]). The third may profitably be considered the key to a revisionary approach of the past, as obsolescence is reassessed and replaced in the context of the present. It is in the second form that, in my view, we may locate that use of history that serves life, in the practice of Pessoa and Reis. Antiquarian history implies the observation and indeed ‘veneration’ of the past because it is the past, the recognition of its tradition-value and of its power to preserve what should be preserved. From this point of view, it is the exact counterpart to the revisionism offered by critical history.

But Nietzsche is also concerned, in this essay, with stressing that historicism is ultimately a disservice to life – so we should not forget that the preservation of the past he is talking about, and to which Reis is indebted, must never obfuscate the life of the present. In my view this is achieved, in Pessoa’s work, by the necessary consideration of Reis as just one of the many heteronyms Pessoa invented and alternately used. It is in the dialogue between the different heteronyms (and therefore in their context-boundness) that historicism comes to be avoided. Reis’s hieratic stance may thus be interpreted not as a refuge in the past (are there true refuges in the past?), but instead as a radical gesture of bringing that past into the present day, and making a statement about the now, or even about the future, as Nietzsche advocated: ‘[For] I cannot imagine what would

---

11 Nietzsche, pp. 75–145.
12 Ibid., p. 99.
be the meaning of classical philology in our own age, if it is not to be unmodern – that is, to act against the age and, by so doing, to have an effect on the age, and let us hope, to the benefit of a future age’.  

Baudelaire’s paradox returns under the guise of Nietzsche’s observation that one is to be the ‘child of [one’s] age’ only to the point that one of the uses of the past is precisely to counteract one’s age, as Reis does. The fact that Antiquity is unmodern is therefore at the core of its significance to modernity. Pessoa and Reis could not be more in accordance with this observation as he (they) wrote:

As rosas amo dos jardins de Adonis,
Essas volucres amo, Lydia, rosas,
    Que em o dia em que nascem,
    Em esse dia morrem.
A luz para ellas é eterna, porque
Nascem nascido já o sol, e acabam
    Antes que Apollo deixe
    O seu curso visivel.
Assim façamos nossa vida um dia,
Inscientes, Lydia, voluntariamente
    Que ha noite antes e após
    Do pouco que durâmos.

[I love the roses of Adonis’s gardens.
Yes, Lydia, I love those winged roses,
    Which one day are born
    And on that day die.
Light for them is eternal, since
They are born after sunrise and end
    Before Apollo quits
    His visible journey.
Let us also make our lives one day,
Consciously forgetting there’s night, Lydia,
    Before and after
    The little we endure.]  

Another trait must be stressed. Although Nietzsche describes a relativistic approach to the degree and ability to forget, in different men and

---

13 Ibid., p. 88.
14 Ibid., p. 92.
15 Pessoa (Ricardo Reis), Poemas de Ricardo Reis, p. 65; Pessoa, A Little Larger Than the Entire Universe, p. 83.
cultures, he also envisages greatness in the voracious ability to assimilate the past and integrate it:

The more strongly rooted a man’s inner nature, the better he will assimilate or overcome the past; and if we imagine a man of the strongest and most exceptional nature, we would realise that in his case there would be no boundary beyond which his historical sense would overwhelm him and injure him. He would summon up and engage the entire past, his own as well as that most alien to him, and transform it into his own blood.16

Such a man would occupy, Nietzsche argues, ‘a supra-historical vantage point’, and would write, like Leopardi, about ‘omnipresent, imperishable types, [...] motionless forms of unchanging value and eternally equal meaning’17 – just as Ricardo Reis does. Consider the similarities between the Leopardi poem quoted by Nietzsche and the following poem by Reis:

Leopardi:

Nothing is worth your moving.
Earth is unworthy of your sighs. Life
Is bitterness and boredom, nothing more.
And the world is foul.
Now be still.18

Reis:

O Tempo passa,
Não nos diz nada.
Envelhecemos.
Saibamos, quasi
Maliciosos,
Sentir-nos ir.

Não vale a pena
Fazer um gesto.
Não se resiste
Ao deus atroz
Que os próprios filhos
Devora sempre.

16 Nietzsche, p. 90.
17 Ibid., pp. 92, 93.
18 Ibid., p. 93.
Colhamos flores.
Molhemos leves
As nossas mãos
Nos rios calmos,
Para aprendermos
Calma tambem.

Girasoes sempre
Fitando o sol,
Da vida iremos
Tranquillos, tendo
Nem o remorso
De ter vivido.

[Time passes
And tells us nothing.
We grow old.
Let us know how,
With a certain mischief,
To feel ourselves go.

Taking action
Serves no purpose.
No one can resist
The atrocious god
Who always devours
His own children.

Let us pick flowers.
Let us lightly
Wet our hands
In the calm rivers,
So as to learn
Some of their calmness.

Sunflowers forever
Beholding the sun,
We will serenely
Depart from life,
Without even the regret
Of having lived.]\(^{19}\)

\(^{19}\) Pessoa (Ricardo Reis), *Poemas de Ricardo Reis*, p. 88; Pessoa, *A Little Larger
Than the Entire Universe*, p. 85.
It is also via immobility that Leopardi and Reis are able to avoid one of the dangers that Nietzsche recognises: the ‘excess of history [that] in a given age is hostile and dangerous to life’; as he writes: ‘only strong personalities can endure history: the weak are completely annihilated by it’. Ricardo Reis, and under his guise Pessoa, is indeed one of these ‘strong personalities’, who by being a ‘latecomer’ will be considered, by future generations, a ‘forerunner’.\(^{20}\) Anachronism once more reveals itself to be one of the most pregnant forms of history.

We once more come into the territory of Walter Benjamin’s *Angelus Novus*, the angel blown into the future by the winds of history while contemplating the ruins of the past. It is perhaps surprising, but nevertheless noteworthy, that, a few years later (1947), Sartre portrayed Baudelaire in much the same way (although in a more ‘mechanical’ setting), as William Marx accurately points out: ‘[Baudelaire] avait choisi d’avancer à reculons, tourné vers le passé, accroupi au fond de la voiture qui l’emporte et fixant son regard sur la route qui fuit’ [Baudelaire chose to go forwards by going backwards, to turn to the past, in the vehicle in which he travels, and fixing his gaze upon the road behind him]. And if to these two strikingly similar images we add that of Paul Claudel (another unmodern man, to be sure), also recalled by William Marx, of the two different positions to occupy when you ride a train, ‘la banquette avant et la banquette arrière’\(^{21}\) [the seat facing forwards or backwards], there is an extremely convincing ‘family resemblance’ between all these images, wherein moving forward only seems to be possible when it includes looking back.

The historical problem of modernity and unmodernity concerned both Benjamin and Sartre, and it has to do with the historical and symbolic significance of *anachronism* itself, especially that part of anachronism that looks backwards. To appear to be out of time (and out of place) is certainly one of the densest, if indeed paradoxical, forms of meditating on the historicity of human actions. From this perspective, *belatedness* and making the past contemporary may sometimes appear, as vibrant examples of how historical awareness may be lived as a problem, if not a war. *Retrogardism* and *retroavantgarde* (terms coined by Eda Cufer \(^{20}\) Nietzsche, pp. 108, 111, 129. 

and Peter Weibel)\textsuperscript{22} are therefore to be considered an integral part of the revisionary act that is necessary to every rupture, particularly modernist ones. However, all this becomes even more interesting when we realise that, as Claudio Guillén has convincingly argued,\textsuperscript{23} one of the specific temporal historicities of literature as art is the intermittent duration of its phenomena. This means, among other things, that the \textit{arrière-gardes} may suddenly discover themselves to be a very central part of the \textit{avantgardes}. It is precisely from this awareness that Fernando Pessoa’s work arguably stems, hesitating and alternatively choosing between \textit{avant-gardism} itself, in the guise of Álvaro de Campos’s futurism and some of the ‘isms’ of Pessoa ‘himself’ (orthonym); and \textit{arrière-gardism}, to which we might relate not only the extremely purist classic diction of Ricardo Reis, but also the apparently uneducated rustic pastoral of Alberto Caeiro, as well as the ‘childlike’ awareness of part of the orthonym.

We come therefore to the core of this apparent paradox: the notion of \textit{arrière-garde} further implies, as Péguy understood as early as 1910, and as Antoine Compagnon notes, the ability to be a survivor, if not a posthumous representative of something that has died, and yet survives as such. From this perspective, being the ‘après-derniers’ [the one after the last], in the moving expression by Péguy, becomes a central feature of a special form of belatedness. For if all belatedness is untimely, there is something especially significant in the awareness that this untimeliness has come after everyone else has disappeared from sight: one is not only ‘le dernier’ [the last] but ‘l’après-dernier’ [the one after the last]. It is for this reason that Alain Finkielkraut speaks about Péguy as a ‘mécontemporain’ [miscontemporary], in a significant expression that in my view describes much of the modern stance itself.\textsuperscript{24} This is Ricardo Reis’s family, after all. Reis reaches back to an improbable classical purity much in the same way as Compagnon quoted an 1880 Barthes quoting an 1870 Verdi, who hailed: ‘Let us look back to the past, it will be a progress.’\textsuperscript{25}
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From FitzGerald’s *Omar* to Pessoa’s *Rubaiyat*

JERÓNIMO PIZARRO

A text is always subject to *mediation* by authorities other than the author him- or herself.

Karin Littau

Omar Khayyam, the great Persian rationalist philosopher, astronomer and mathematician, was first introduced as a poet to the West by the Victorian writer Edward FitzGerald. The first edition of the *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám* (1859) was a twenty-four-page booklet published by an antiquarian bookseller without the name of the translator. FitzGerald’s name appeared in the new, expanded and revised editions of 1868, 1872, and 1879, which did not cancel or supersede the previous ones: the fourth and final edition of 1879 was, in fact, an unabridged reprint of the four 1859–79 editions. FitzGerald did not render into English verse, once and forever, the quatrains (*rubā’iyāt*) he selected, but did so at least four times, for he first published one, then two, then three and finally four versions of a similar (though not identical) collection of Khayyam’s poetry. That is why the critical edition of the *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám*...
Figure 2. Pessoa’s copy of *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám*, rendered into English verse by Edward Fitzgerald (Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz; Paris: Librairie Henri Gaulon, 1910 [reprint post March 1928]).
FROM FITZGERALD’S OMAR TO PESSOA’S RUBAIYAT

(1997)⁴ presents all four texts of the collected quatrains published during FitzGerald’s lifetime. Thus, there is no way of selecting the ‘best’ or most ‘authoritative’ one, for it is impossible to give precedence – following a humanist tradition – to either the codex vetustissimus (the most ancient testimony) or the codex optimus (the best testimony, according to an editor), since all the textual testimonies coexist on an equal footing and, from an editorial perspective, none is better than the others.

It is important to begin by highlighting this particular feature, for a translator does not normally publish together every single version of a translation. A poet, on the other hand, might more easily feel the need to keep all versions of his poems, and be tempted to disclose them simultaneously or at different moments. The reason is simple: over time, a poet may reconceptualise and radically alter his poems, while a translator, in principle, will not do the same with his translations, unless they are more free than literal. FitzGerald’s translations were certainly the former, because he disregarded verbal accuracy. FitzGerald treats his translations as poems, and like Whitman, Valéry or Helder, he introduced variations and changes in them, which gives them a very FitzGeraldean character. This was very well understood by most readers of the Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám, including Fernando Pessoa and Jorge Luis Borges. In his copy of the book,⁵ Pessoa wrote: ‘O[mar] K[hayyám] foi, não o author, mas a inspiração, de Fitzgerald [variant: d’estes versos]’ [O[mar] K[hayyam] was, not the author, but the inspiration of Fitzgerald [variant: of these verses]];⁶ Borges, for his part, writes that ‘Un milagro acontece […] surge un extraordinario poeta, que no se parece a los dos’ [a miracle happens […] an extraordinary poet emerges, who does not resemble either of them [Khayyam or FitzGerald]].⁷

This would be enough to make FitzGerald’s book one of the most prominent cases of multiple authorship,⁸ even if we did not know

---

⁶ ‘Fitzgerald’, without the capital ‘G’, in the Portuguese original. Unless otherwise indicated, all translations from Spanish and Portuguese are my own.
⁸ See Jack Stillinger, Multiple Authorship and the Myth of Solitary Genius (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991); Jerome McGann, The Textual Condition (Princeton:
that FitzGerald composed his *Rubáiyát* with the help of two different manuscripts, one at Oxford and one in Calcutta, which his friend Professor E. B. Cowell copied for him.\(^9\) It is extremely interesting to observe that the materials that FitzGerald worked with were ‘multiple’ from the beginning: the quatrains attributed to Khayyam ‘were not written down in manuscript collections until well after his death’,\(^10\) and most of them might not be authentic. ‘All in all, the estimated number of quatrains attributed to Khayyam is an extraordinary 2,213’, but according to different scholars ‘the number of “genuine” quatrains varies from 121 to 255 to 143 to 178’.\(^11\) But FitzGerald’s book is as ‘multiple’ as the two working manuscripts from which he selected certain quatrains. Two stanzas of the *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám* were ‘influenced by the Odes of Hafiz’ and three are not ‘attributable to any lines of the original texts’.\(^12\) The earliest *diwans* of Persian quatrains have always been the collaborative source of more recent and modern manifold collections of *rubā’iyāt*, entitled *Rubáiyát* or similar.

One could even argue that the protean character of all the collections of *rubā’iyāt* attributed to Omar Khayyam in general, and of the *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám* prepared by Edward FitzGerald in particular, made these collective quatrains the ideal vehicle for a lyrical pastiche, imitation or recreation. In the case of FitzGerald’s book – of ‘FitzGerald’s *Omar*’, to quote Borges\(^13\) – both the book and the ‘person’ of the author were posthumously constructed. The *Omar* by Edward FitzGerald would be similar to an *Odes of Horace* written by Fernando Pessoa or Ricardo Reis. FitzGerald created Omar as Pessoa (or Pessoa *qua* Reis) could have reinvented Horace – and in a sense Pessoa did reinvent Horace, because Ricardo Reis is a modern poet with a Horace inside, just as Álvaro de Campos ‘is excellently defined as a Walt Whitman with a Greek poet inside.’\(^14\) FitzGerald not only constructed a book which describes a symbolic day of pleasure to be seized, stretching from dawn to nightfall,

---

\(^9\) FitzGerald received a copy of the Calcutta manuscript in June 1857.


\(^11\) Ibid. According to some scholars, some manuscripts by Attár, Rumi and other Persian poets attest to ‘wandering’ or detached quatrains supposedly by Khayyam.

\(^12\) Heron Allen, quoted by Bowen in *Translation or Travesty?*, p. 11.


\(^14\) Original in English: Pessoa, ‘[Sensationism began]’, in José Augusto França’s anthology *Tricórnio: Antologia de Inéditos de Autores Portugueses Contemporâneos* (Lisbon: J. A. França, 1952), p. 4; repr. in Fernando Pessoa, *Páginas Íntimas e de
but, to a certain extent, recreated a poetic persona (the ‘old Omar’ of his verses), in the same way Pessoa invented his heteronyms. But only to a certain extent, because FitzGerald did not properly invent a new poetic mask, although he did employ the sceptical and not mystical Omar of his English quatrains to mask himself.

Curiously enough, the *Rubáiyát* was the first collection of poems T. S. Eliot ‘mimicked in quatrains’, gloomy and atheistic in nature, 15 and it has been argued that ‘FitzGerald exists under the parodic mask of Omar Khayyam in “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock”; in his own self – an old, embittered, and sceptical recluse – in “Gerontion”; and rises, resolved, to archetypal size as Tiresias in *The Waste Land.*’ 16 I do not know of any evidence that could lead us to think that Pessoa was fascinated by FitzGerald’s controversial life, nor if he read FitzGerald’s letters or biographies, as Eliot did, but it is certain that he was ‘possessed’ by the *Rubáiyát* and by the figure of Omar Khayyam. In contrast to Eliot and, to a lesser extent, to Borges, Pessoa was not directly interested in the Victorian translator. Combining allegory and biography, Eliot built different images of FitzGerald, which might be found in ‘The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock’, in ‘Gerontion’ and in *The Waste Land.* Portraying FitzGerald, Borges also portrayed himself; he wrote of FitzGerald: ‘[F]ue un nostálgico en quien el pensamiento de la fugacidad temporal era un deleite y una pena: le gustaba sentir con lejanía, tendiendo redes de recuerdo a los años pretéritos y anticipándose al futuro, para que el presente asumiese toda la dulce irreparabilidad del pasado’ [he was a nostalgic person in whom the thought of time’s fugacity was a delight and a pain: he liked to feel with distance, laying out nets of remembrances to the years past and anticipating the future, so that the present may assume the whole and sweet irreparability of the past]. 17

Pessoa did not write or think much about FitzGerald’s life, cult, anti-cult or enigma. On the one hand, as he displays in his prose, he was interested in Omar Khayyam himself – that is to say, in Omar Khayyam as interpreted by FitzGerald or by himself (Pessoa, or by himself (Pessoa qua Bernardo Soares). On the other hand, as he reveals in his poetry, he was concerned,

---

15 These quatrains have been either lost or destroyed.
as was the young Eliot, with the ‘absorption of [the Rubáiyát] cadences, prosody, and structure, of its themes and imagery, and, most important, of its persona.’ I distinguish between prose and poetry, because Pessoa left fragments for a possible essay on Khayyam, translations of different English rubā’iyāt and quatrains of his own. The latter were identified and differentiated from the translations by Maria Aliete Galhoz, whose critical edition of Pessoa’s Rubaiyat has been recently published.

This critical edition would not have been possible without the rich and unique materials to which I will now refer. Nor would it have been feasible without gathering what is today scattered among the main collections of Pessoa’s literary estate: Portugal’s National Library, the Casa Fernando Pessoa and the apartment of Pessoa’s niece, Manuela Nogueira. This exemplary edition includes Portuguese quatrains à la manière de Khayyam, translations of FitzGerald’s English quatrains and prose fragments about Khayyam. It is exemplary because it demonstrates how productive a dialogue between books and papers can be. By books I refer mainly to those in Pessoa’s personal library, and by papers, to his manuscripts and typescripts; but books contain sheets of paper and many of those sheets – printed or illustrated – were also used by Pessoa to write or leave notes, jottings and marks. This means that books and papers can be intricately intertwined in an intellectual and material manner, because of the close link that usually exists between reading and writing, and because print and script can coexist in the same physical materials. Before examining some examples, let me recapitulate three relevant points.

First, as I have already recalled, FitzGerald produced a new version with every new edition, instead of conflating the first two, three or four versions. For a translator of FitzGerald’s book, who wishes to select some, rather than all, of the English quatrains, this decision is fraught with difficulties because he either has to follow a single version, to select different quatrains from different versions, or to ‘mash together’, as FitzGerald sometimes did, two or more quatrains into one. I mention the idea of a translator whose intention is to anthologise the Rubaiyat of

18 D’Ambrosio, p. 81.
20 ‘My Translation will interest you from its Form, and also in many respects in its Detail: very unliteral as it is. Many Quatrains are mashed together: and something lost, I doubt, of Omar’s Simplicity, which is so much a Virtue in him. But there it is, such as it
Omar Khayyám, because Pessoa planned an anthology of the book (see Appendix) and because that translator would be in the same position as FitzGerald when confronted with quatrains from two different manuscripts. A wonderful fact about the *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám* is that it is a book made up of books, a ‘multiple’ book that evokes the multiple manuscripts that contain rubā’iyāt attributed to Omar Khayyam. As a consequence, Pessoa translated quatrains from all four English versions, even though he translated chiefly from the fourth edition, which could be considered the ‘final’ one, if not necessarily the ‘best’ one. Furthermore, the ‘final’ one published in FitzGerald’s lifetime, because in a copy of the fourth edition (1879), discovered after FitzGerald’s death (1883), there are revisions in his own hand. The *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám* aptly illustrates the difficulties of dreaming of a definitive text, especially when dealing with one as fluid and malleable as this famous collection.

This brings us to the second point. As previously stated, FitzGerald did not leave behind a collection of poems, but a series of discrete versions of a possible collection of poems; and though protean in character, bound in one volume. That protean character could be discouraging to a translator who does not appreciate FitzGerald’s art of ‘mistranslating’, but encouraging to one who values rhythmic conformity to the original over verbal accuracy, as well as to a writer who seeks to produce quatrains à la manière de Khayyam. That translator and that writer was Fernando Pessoa, which is why Pessoa not only translated FitzGerald – inspired by him – but wrote more ‘personal’ quatrains, introducing his own themes and obsessions. Let me emphasise that this is not to imply that his translations are less ‘creative’. On one of his many sheets of paper, Pessoa left this aphorism: ‘Aquella re-inspiração sem a qual traduzir é só paraphrasear em outra língua’ [That re-inspiration without which translating is but paraphrasing in another language].

The third and final point is that Pessoa was not as interested as Eliot or Borges in FitzGerald the man or the symbol, but fascinated by Omar Khayyam’s poetry and its intrinsic ‘philosophy’. Therefore, in addition to translating and producing his own quatrains, he left prose excerpts about Omar Khayyam and his quatrains, both in English and Portuguese. In one of them he writes: ‘[A] poesia da Persia […] faz das suas quadras, desrimadas no terceiro verso, um appoio longinquo para o meu desasocego’.

---

21 BNP/E3 65-20r.
[Persian poetry [...] makes of its quatrains, unrhymed on the third verse, a distant support for my disquietude]. 22

I thought it important to summarise these points because Maria Aliete Galhoz’s critical edition includes all the poetical production and prose fragments that Fernando Pessoa wrote following his contact with Omar Khayyam, via Edward FitzGerald, but also via Thomas Hunter Weir, author of *Omar Khayyám The Poet* (1926), 23 and probably the *Encyclopædia Britannica* 24 and *The Golden Treasury of the Best Songs and Lyrical Poems in the English Language*, 25 as well as other works. For his own English rendering of Khayyam’s quatrains, Weir consulted Edward Heron-Allen’s literal English translation, 26 as well as those of E. H. Whinfield 27 and J. B. Nicolas. 28 Let us now turn to examples that illustrate the intimate relationship that exists, or can be established, between Fernando Pessoa’s books and his papers.

22 BNP/E3 2-7r.

23 T. H. Weir, *Omar Khayyám The Poet* (London: John Murray, 1926). In the preface, Weir explains that in his book ‘an attempt is made to reach a “sound opinion” (as the Arabs would say) as to what and what manner of man the poet Omar Khayyám was [...] From it [the earliest manuscript of the quatrains] the sketch of Omar here given has been drawn’ (p. 5). Weir considered the manuscript at Oxford the ‘earliest manuscript’: ‘for us Omar Khayyám the poet means the Bodleian MS., and it alone’ (p. 14). It was also Pessoa’s ambition to draw a sketch of Omar Khayyam, probably inspired by Weir’s book.

24 Theodore Watts-Dunton, who joined the Omar Khayyam Club in 1896 (see D’Ambrosio, p. 92), wrote a famous ‘Poetry’ article in the *Encyclopædia Britannica*. Pessoa read this article and took some interesting notes (BNP/E3 93-69: ‘while prose requires intellectual life and emotional life, poetry seems to require not only intellectual life and emotional life but rhythmical life’). In these notes there is a reference to Whinfield’s translation of Omar Khayyam’s quatrains and to other books about Persian theatre and poetry. The article on ‘Poetry’ is in the same volume of the *Encyclopædia Britannica* as the article on ‘Persia’.


28 J. B. Nicolas’s prose translation into French of 464 *rubā‘iyāt*, *Les Quatrains de Khéyam* was published in Paris in 1867. The book appeared while FitzGerald was preparing the second edition (1868). He received the ‘French Omar’ in October 1867.
First, I will mention Pessoa’s translations of FitzGerald’s English quatrains. Pessoa translated some English rubāʿiyāt in his copies of two books: *Omar Khayyám The Poet* (1926) and *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám* (post March 1928).29 The first book is still in Manuela Noguereira’s keeping; the second one at the Casa Fernando Pessoa, where a great part of Pessoa’s library is held. Translations can also be found on two separate sheets of paper in Portugal’s National Library.30

Secondly, I will refer to Pessoa’s Portuguese rubāʿiyāt, which are not translations, but follow the same Persian rhyme scheme of the translations (AABA). In his copy of the *Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám* and on different sheets of paper, Pessoa wrote more ‘personal’ quatrains, with specific subjects and recurrent musings. One of those sheets of paper – or rather, two scattered halves of one typewritten sheet with revisions in Pessoa’s hand31 – constitute the only textual evidence of the three Portuguese quatrains entitled ‘rubaiyat’ published by Pessoa in 1926.32 It is interesting to note that the first refers to the end of the day, the second to sleep and dreams, and the third to the end of wine and the justifications for drinking; that is to say, that they do not open with dawn, but with nightfall, as if they intended to continue FitzGerald’s collection of poems from the point in time where this one ended.

Finally, we could recall Pessoa’s prose fragments about Khayyam and his quatrains, ‘unrhymed on the third verse’. These fragments are on separate sheets of paper in Portugal’s National Library,33 and they invite us to search in the pages of certain books that might contain marginalia; these books, in turn, lead us back to search for and/or reread certain papers.

We have seen that in his prose Pessoa was interested in, or moved by, Omar Khayyam as interpreted by FitzGerald or by himself (Pessoa), or by himself (Pessoa qua Bernardo Soares). In a long fragment published in the first edition of the *Livro do Desassossego* [Book of Disquiet] we read: ‘Caridade para com todos, intimidade com nenhum. Assim interpreta

30. BNP/E3 66-42 and 66-49.
33. BNP/E3 1-2, 1-4, 1-5, 2-7, 14C-40 to 43.
Fitzgerald, em um passo de uma sua nota, qualquer cousa da ethica de Khayyam’ [Charity towards all, intimacy with none. Thus Fitzgerald interprets, in a passage of one of his notes, something related to Khayyam’s ethics].34 If we scrutinise Pessoa’s copy of the Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám, we see on page 57: ‘Some of Omar’s Rubáiyát warn us of the danger of Greatness, the instability of Fortune, and while advocating Charity to all Men, recommending us to be too intimate with none’ (Pessoa’s emphasis). But an important underlining can also lead us in the opposite direction, from print to script. The following passage, in which FitzGerald explains that in the rubá’iyāt the third line suspends the ‘Cadence’ of the Persian stanza, is on page 22: ‘Something as in the Greek Alcaic, where the third line seems to lift and suspend the Wave that falls over in the last.’ This underlined passage brings to mind a text of Pessoa’s that begins: ‘O movimento de qualquer composição literária é o da onda’ [The movement of any literary composition is that of the wave].35 At the end of that passage he writes:

[The fact is that – note – in all of this what is studied is the rhythm and not the height; the height of the wave is not part of the comparison, nor its base. It is only its rhythm, and its height only insofar as it serves its rhythm, that forms part of the problem. The summit of the wave, in height, is its highest point; but the summit of the wave, in rhythm, is the point of its final direction. That point is reached when, without any possible return, it directs itself towards the point where its direction led it.]

Here we find the same metaphor of the wave, which reminds us of the importance that FitzGerald and Pessoa attributed to rhythm in poetry. It is pertinent to observe that in one of the last pages of his copy of the

---

34 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, ed. Maria Aliete Galhoz, Teresa Sobral Cunha and Jacinto do Prado Coelho (Lisbon: Ática, 1982), p. 208.
36 BNP/E3 14²-26’. 
Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám, Pessoa left the following note: ‘Traduzi-as, como as traduzira Fitzgerald, com justa, proba improbidade’ [I translated them, as FitzGerald did, with fair, honest dishonesty]. Both Pessoa and FitzGerald were more concerned with musicality than with verbal or historical accuracy. The verse ‘Upon this Chequer-board of Nights and Days’, of the famous Chequer-board quatrain (LXIX, fourth edition), for example, is an invention of FitzGerald’s, who ‘enriches the metaphor [the chessboard of existence] by reading into it a comparison, which the Persian [version] does not directly make, between the black and white squares of a chessboard and the alternate days and nights of mankind’s existence upon earth’. In a similar way, the final verses of quatrain XXIV (in the fourth edition), ‘Dust into Dust, and under Dust, to lie, / Sans Wine, sans Song, sans Singer, and – sans End!’, were not properly ‘written’ by Khayyam. As Erik Gray argues, ‘if this is the work of Omar Khayyam, it is an Omar who somehow remembers the Anglican burial service (“Dust to dust”), and who remembers – who misremembers – Jaques’s speech from As You Like It, “Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything”’.

In this essay, we have gone from FitzGerald’s Omar to Pessoa’s Rubaiyat; in other words, from a book where the name of the author appears on the title to a book that carries an old name, but is attributed to a new author. Maria Aliete Galhoz, the editor of Pessoa’s Rubaiyat, is responsible for the last of these subtle surprises. In the 1980s, Galhoz began, slowly and patiently, to conceive a possible volume of Pessoa’s texts that for decades no one had even imagined. Not even Pessoa, who planned an anthology of his translated quatrains, who planned to write about Omar Khayyam, who outlined some rubā’iyāt of his own, but who probably did not dream of compiling all this material into a single volume. There is something very symbolic about the Rubaiyat volume: only one of the texts included by Galhoz in her edition was published by Pessoa during his lifetime. In this case, as in others, the editor played a fundamental role. To a greater or lesser extent, all the editors of Omar Khayyam and Fernando Pessoa, as well as their critics and translators, have helped to build the corpus of their works and to redefine the discursive reality of the author’s name attached to them. In Khayyam’s case, editors built
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37 Page 245 of Pessoa’s copy of the Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám.
different Khayyams depending on the documents they considered genuine and those they did not think authentic. In Pessoa’s case, editors build different Pessoas according to the materials they select from his vast and still largely unpublished literary estate. In the future, if the corpus of the works by Omar Khayyam and by Fernando Pessoa becomes more established and accepted, the mediation or agency of editors may not be as visible as it has been to date. Whatever the case, we should not forget that we are indebted to FitzGerald for rendering certain Persian quatrains into English: not only via his *Omar*, but many other books, now including Pessoa’s *Rubaiyat*. FitzGerald’s translation – ‘very unliteral as it is’ – was the only one that truly impressed Pessoa.

Appendix: Document 48B-35

(A classification – by Pessoa – of his works)

Classification.
1. Political and Ethical.
2. Literary, Critical and Psychological.
3. Quaresma.
4. Antitheses.
5. Tales and stories.
6. Poetry for later choice.
7. Static Dramas.
8. Occult and the like.
9. Plays like “Play in one Act” and the like.  
10. Cancioneiro.  
12. O Encoberto.  
13. A Catastrophe, etc.
15. Poemas de Lisboa (?)  
17. Omar Khayyam (et seq.).
18. Interpretação do Bandarra, & the like.
19. Dialogos sobre a Tyrannia.
20. Caso Vargas (separate from 3).

[Some translations]

40 In the Genetic Apparatus of *A Educação do Stoico* [Education of the Stoic], there are some references to, and transcriptions of, a ‘Play in one Act’: Pessoa, *A Educação do Stoico*, ed. Jerónimo Pizarro (Lisbon: IN-CM, 2007).

41 Abbreviation for the Latin phrases ‘et sequentes’ or ‘et sequentia’. Possible reference to other projected anthologies, for example of Poe’s poems (cf. BNP/E3 48-12).
21. Cumplices (separate from 3).
22. Notas para a Recordação.
23. Caeiro.
24. Ricardo Reis (verso).
27. Astrologia (notas sobre).
28. Astrologia (proprio horoscoop, com as notas).
30. Astrologia (varia, quest[ões] hor[arias], etc.)
31. Automatic Writings, etc.
32. English Poemas (chosen).
33. English Poemas (various).
34. English Sonnets.
35. Poems forming Quincunx.
36. Poems in French.
37. Translations into English (poems).
38. Translations into Portuguese (poems).
39. Translations from Shakespeare.
40. Notes on the Portuguese Language, etc.
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Literary tradition, influence and genealogy are overlapping tropes of historical emplotment that have been centrally important, and indeed in many instances structurally indispensable, to feminist criticism of lyric poetry over the past four decades. At the same time, as Jonathan Culler notes, while it has been both easy and productive ‘to treat novels as social and political documents that record the travails of women […] lyric poetry has been less amenable to such treatment and the question of its relationship to feminist issues and what sort of historical act or historical representation it involves remains largely unsettled’.1 Despite the chronologically and politically situated (and in this sense ‘dated’) impact of such forceful critical manifestos as Adrienne Rich’s essays ‘When We Dead Awaken: Writing as Re-Vision’ (1971) and ‘Vesuvius at Home: The Power of Emily Dickinson’ (1975), or Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar’s and Annette Kolodny’s respective responses to Harold Bloom’s theory of poetic influence, historical narratives of Western lyric tradition have remained relatively resistant to a comprehensively convincing feminist appropriation.2 If this is true even in the Anglo-American context, where practical feminist engagement with the study of literature has flourished

---

most robustly, it has been much more manifest in Portugal, where gendered readings of the lyric and its place in the narrative of national literary history have been rehearsed only on rare occasions and by scholars either based abroad or at a distance from the academic mainstream of the field, often in departments of Anglo-American studies (as is the case of Portugal’s most prominent feminist critic of lyric poetry, Maria Irene Ramalho). On the other hand, this refraction of the hermeneutic gaze, which surveys the textual and cultural medium of Portuguese-language literature from a vantage point informed by Anglophone canons and narratives of literary history, can sometimes enable uniquely productive insights, especially when dealing with a writer – such as Fernando Pessoa – whose own creative development and poetic imagination were profoundly indebted to English-language literary culture. In what follows, I will offer a reading of two of Pessoa’s key poetic texts in counterpoint to some of their transnational intertextual correlatives, as a way of speculating on the historicist significance of this putative network in the context of the ongoing construction of gendered perspectives in Portuguese literary history, particularly with regard to the lyric tradition and canon.

One of Pessoa’s best known orthonymous lyric poems, ‘Ela canta, pobre ceifeira’ [She sings, poor reaper] (1914), bears a close intertextual kinship to William Wordsworth’s poem ‘The Solitary Reaper’ (1807): both texts feature a scene in which the male poet, strolling in the fields, encounters a singing female reaper and experiences a powerful subjective reaction to her presence and her song. The precise mapping of this reaction and its consequences, be it in Wordsworth, in Pessoa, or in Pessoa as opposed to Wordsworth, has been attempted by many and in the limited space available here I will not be able to give these readings their full due, except to note that for the most part their common feature has been to follow the discursive lead of the poems themselves in focusing on the voice and consciousness of the poet or, in Anthony Easthope’s terms, on the subjectivity of the enunciation.3 The terms on which both poems, as well as the majority of their interpretations, enact their versions of the encounter with the subjectivity of the enounced – represented by the reaper – are thus essentially cognate with Pessoa’s own description of his poem’s personal relevance. As he wrote in 1915, in a letter to Armando Côrtes-Rodrigues:

Amo especialmente a última poesia, a da *Ceifeira* […]
Amo-me por ter escrito
   Ah, poder ser tu, sendo eu!
   Ter a tua alegre inconsciência
   E a consciência disso! …
e, enfim, essa poesia toda.

[I love especially the last poem, the *Ceifeira* one […] I love myself for having written
   Ah, to be you while being I!
   To have your glad unconsciousness
   And be conscious of it! …
and the entire poem, really].

Bracketing away the author’s view of his poem’s significance as the showcase and catalyst of the writing subject’s self-awareness and self-appreciation, along with the extensive descendancy this interpretation has engendered in the field of Pessoa criticism, my present rereading of Pessoa’s reaper takes its cue instead from a recent ‘allegorical essay’ by Rachel Blau DuPlessis (‘Marble Paper: Toward a Feminist “History of Poetry”’) and from its interrogation of Wordsworth’s ‘The Solitary Reaper’ in relation to the critic’s postulate to challenge ‘powetry’ – her neologism, a compound of ‘power’ and ‘poetry’ – by way of foregrounding ‘the power relations of gender and class between the figures in the enounced, and between enunciation and enounced deep in the ideology of poetry’. In this context, it can be argued that Pessoa’s poem ‘corrects Wordsworth’ – to allude to the title of António Feijó’s analysis of their relationship – in more ways than one: not only does it acknowledge and heighten the apocalyptic shock of self-consciousness that is naturalised and reabsorbed in ‘The Solitary Reaper’ (this is Feijó’s argument, drawing on Geoffrey Hartman’s reading of Wordsworth), but it also brings to the fore far more openly the gendered confrontation on which its enunciation is founded, even as the poem’s resolution – including the outcome of its textual
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revision, on which more later – appears to come down firmly on the side of poetic powers that be.\(^6\)

Both ‘Ela canta, pobre ceifeira’ and ‘The Solitary Reaper’ are muse poems, and both inscribe themselves, fairly conventionally overall, in the long-standing dominant tradition of the muse-poet relationship, in which the voiceless, pre-verbal presence of the female muse is channelled into articulate lyric discourse by the male poet. As DuPlessis argues, only one line in Wordsworth’s poem disrupts its otherwise pacific enactment of the canonical discursive hierarchy governing the relationship between the poet and the muse: the plaintive outcry ‘Will no one tell me what she sings?’ The referential explanation for this query is quite simple and precise: the reaper sings in the language spoken in the Scottish Highlands, which is incomprehensible to the poet. And yet the fact that this pragmatically superfluous and unanswerable question is asked at all produces the effect of exclusion and unfulfilled desire on the poet’s side of the equation; as DuPlessis comments, it ‘acknowledges the unreachability’ of the reaper’s figure and ‘her autonomous cultural work’ – that is, her own poetic performance – ‘even as it tries to absorb this figure into the poet’s own system and need’: the system of written literary tradition and the need to subsume the disjunctive space of the enunciation and the enounced within a coherent manifestation of the lyric I’s presence in the poem.\(^7\)

At the conclusion of ‘The Solitary Reaper’ – ‘The music in my heart I bore, / long after it was heard no more’ – the domestication of the singer’s alien voice within the poet’s subjectivity is a done deal, complete with a suggestion of sexual possession discernible in her ‘bending’ over her sickle and his ‘mounting’ up the hill (as Nancy Jones has argued).\(^8\)

Pessoa’s ceifeira is, I would postulate, a more complex creature than Wordsworth’s reaper, and so are her role as the subject of the enounced and her relationship with the poet. Already in the poem’s first stanza, multiple ambiguous markers of her identity are clustered together with such expressive economy that this inaugural semiotic offering defies \textit{a priori} any future attempt at its conclusive domestication, be it within


\(^7\) DuPlessis, p. 112.

the poem itself or throughout its hermeneutic afterlife. Whether we read Pessoa’s reaper as an intertextual descendant of Wordsworth’s Highland Lass or in complete isolation from any repertoire of poetic fictions to which she may be said to belong, the most striking set of those compounded markers is likely to be the singer’s ‘alegre e anónima viuvez’ [joyful and anonymous widowhood]. If the first stanza of ‘The Solitary Reaper’ overdetermines the Scottish maiden’s solitary plenitude – no fewer than four descriptors refer to her solitude and she is said to fill the deep valley with the ‘overflowing sound’ of her song – Pessoa’s reaper arises instead as a creature of perplexity and mixed feelings projected upon her by the poem’s speaker:

Ela canta, pobre ceifeira,
Julgando-se feliz talvez;
Canta, e ceifa, e a sua voz, cheia
De alegre e anónima viuvez,

[She sings, poor reaper, perhaps
believing herself to be happy.
She sings, she reaps, and her voice,
full of glad and anonymous poverty.]

The dominant significance the poem eventually ascribes to the reaper – her imputed incapacity for self-awareness, contrasted with the poet’s apocalyptic excess of consciousness – is clearly signalled at the outset by the reiterated signifiers of condescension (‘pobre ceifeira […] feliz talvez’), but so are other, less easily interpretable meanings. I find it instructive that among the several published English translations of the poem, at least two elide the textual fact of the reaper’s widowhood entirely: George Monteiro translates ‘alegre e anónima viuvez’ as ‘joyous and nameless abandon’, while Richard Zenith opts for ‘glad and anonymous poverty’. These choices, albeit motivated doubtlessly by other, more pragmatic considerations as well, converge in producing relatively conventional reinscriptions of a highly unconventional poetic object. It may also be observed that both translators (as well as Keith Bosley) gingerly bypass the word ‘merry’ as an alternative rendition of ‘alegre’, thus foreclosing any direct
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association of the singing widow of Pessoa’s poem with Franz Lehár’s operetta Die lustige Witwe, known in English as The Merry Widow and in Portuguese as A Viúva Alegre, which, having premiered in Vienna in 1905 and in London in 1907, quickly became a worldwide hit.11

By the penultimate stanza of the poem, the reaper’s ‘alegre viuvez’ has mutated into her ‘alegre inconsciência’: another signifying scandal, since surely the condition of widowhood evokes anything but a state of unconsciousness, implying as it does intimate knowledge of both sexuality and mortality. With reference to sexuality a cue may be taken from Mário Cesariny’s reliably outrageous rewriting of ‘Ela canta, pobre ceifeira’ in O Virgem Negra, in which the poem’s speaker is beset by what can only be described as vagina envy, a hermeneutic move akin to that also performed tangentially in DuPlessis’s reading of Wordsworth’s poem.12 As regards mortality, if we accept Feijó’s reading of the conclusion of ‘Ela canta, pobre ceifeira’ as an ‘epitábio prospectivo’ [forward-looking epitaph] that is a displaced response to the tombstone inscription discerned by Hartman in ‘The Solitary Reaper’ (‘Stop here, or gently pass!’), then the confrontation between the two subjects of Pessoa’s poem – the singer and the writer, the muse and the poet – may also be reframed as a ‘correction of Wordsworth’.13

Like the Highlands reaper, the ceifeira knows what the poet can only conjecture and the poet compensates for the shock of her epistemological autonomy and difference by framing her as complementary and subservient within the symbolic economy of his enunciation. But by making his reaper a widow – and a merry widow at that, in contrast to the Scottish singer’s ‘melancholy’ and ‘plaintive’ expression of ‘unhappy […] things’ – Pessoa made it so much harder for his subject of enunciation to upstage the reaper convincingly, as it were, although his conclusive revision of the poem went a long way toward producing a more coherent distribution of gendered roles and attributes with reference to the androcentric ideological apparatus of ‘powetry’.14 The emergence of what the critical tradition has highlighted

14 The earliest known version of the poem is the one Pessoa sent along with his letter (quoted above) to Armando Côrtes-Rodrigues in 1915 (its manuscript is dated 1 December 1914). It was published for the first time in 1916, in the review Terra Nossa. The definitive
as the key verse of the poem, a major contribution to the metaphysics of Pessoa the writer as the master subject of enunciation of the heteronymous drama em gente [drama in people] – ‘O que em mim sente está pensando’ [What in me feels is thinking] – was achieved, in the process of revision, at the expense of a verse – ‘O que em mim ouve está chorando’ [What in me hears is weeping] – that aligns with a rather different structure of relationship between the two subjects of the poem (elaborated on in the following stanza, which was suppressed altogether in the 1924 version) than the conclusive confrontation between the one (female) who can only sing ‘sem razão’ [without reason] and the one (male) in whom thought and feeling converge into properly constituted poetic discourse.\(^{15}\)

The triangular negotiation between Pessoa and Wordsworth by way of the female reaper – vividly readable against the genealogy of theoretical descriptions of the ‘traffic in women’ as the founding principle of the social contract of male domination and patriarchal family/state, from Claude Lévi-Strauss, as developed by Gayle Rubin and Luce Irigaray, to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and beyond – may also be viewed as something of a hermeneutic blueprint for considering a number of other relationships emerging from Pessoa’s work and from the signifying activities of the Orpheu circle (such as the tortured erotic triangle of Mário de Sá-Carneiro’s novella A Confissão de Lúcio [Lúcio’s Confession] (1913); the figure of Violante de Cysneiros, the sole – and invented – female contributor to Orpheu; and the real-life poetess Judith Teixeira, abjected from the historical memory of the so-called ‘Literatura de Sodoma’ [Literature of Sodom] controversy). At present, however, I will remain within the generous confines of Pessoa’s heteronymous enterprise, whose constitution, among its many other consequences, had the effect of opening up an extraordinarily fertile field of multiplied discursive and political opportunity for homosocial commerce in meaning, power and desire. Perhaps the single most abundant realisation of this opportunity on the poetic front materialised in successive issues of the magazine Athena, co-directed by Pessoa in 1924 and 1925, in which the largest number of his orthonymous and heteronymous poems were first published, a massive and

\(^{15}\) The suppressed stanza reads as follows: ‘Canta e arrasta-me p’ra ti, / P’ra o centro ignoto da tua alma, / E que um momento eu sinta em mim / O eco da tua alada calma …’ [Sing and pull me toward you, / Into the obscure centre of your soul, / And may I for a moment feel in me / the echo of your winged peace …]. Pessoa, Poesia 1918–1930, p. 450. Translation mine.
carefully orchestrated launching that included, along with the definitive version of the *ceifeira* poem, the initial public offering of Master Alberto Caeiro, Pessoa’s most radical and momentous ‘correction of Wordsworth’. As Álvaro de Campos makes clear in his ‘Notas para a Recordação do Meu Mestre Caeiro’ [Notes for the Memory of My Master Caeiro], and as has been discussed by António Feijó and George Monteiro, among others, Pessoa fashioned Caeiro as an anti-Wordsworth, an embodied counter-measure to ‘o excesso retórico que afecta a poesia moderna’ [the rhetorical excess afflicting modern poetry]. My alternative reading of Caeiro’s genealogy takes its gynocritical cue from Monteiro’s suggestion to include a woman in this scenario of poetic one-upmanship: enter the Victorian poet Alice Meynell and her most famous poem ‘The Shepherdess’ in whose half-verse, ‘Her flocks are thoughts’, Jorge de Sena (following Charles David Ley’s original lead) discerned the ‘matriz temática’ [thematic matrix] of Caeiro’s *O Guardador de Rebanhos* [The Keeper of Flocks], as crystallised in the heteronym’s defining self-presentation:

Sou um guardador de rebanhos.
O rebanho é os meus pensamentos

[I am a keeper of flocks
The flock is my thoughts]

Monteiro takes Sena’s insight a few steps further, claiming that in ‘Sou um guardador de rebanhos’ Pessoa’s construction of Caeiro as the drama em gente’s central subject of enunciation performs a ‘positively aggressive’ swerve away from Meynell and toward none other than Walt Whitman. Summarily put, the poem begins with Caeiro as always-already-not-Meynell and ends with Caeiro as a perfectly integrated and self-fulfilling embodiment of Whitman: Álvaro de Campos’s illuminating metaphor of Whitman as ‘músculo da inspiração, com musas masculinas por destaque’
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17 I favour here Bosley’s literal translation of ‘rebanhos’ as ‘flocks’ over the more popular rendering of the collection’s title as *The Keeper of Sheep* (advanced also by Pessoa himself), because it highlights the correspondence with Meynell’s line ‘Her flocks are thoughts.’


[inspiration’s muscle, ruled by male muses] seems particularly apposite here. In the following poem (‘Olá, guardador de rebanhos’ [Hello, keeper of flocks]), Caeiro demolishes Meynell’s pathetic fallacy quite overtly: juxtaposing Pessoa’s text with another poem by Meynell, ‘The Two Poets’ (included, along with ‘The Shepherdess’, in an anthology Pessoa owned), Monteiro reads the exchange ‘as a colloquy between a Meynellean poet victimized by her senses into believing that the wind carries meaningful messages […] and a Caeirian shepherd who will hear nothing of the sort’.21

Rather than simply adding Meynell to the lineup of lyric competitors against whom Caeiro the anti-metaphysical anti-poet/shepherd is defined and fleshed out, I would postulate inscribing this particular agon into what Feijó (in another context) has referred to as the ‘shamanistic engendering’ of the heteronymous homosocial community, propelled by the enabling energy of homoerotic affect.22 As described in the greatest detail and depth in Campos’s fragmentary memoir of his Master Caeiro, this process emphasised Caeiro’s power to bestow on his disciples not merely a new way of viewing the world but also, and crucially, newly and dramatically regendered bodies and souls (as Caeiro seduces Campos into a virginity the latter ‘had not had’ and prompts a change of sex in Ricardo Reis).23 Caeiro thus surpasses and indeed claims for himself the maternal birthing power – and the maternal control and censorship – exercised by Meynell’s shepherdess who ‘holds her little thoughts in sight / Though gay they run and leap’.24 Like Caeiro for Pessoa, the female and maternal keeper of flocks may be considered a centrally meaningful figure for Meynell, whose poetry ‘explored tirelessly the intricate interrelationship existing among woman as nature, nature as woman-mother, and woman poet linked to nature’.25

Motherhood, Nature and female-gendered poetic authority all rolled into

one, the protagonist of Meynell’s poem thus becomes a conveniently composite antagonist to exorcise away from the heteronymous coterie’s all-male and likewise composite performance of homosocial kinship in poetry and desire. And, as the poet whose once enormously popular verse came to be regarded, in the words of John Anson, as ‘almost a parody of everything we would disparagingly describe as “Victorian”’, Meynell’s example also happens to offer a suitable demonstration of how not to write modern – or modernist – poetry.26

Meynell herself did not, of course, write in an intertextual vacuum: Sharon Smulders has argued persuasively that “‘The Shepherdess’ parodically engages the conventions of lyric verse as exemplified in Byron’s “She Walks in Beauty” and Wordsworth’s “She Was a Phantom of Delight” and in so doing ‘vacillates ambiguously between overt collusion with and covert criticism of conventional representations of femininity’.27 If so, Meynell may well be contemplated as a suitable foremother to what I would call the interpellative descendancy of Pessoa’s most pregnant poetic representation of femininity – his singing reaper – and of the entire tradition from which this poetic fiction springs in the work of modern Portuguese women poets, beginning with the sonnet ‘Alentejano’ (1923) by Pessoa’s contemporary Florbela Espanca. Although unlikely to have been inspired directly by Pessoa’s poem, ‘Alentejano’ performs a significant reorganisation of the relationship between its two subjects – the male passer-by and the female worker, the poet and the muse – as Espanca’s lyric subject assumes the role of a singing reaper who addresses, and at the same time is addressed by, the one who walks by the field:

Há gritos arrastados de cantigas …
E eu sou uma daquelas raparigas …
E tu passas e dizes: ‘Salve-os Deus!’

[There are drawn-out cries of the songs …
And I am one among those maidens …
And you pass by and say ‘God save you!’]28

27 Smulders, pp. 35–6.
Interpellated into the Western lyric tradition of ‘powetry’ as the female subject of the enounced whose place, voice and identity are regulated by the male subject of enunciation, Espanca – the first prominent woman poet of Portuguese modernity – follows Meynell and her other female predecessors and contemporaries in engaging in ambivalent play with this tradition: ‘Alentejano’ reserves its last words (‘Salve-os Deus!’) not for the lyric ‘I’ of the poem but for its only individualised subject of the enounced who, in spite of appearing only in the sonnet’s last verse, claims a degree of discursive agency that is indicative of his privileged status in the poetic scenario recognised and reconstituted by Espanca. At the same time, however, even as it mimics the received hierarchy of gender and class relations, the poem undermines it in multiple ways, not least by pluralising and diversifying the roles it accords to female cultural workers, among whom the poet explicitly includes herself: a reaper still singing, but also writing, and no longer solitary.
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Mostrengos

RUI GONÇALVES MIRANDA

Monsters cannot be announced. One cannot say: ‘here are our monsters’, without immediately turning the monsters into pets.¹

It is impossible to bring to the fore the figure of the ‘mostrengo’ [monster] without evoking the ghostlike presence of Camões’s Adamastor which, although undeniably at work, seems to reduce Pessoa’s poem ‘O Mostrengo’ [The Monster], from a critical perspective, to a mere answer, a reply, and echo of Adamastor. The aim of this essay is not to envisage the Pessoa poem through the prism of a ‘monster’ theme but rather to address the difficulty of naming otherness and of clearly delimiting ‘self’ and ‘other’. The indeterminate figure of the ‘monster’ in Pessoa’s poem disseminates meanings, demonstrating how the structuring of language is always already at work in rendering indeterminate any or all essentialisms. Rather than a theme, its ‘monstrosity’ will be used as a point of entry into the puncturings of the images of empire, destiny, identity and other monolithic constructs, sustaining a promise of presence behind and beyond the text but which is ultimately structured, like language, at once referential and indeterminable. In attempting to address how the promise of a presence is enacted, and rather than falling back on what Jacques Derrida terms the ‘metaphysics of presence’, this analysis will look at how writing folds back upon itself while simultaneously dismantling meanings in a way that disrupts concepts of linearity, passage and

identity. The ‘chiasmus’ of writing prompts a disruption of linearity in spatial, temporal and literary terms. This is not a product, but rather a necessity of writing, or, in Derridean terms, its condition of possibility.

‘O Mostrengo’ as answer, reply, echo … Perhaps this attention to the ‘monster’ through the lens of Os Lusíadas [The Lusiads] (1572) is less symptomatic of itself than of a widespread critical presumption of Mensagem’s [Message] (1934) parasitical relationship to Os Lusíadas. This familial movement, establishing a linear and unequivocal passage of one author to another, offers the consolation of an economy which assimilates difference and disruption into the sameness of an originary source and of a common telos. It overcomes and overturns the monstrosity and eccentricity of an other, subsuming what is other into a comfortable linearity, written down, from past to future, as in the text titled ‘Ecolalia Interior’ [Interior Echolalia]:

Somos hoje um pingo de tinta seca da mão que escreveu Império da esquerda à direita da geografia. É difícil distinguir se o nosso passado é que é o nosso futuro, ou se o nosso futuro é que é o nosso passado.3

[We are today a drop of dried ink from the hand that wrote Empire from the left to the right of geography. It is hard to tell whether it is our past which is our future, or whether it is our future which is our past.]4

Opposing the present displacement and out-of-jointness of the drip of dried ink to the disembodied fluidity of a geographical passage, the passage, in the left to right of empire and of writing (and this is not a mere juxtaposition, as one has seen) evokes, in the past, a point of sublimation. The monstrous figure emerges, first named and humanised as the Adamastor in Os Lusíadas, in the promontory of the Cape which allows
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2 The notion of a chiasmatic movement is determining for this analysis, and, thus, it is necessary to clarify what is understood by ‘chiasmus’. According to Derrida, ‘all writing is caught in it [the chiasmus] – practices it. The form of the chiasm, of the X, interests me a great deal, not as the symbol of the unknown, but because there is in it, as I underline in “La dissémination,” a kind of fork (the series crossroads, quadrifurcum, grid, trellis, key, etc.) that is, moreover, unequal, one of the points extending its range further than the other: this is the figure of the double gesture, the intersection’. Derrida, ‘Positions: Interview with Jean-Louis Houdebine and Guy Scarpetta’, Positions (London: The Athlone Press, 1987), pp. 37–96 (p. 70).


4 Translations are my own except when noted.
passage and delimitation from West to East, from past to future; from Tormenta [Storm] to Boa Esperança [Good Hope].

Yet the remains of the writing of Empire, its excess (as ‘pingo de tinta seca’ [drop of dried ink]) seem to mark an aporetical difficulty (aporos: no passage; difficult passage). In the messages of Mensagem, absence is the catalyst not of any passage, but only an overturning which is also a chiasmatic folding back on itself – a westward gaze towards a future of the past. Such a mapping of Portugal provides the opening of Mensagem, as Portugal:

Fita, com olhar sphyngico e fatal
O Occidente, futuro do passado.

O rosto com que fita é Portugal.

[She stares with a fatal, sphinxian gaze
At the West, the future of the past.

The staring face is Portugal.]

‘O Mostrengo’ thus appears within, and gives place to, reinscriptions of the Cape as limit and aporia. And yet it would be most unwise to hope to find an unproblematic passage of literary influence and heritage, which is also, necessarily, historical and cultural. One must take into account the irreducible plurality of ‘mostrengos’ – if, indeed, ‘monstrosity’ can observe such a limit and is not by definition the disruption of any limits and frontiers, chronological as much as geographical.

The writing of ‘O Mostrengo’ displays the difficulties of establishing linear links and clear limits. ‘Mar Portuguez’ [Portuguese Sea], published in 1922 in Contemporânea [Contemporary], later to be included, with some changes, as the second part of Mensagem, featured not ‘O Mostrengo’ [The Monster] but ‘O Morcego’ [The Bat]. The single most significant change between the two versions seems to be the conversion of the bat into the monster. The animality implied in the first name would explain, according to Prado Coelho, the caves and the movements represented in the text. The change is welcomed by Prado Coelho in his article ‘Cronologia e Variantes da Mensagem’ [Chronology and Variants of Mensagem]:

---


Transformando-o num ‘mostrengo’, o poeta dá-lhe vaguidade e grandeza, torna-o uma criação indecisa, concedendo maior papel à imaginação do leitor, que assim mais facilmente o aproxima do Adamastor camoniano.7

[By transforming it into a ‘mostrengo’, the poet confers upon it a vagueness and a grandeur, makes it an indecisive creation, endowing the imagination of the reader with a greater part to play, which thus more easily approximates it to the Adamastor of Camões.]

The monster, thus distanced from animality, though not from inhumanity, becomes an ambiguous creation. Perhaps it is this ambiguity which prompted Jonathan Griffin’s striking translation of ‘O Mostrengo’ as ‘The Thing’.8 One could even go as far as to conclude that vagueness, grandeur and ambiguity, both in the ‘monster’ and the dialogical figure of the sailor, would be effects pleasing to Pessoa, particularly if one attends to an opinion of his on Adamastor which was formulated in a drafted letter in English to William Bentley. Here Pessoa bemoans the lack of intellect of Portuguese writers, Camões being no exception in the lack of qualities with which to ‘build’ the ‘highest poetry’: ‘Look at Adamastor, which is the most he has done. Note the extraordinary incapacity to conceive great details, see how he falls into the trifling and the mean in the very centre of his inspiration’.9

However, if, as Prado Coelho claims, Pessoa’s movement towards ambiguity concedes a greater part for the reader’s imagination to play, the concession made is only that to act as medium or as passage approximating the monster to Adamastor (‘mais facilmente o aproxima’).

Nevertheless, no noun, not even the abstract ‘mostrengo’, is outside the text(s). An alternative route through the problem of naming otherness can be illustrated if we take Helder Macedo’s suggestion of looking at Oliveira Martins and Guerra Junqueiro’s Pátria [Fatherland] as other crucial points of dialogue with Mensagem.10 In between the characters Adamastor and O Mostrengo, could there be yet another ‘mostrengo’?

10 Helder Macedo, ‘A Mensagem de Fernando Pessoa e as mensagens de Oliveira Martins e de Guerra Junqueiro’, in Actas IV Congresso Internacional De Estudos
In the need to identify an errant giant/ghost (a disjointed Portugal), the King and his advisers in Junqueiro’s *Pátria*¹¹ (Scena VI) call in and fall upon the demonised animality of such a figure:

**CIGANUS:**

O farçante!
Prêgador, impostor, mágico, nigromante,
Meio raposa e meio c’ruja …

**O REI:**

É tal e qual … perfeito …
Mas o demónio do mostrengo tem seu geito
Para enigmas … Quem sabe! … Ide-o chamar … talvez …¹²

[CIGANUS:

That farceur!
Preacher, impostor, magician, necromancer,
Half fox and half owl …

THE KING:

That’s how it is … perfect …
But the demon monster has its way
With enigmas … Who knows! … Go and call him …
maybe …]

Although the duplicity of its character is troubling, the alien and alienating role of the ‘monster’ is however a necessity, as highlighted in *Scena VII*:

**CIGANUS,** – meditando —:

Bem complicado êste cronista! … Quem o fez
Teve artes de engendrar singular criatura,
Contraditória, ondeante, incerta, ambígua, obscura …
Há duas almas no mostrengo: a que arquitecta
Quimeras vãs e sonhos vãos, a do poeta
Lunático, imbecil, mistico, iluminado,
Essa deixá-la andar, que me não dá cuidado!,

---

¹¹ Pessoa pointed out as well, only too strikingly, the supremacy of *Pátria* in relation to *Os Lusíadas* in his reply to the enquiry ‘O mais belo livro dos últimos trinta anos’ [The most beautiful book of the last thirty years]. See Pessoa, *Crítica: Ensaios, Artigos e Entrevistas*, ed. Fernando Cabral Martins (Lisbon: Assírio & Alvim, 2000), p. 93.

Mas a outra, a ambiciosa, a gulosa, a mesquinha,
A refalsada, (a verdadeira!) a igual à minha,
Essa mais devagar, Saltamontes … cautela! …
Ôlho nela … ôlho nela …¹³

[CIGANUS, – meditating –:
This chronicler is quite problematic! …
He who created it
Was artful in engendering such a singular creature,
Contradictory, undulating, uncertain, ambiguous, obscure …
There are two souls in the monster: the one that constructs
Vain chimeras, vain dreams, that of the poet
Lunatic, imbecile, mystic, inspired,
Let it be, it doesn’t worry me!,
But the other one, the ambitious, the greedy, the mean,
The hypocritical, (the true one!) the one equal to my own,
Watch out for that one, Saltamontes … beware! …
Watch out … watch out …]

Astrologus, the *chronicler* of the kingdom, although a demon, although
an animal, although double-faced, although an Other, an outsider, not
enclosed within the *oikonomy* of the House of Bragança, must be called
upon to recognise the giant as Portugal and the book as *Os Lusíadas*.
Although the chronicler is all of that … or because he is all of that, and
none of that in specific?

I am not implying the existence of an untroubled passage from the
monstrosity of Astrologus in *Pátria* to a monster in *Mensagem*, by any
means, any more than I would suggest that the monstrosity of *Adamastor*
has simply been passed on to ‘O Mostrengo’. Any approximations, any
overturning of differences should make us more aware of the problems
of any passage from one to an other. A disjointed identity (and which
identity is not disjointed?) requires a certain otherness before there is an
other and a self, and the history of a selfhood relieved of all monstros-
ities. Would not *O Mostrengo*’s approximation to *Adamastor* more clearly
mediated by the vagueness of a name be an investment of presence, when
the monstrosity of the title rather invokes what is not identifiable, what
is not (re)presentable, what is excessive, what is neither … nor … (as in
the first verses of ‘Nevoeiro’ [Mist])? Excessive both in relation to the
left to right movement of the writing of Empire (as configured in the

¹³ Ibid., pp. 51, 52.
above-mentioned ‘Ecolalia Interior’), ‘pôde ser’ [was able to be], as well as to the inward-folding ‘Nós, Portugal, o poder ser’ [Us, Portugal, the power to be], (‘Tormenta’ [Storm]):

Figurou Camões, nos Lusíadas, em o Velho do Restelo a opinião de hábito, em o Gama a opinião de intuição. Mas o império português nem foi a ausência de império que o primeiro desejara, nem a plenitude de império que o segundo desejaria. Por isso, por mal ou bem, o Império português pôde ser.14

[In the Lusiads Camões configured the opinion of habit in the Old Man of Restelo, and the opinion of intuition in Gama. But the Portuguese empire was neither the absence of empire which the first one desired, nor the wholeness of empire desired by the latter. So, for better or for worse, the Portuguese Empire was able to be.]

Neither absence nor plenitude; neither Gama nor Velho do Restelo. Only ‘monsters’ …

O Mostrengo

O mostrengo que está no fim do mar
Na noite de breu ergueu-se a voar;
À roda da nau vouu trez vezes,
Voou trez vezes a chiar,
E disse, «Quem é que ousou entrar
Nas minhas cavernas que não desvendo,
Meus tectos negros do fim do mundo?»
E o homem do leme disse, tremendo:
«El-Rei D. João Segundo!»

«De quem são as velas onde me roço?
De quem as quilhas que vejo e ouço?»
Disse o mostrengo, e rodou trez vezes,
Trez vezes rodou immundo e grosso,
«Quem vem poder o que só eu posso,
Que moro onde nunca ninguem me visse
E escorro os medos do mar sem fundo?»
E o homem do leme tremeu, e disse,
«El-Rei D. João Segundo!»

14 Pessoa, Crítica: Ensaios, Artigos e Entrevistas, p. 397. This extract is part of Interregno. Defesa e Justificação da Ditadura Militar em Portugal (1928).
Trez vezes do leme as mãos ergueu,
Trez vezes ao leme as reprendeu,
E disse no fim de tremer trez vezes:
«Aqui ao leme sou mais do que eu:
Sou um povo que quer o mar que é teu;
E mais que o mostrengo, que me a alma teme
E roda nas trevas do fim do mundo,
Manda a vontade, que me ata ao leme,
De El-Rei D. João Segundo!»

[The Sea Monster

The monster dwelling at the end of the sea
On a pitch-black night rose up in flight.
It flew around the ship three times,
Round and round, hissing, and cried:
‘Who is it has dared to enter
My caverns I never show anyone,
My black ceilings at the world’s end?’
And the man at the helm said as he trembled:
‘The good King John the Second!’

‘Whose are these sails I brush against,
And whose these keels I see and hear?’
Asked the monster that flew round the ship.
Three times it flew, horrid and huge:
‘Who comes to do what only I can do,
Living where no one ever saw me,
Dripping with the dread of the depthless sea?’
And the man at the helm, trembling, said:
‘The good King John the Second!’

Three times he raised his hands from the helm,
Three times the helm his hands again held,
And finally, trembling three times, he said:
‘This helm is manned by more than me;
I am a Nation that covets your sea,
And although the monster frightens my soul
And flies in the darkness at the world’s end,
I’m bound to this helm by the higher will
Of the good King John the Second!’]¹⁵

In this reinscription of the Cape, Mensagem swerves away from the episode in *Os Lusíadas* of which it is traditionally alleged to be but a copy, reply, echo … It is not the passage to the Indies which is addressed, but rather the overturning of the Cape in itself, with the evoked presence of D. João II, as well as the location between ‘Padrão’ [Stone Cross] and the ‘Epitaphio de Bartolomeu Dias’ [Epitaph of Bartolomeu Dias]. In ‘O Mostrengo’ the obstacle stands out not as a phallic promontory, but as a cavern, an invaginated structure. The ‘mostrengo’ thus points out its liminality and the *fines*, both as limits and delimitations (‘tectos negros do fim do mundo’; ‘cavernas’), which it inhabits and from which it springs to make itself visible (‘moro onde nunca ninguem me visse’).

The role of the monster amongst the *dramatis personae* of Mensagem stands out by its interaction with the sailor. The monster invades the space of the sailor and forces the projection of an identity, sintagmatically deferred to the never innocently invoked and never present D. João II, in the enacting of the desire for property and propriety (‘um povo que quer o mar que é teu’).

Articulating, operating, but permitting no sublimation, no folding back upon itself, or a simple unveiling of textual representation before a presence which would integrate it into an economy, the ‘monster’ cannot explain itself or be explained (unlike *Adamastor* in the narration of his life), and is ultimately not overcome, coming back to haunt, to find and to point out the rendered absent ‘Senhor do Mar’ [Lord of the Sea] in the poem ‘Antemanhã’ (8 July 1933). The monster is ‘dobrado’ (doubled) but is not ‘dobrado’ (overturned):

**Antemanhã**

O mostrengo que está no fim do mar  
Veio das trevas a procurar  
A madrugada do novo dia,  
Do novo dia sem acabar;  
E disse: «Quem é que dorme a lembrar  
Que desvendou o Segundo Mundo,  
Nem o Terceiro quer desvendar?»

E o som na treva de elle rodar  
Faz mau o sono, triste o sonhar.  
Rodou e foi-se o mostrengo servo  
Que seu senhor veio aqui buscar.  
Que veio aqui seu senhor chamar –
Chamar Aquelle que está dormindo
E foi outrora Senhor do Mar.

[Brink of Dawn

The monster dwelling at the end of the sea
Emerged from out of the dark to seek
The dawning of the new day,
The new day without end, and said,
‘Who is it that sleeps with the memory
Of tearing the veil from the Second World
And has no desire to unveil the Third?’

And the sound of it flying around in the dark
Disturbs that sleep and prompts sad dreams.
The monster servant, who’d come here to seek
His lord, flew all around and departed.
Yes, he’d come here to call his lord –
To call that One who is fast asleep
And who once was Lord of the Sea.] 16

Meditating upon the transformation of ‘O Morcego’ into ‘O Mostrengo’,
one will understand that ‘O Morcego’ produced not ‘O Mostrengo’ but
‘mostrengos’ in the text and wider context of Mensagem (‘O Mostrengo’
and ‘Antemanhå’). Such plurality, in any passage, in any deviation or
approximation of negative or positive influence remains irreducible.
‘Dobrar’, overturning (as in ‘Epitaphio de Bartolomeu Dias’ [Epitaph of
Bartolomeu Dias], the ‘capitão do Fim’ [captain of the End]: ‘Dobrado
o Assombro’ [Doubled/Overturned Astonishment]) is not only also a
re-turn, an inward-folding (‘dobrar’), as it is also a doubling (‘dobrar’),
‘monsters’, doubled as both master and slave discourses.

Inhabiting both but not residing in either the section ‘Mar Portuguez’
[Portuguese Sea] or in ‘O Encoberto’ [The Hidden One], what has never
been a simple passage in ‘O Mostrengo’ is supplemented by the return
of the figure of the ‘monster’ as deferred and differed in ‘Antemanhå’. A
return which, quite significantly, was already there in the first place … In
‘O Morcego’, the third verse of the third stanza referred to ‘ao monstro
que volta’ [to the monster that returns], but this verse was then changed
to the current one in the version titled ‘O Mostrengo’. 17

17 Prado Coelho, p. 290.
Overturing implies a re-turn, ‘dobrar’ a doubling. The ‘assombro dobrado’ is a condition of the future of the past ‘ressurgimento assombroso’ [astonishing resurgence] announced in Águia [The Eagle] in 1912 (‘A Nova Poesia Portuguesa Sociologicamente Considerada’ [The New Portuguese Poetry Sociologically Considered]). With the insistence in *fines* (finality and liminality), the return in search of a *senhor*, which, as Europe, sleeps ‘a lembrar’ [remembering], one could accept that if Mensagem is the tomb of *Os Lusíadas*, as condensed by Eduardo Lourenço, the poem(s) of ‘O Mostrengo’ is the tomb of the episode of *Adamastor*.

Lourenço’s reading of Mensagem as having been built around the absence of *Os Lusíadas* enables the perception of the demythologising of myth, which is also a de-historicising of history, at work in Mensagem, abandoned to the play of ‘signals and signs’ of a promised prodigious future, both ‘assombroso’ and monstrous beyond the epitaphs of a nation, the deaths of D. Sebastião and *The Lusiads*, as announced by Oliveira Martins in 1879. Neither history nor myth, neither above nor beneath, not reducible one to its other … What Camões could not write yet, a Camões already structurally and necessarily lacking, too close to history and to history being made, to presence, as put forward in the text ‘Luís de Camões’.

Death, the cutting off, is the condition of any inheritance: the inscription of death and death as inscription is the condition of Mensagem (as a message, rather than *Portugal*, the projected title). The ‘assombro’ is ‘dobrado’, but the ‘assombramento’ continues: ‘monsters’ are not overcome but their apparition enacts the desire of overcoming. The ‘*fim*’ is necessarily there still, as the ‘monster’, in ‘Antemanhã’, comes from it and returns to it.

The sphinxian enigmatic gaze (‘fitar’) has proved irresistible to critical attention, with the dislocation it provokes from the anthropomorphised Europe to a ‘Occidente, futuro do passado’ [West, future of the past]. If this essay has followed this critical ritual, it has done so only to procure, in such a mapping, the only too unmappable point of focus of this gaze. The sea, the supplement of Portuguese literature and literary self only

---

20 Ibid., p. 249.
too often, appears to fill in the disjointed ‘Occidente, futuro do passado’. The disjointed undertone to the traditional pose of the *hic iacet* is thus unearthed by the ambivalence of the movements between *jazer* [to lie] and *fitar* [to gaze], between a Europe that *jaz* and a Portugal that seems to dislocate itself and to be already dislocated. The imminence of death, the haunting of the *fines* always seems to loom in *Mensagem*.

This is not an accident to Portugal, but the articulation (the ‘dobra’), not the ‘pôde ser’ [able to be] of the past Eastern empire so much as the projection of a gazed *westward future of the past*: ‘Nós, Portugal, o poder ser’ [Us, Portugal, the power to be]. Not in *Boa Esperança*, but still in ‘Tormenta’ (26 February 1934) lays the object of the search of the ‘mostrengão’ in ‘Antemana’, not a subject, but subjacent, before the final, all too final mist:

**Tormenta**

Que jaz no abysmo sob o mar que se ergue?
Nós, Portugal, o poder ser.
Que inquietação do fundo nos soergue?
O desejar poder querer.

Isto, e o mysterio de que a noite é o fausto …
Mas subito, onde o vento ruge,
O relampago, pharol de Deus, um hausto
Brilha e o mar scuro struge.23

[Storm]

What lies in the abyss under the surging sea?
Us, Portugal, the power to be.
What stirring lifts us out of the depths?
A yearning for the power to will.

That, and the mystery whose regalia is the night …
But suddenly, in the howling wind,
There’s lightning, a gasp, God’s beacon
Flashing, and the dark sea roars.]24

In between and with a lost gaze towards the *aporía* of the future and the past, if ‘Literariamente, o passado de Portugal está no futuro’ [Literarily,

---

the past of Portugal is in the future], as presented in the 1923 interview (‘Entrevista sobre a Arte e a Literatura Portuguesas’), it is so because ‘É na distância, ou na memória, ou na imaginação que o Himalaia é da sua altura, ou talvez um pouco mais alto. Há só um período de criação na nossa história literária: não chegou ainda’ [It is in the distance, or in memory, or in the imagination, that the Himalayas are their own height, or even perhaps a little higher. There is only one period of creation in our literary history: it has not yet arrived].25 The desire for a future Portugal and a future of Portugal remains beyond the identifying full circle of sight, lost in the fitar:

The future can only be anticipated in the form of an absolute danger. It is that which breaks absolutely with constituted normality and can only be proclaimed, presented, as a sort of monstrous. For that future world and for that within it which will have put into question values of sign, word, and writing, for that which guides our future anterior, there is as yet no exergue.26

The inscription of a future is necessarily haunted by its own structurality. ‘Nós, Portugal, o poder ser’ lays chiasmatically mirroring and scissoring the Europe of which it is also already the disjointed face. Portugal is not only a possibility, it is only as possibility. For it is neither absence nor wholeness (neither ... nor ...), but a (in)certain play between both. What is yet to be fitado remains a certain uncertain, monstrous ‘Isto’ [This].
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PART II:
DIALOGUES
Inverted Aesthetics: Pessoa, Campos and António Botto’s Canções

MARK SABINE

Like so much of his literary criticism, Pessoa’s writings on his friend and younger contemporary António Botto offer less illumination of their ostensive subject than of Pessoa’s own preoccupations – both philosophical and personal – and of the artistic objectives, and inherently dramatic logic, of the concept of heteronymity. The exchange published in José Pacheco’s review Contemporânea [Contemporary] in 1922, in which the counterposed identities of Pessoa ‘himself’ and of Álvaro de Campos assert diametrically opposed vindications of Botto and his homoerotic Canções [Songs] (1922), is one of the most striking, and still little-studied, instances of the expressly performative aspect of Pessoa’s literary project. The letters address a perceived intersecting of ethics and aesthetics in the representation of dissident sexual desire, and illustrate how Pessoa, while consistently eschewing moral impositions on literary creativity, was repeatedly drawn to negotiate the question of whether or not the erotic (and specifically the homoerotic) has a place in art. Read in isolation, Pessoa’s and Campos’s competing arguments for the exemplary purity and truth of Botto’s artistry are, at best, tendentious. When read relationally, however, and with reference to later texts that develop their key arguments, the two defences of the Canções emerge as collapsible into each other, and as a quasi-Nietzschian affirmation of a harmonic tension between Apollonian and Dionysian principles in art. This cryptic and convoluted rhetorical performance admits of the vindication of homoerotic expression that Pessoa ‘himself’ avoids issuing. Moreover, it presents a rare and fascinating instance of Pessoa appropriating Nietzsche’s The Birth of Tragedy (1872) in order to vindicate the
practice of heteronymous creation and the artistic and phenomenological principles of ‘neo-paganism’.

Pessoa published his first essay defending Botto in Contemporânea in July 1922, soon after his short-lived press Olisipo had issued a second edition of the younger poet’s *Canções*.1 As Mário César Lugarinho, Anna Klobucka, myself and others have explored, this essay addressed and seemingly exacerbated a gathering storm of moral outrage regarding Olisipo’s output.2 The subsequent issue of Contemporânea contained the responses to Pessoa both of Álvaro de Campos and of the journalist Álvaro Maia. Maia made short shrift of Pessoa’s blithe inattention to Botto’s ‘repugnant’ evocations of fevered kisses and physical union with male partners, and his essay’s blunt title, ‘Literatura de Sodoma’ [Literature of Sodom] has become synonymous with the ensuing wave of denunciations not only of the *Canções* but equally of Raúl Leal’s defence of Botto, *Sodoma Divinizada* [Sodom Defied] (1923), and of the boldly erotic and at times Sapphic expression of their fellow Contemporânea contributor Judith Teixeira in *Decadência* [Decadence] (1922).3 The scandal culminated the following year, when, following protest demonstrations by the Lisbon Students’s League of Action, booksellers’ stock of all three books was seized and burned by order of the Lisbon civic government.

This uncommonly ferocious act of censorship suggests that Pessoa’s defence of Botto cut no ice with the city authorities either. But then Pessoa’s assertion of Botto’s pure expression of an ‘aesthetic ideal’ reads more as a haughty snub than a sop to moral anxieties: for Maia, this ‘recurso […] ao sofisma’ [recourse to sophistry] only confirmed both men’s ‘podridão romântica’ [romantic rottenness].4 Pessoa, in a complex disquisition borrowing abundantly from Walter Pater, asserts

---

1 António Botto, *Canções: Segunda Edição muito Augmentada com um Retrato do Autor, Palavras de Teixeira de Pascoaes e Novas Referencias* por Jayme Balsemão (Lisbon: Olisipo, 1922).
4 Maia, p. 35. All translations are my own.
Botto’s significance as the only example in Portuguese literature of a true aesthete, one who ‘com um perfeito instinto [...] segue o ideal a que se tem chamado estético’ [with a faultless instinct [...] follows what I have been calling the aesthetic ideal]. This definition entails Botto’s faultless pedigree of descent from the purest minds of classical Greece, even if ‘o ideal estético é [...] a [forma] mais tênue e vazia do ideal helénico’ [the aesthetic ideal is the most tenuous and empty form of the Hellenic ideal]. The aesthetic ideal, Pessoa explains, addresses the imperfection of a world seen as the one true existence, by combating that imperfection in a ‘sensual’ manner, when, ‘vendo e sentindo vagamente a imperfeição das cousas [o esteta] [...] decide aceitá-las como se fossem perfeitas’ [seeing and vaguely sensing the imperfection of things [the aesthete] [...] resolves to accept them as if they were in fact perfect]. Pessoa compares this ‘forma sensual do ideal estético absoluto’ [sensual form of the absolute aesthetic ideal] to Pater’s notion of the ‘momentary’ apprehension of beauty amid the awareness of life’s transience and imperfection, summarised in The Renaissance’s (1873) concluding observation that various ‘great passions may give us this quickened sense of life’ by ‘getting as many pulsations as possible into the given time’. Of such passions, ‘the love of art, for its own sake, has most. For art comes to you proposing frankly to give nothing but the highest quality to your moments as they pass, and simply for those moments’ sake’. Thus for the aesthete, Pessoa claims, ‘a Arte é, com efeito, o aperfeiçoamento subjetivo da vida’ [Art is, in effect, the subjective perfection of life], and thus too the notion of Beauty, ‘passionately’ apprehended and substituted for that of Truth or Goodness, takes on ‘um alcance metafísico e moral’ [a metaphysical and moral range]. Here, Pessoa, following the lead of Pater, draws on the treatises of Johann Winckelmann in order to devise a definition of objective beauty which, applied to the contemplation of the human form, distinguishes the ‘true’ appreciation of beauty from sexual excitation. Listing the possible defining qualities of beautiful things as grace, strength and perfection, Pessoa, following Winckelmann, can assert that the idealised male body – possessed of grace and strength – is objectively more beautiful than the female, which possesses only grace.  


then conflates this hierarchised definition of the possible forms of beauty with a pseudo-Aristotelian argument distinguishing the male aesthete’s pleasure in male beauty, informed by the morally unimpeachable ‘instinto estético’ [aesthetic instinct], from the common pleasure in female beauty, which he claims is guided by the ‘instinto sexual’ [sexual instinct] that he labels ‘o mais rudimentar dos instintos morais’ [the basest of moral instincts]. As the expression of pure aesthetic pleasure in perfect objective beauty, Botto’s poems are ‘amoral’; standing, that is, above questions of morality. Pessoa here compares Botto favourably with Oscar Wilde, whom he contends is not an amoralist and a true aesthete, nor intrinsically immoral, but rather a ‘mau cristão decadente’ [decadent rebellious Christian] aiming at immorality for immorality’s sake. This is a particularly audacious jibe given the like reasoning of Wilde’s accusation of ‘those who find ugly meanings’ in essentially pure art, and Pessoa’s claim that ‘quem leia com atenção normal o livro Canções’ [whoever reads Canções with average care] will agree that Botto ‘se afasta de toda a imoralidade no modo por que canta o prazer’ [distances himself from all forms of immorality through the manner in which he hymns pleasure].

In expanding beyond this basic claim, of course, Pessoa’s argument has clear weaknesses. He offers no justification either for the assertion of subjective and unscientific (not to mention sexist) cultural conventions as objective aesthetic yardsticks, or for the unnuanced distinction that he makes between artistic form and content. More striking and suspicious is his assertion that what he admits is the aesthete’s ‘desvio psicológico’ [psychological deviation] entails no inclination towards the homosexual instinct that was being earnestly pathologised by the medical profession of the day, and that Botto advertised as flagrantly in life as in his poetry. It is tempting to consider Pessoa’s essay less as an


7 Interestingly, a manuscript text ascribed to António Mora, published in Fernando Pessoa: Páginas Intimas e de Auto-Interpretação, ed. Georg Rudolf Lind and Jacinto do Prado Coelho (Lisbon: Ática, 1966), pp. 286–9, makes effectively the same accusation of Pater, referring to him and to Swinburne as ‘aqueles cristãos rebeldes […] que nada tinham de pagãos, senão o desejo de o ser’ [those rebellious Christians […] who were pagans in nothing except in their desire to be such] (p. 286).

8 Pessoa, Crítica, pp. 181, 182.

9 Ibid., p. 184. The cutting edge of medical understanding of homosexual tendencies in Portugal at this time is represented by Egas Moniz’s Patologia Sexual: Fisiologia e Patologia, 4th edn (Lisbon: Ferreira, 1918). On Pessoa’s reading of Freud’s theories on male homosexuality, see Klobucka and Sabine, pp. 10–14.
apology for the homophiliac Canções than as a facetious joke shared with the Contemporânea circle. Its haughty tone, convoluted argument, and intimidating allusions to Pater, Winckelmann, Pindar and Nietzsche serve as much to overawe as to persuade, and its author’s insinuation of Botto’s imperviousness to homosexuality would have been received with mirth by the two men’s friends and sympathisers. Such an interpretation seems more likely when one turns to Álvaro de Campos’s rebuttal, which praises the Canções precisely because they expose and transcend faux-Hellenic notions of an objective beauty and of a concomitantly asexual, amoral aesthetic ideal:

Ideal estético, meu querido José Pacheco, ideal estético? […] Não há ideais estéticos senão nas ilusões que nós fazemos deles. O ideal é um mito da acção, um estimulante como o ópio ou a cocaína: serve para sermos outros, mas paga-se caro – com o nem sermos quem poderíamos ter sido.

[…] Acho inútil meter os gregos no caso; grego se veria Fernando com eles se eles se lhe aparecessem a pedir-lhe contas do sarilho de estéticas em que os meteu. Os gregos eram lá estetas! Os gregos existiram.

[Aesthetic ideal, my dear José Pacheco, aesthetic ideal? […] There are neither ideals nor aesthetics anywhere but in the illusions that we make of them. The Ideal is a myth of action, a stimulant like opium or cocaine: it enables us to be others, but at a great cost – that of our not even being what we might have been.

[…] It’s pointless dragging the Greeks into the argument; Fernando would find it was all Greek to him if they turned up demanding an explanation for this muddle of aesthetics he’s mixed them up in. The Greeks were no aesthetes! The Greeks existed.]

What Campos praises in Botto’s work is essentially its compliance with the ‘non-Aristotelian’ aesthetics, founded on the value of force, that two years later he would claim informed his own sensationist odes and, before them, the works of Whitman and Alberto Caeiro. Campos argues that the beauty perceived in an artwork is not absolute, but rather a

---


subjective interpretation of two true values, ‘força e equilíbrio de força – energia e harmonia, se você quiser’ [strength and the equilibrium of forces – energy and harmony, if you will]. The Newtonian principle of harmony deriving from force and equal counterforce is applied to art by claiming that art is founded in ‘sensibility’, or emotions, and not in intellect. Art ‘succeeds’ not by appealing to the beholder’s intellectual notion of beauty so as to provide pleasure, but by overriding the intellect and enthraling the beholder’s sensibility to the force of the artist’s subjective emotional experience. For Campos, Botto’s work exemplifies the role of sexuality as an artistic motivation. The ‘beauty’ that Pessoa discerns in Botto’s Canções is a manifestation of their representation of the flow of forces, ‘provavelmente de origem magnética’ [whose origin is probably magnetic], that are experienced as sexual energy. For Campos, this inherently sexual nature of the Canções invests them with the power of

a imoralidade absoluta, despida de dúvidas. Assim há direcção absoluta – força portanto; e há harmonia em não admitir condições a essa imoralidade. O Botto tende com uma energia tenaz para todo o imoral; e tem a harmonia de não tender para mais coisa alguma.

[absolute immorality, divested of doubts. Thus there is absolute direction, and thereby strength; and there is harmony in the refusal of limitations to that immorality. Botto is attracted with a tenacious energy towards everything immoral, and he possesses the harmony of not being attracted towards anything else.]

Compared to Wilde, who ‘tergiversava constantemente’ [consistently evaded the issue], or Baudelaire, who

formulou uma tese moral da imoralidade, […] O Botto é mais forte: dá à sua imoralidade razões puramente imorais, porque não lhe dá nenhumas.

[…] O Botto tem isto de forte e de firme: é que não dá desculpas. [devised a moral thesis of immorality […] Botto is bolder: he gives purely immoral reasons for his immorality, since he gives none at all.

[…] In this much, Botto is forceful and firm: he makes no excuses.]

---

12 Pessoa, Crítica, p. 187.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
Hence, Pessoa ‘himself’’s and Campos’s opposed aesthetics respectively assert the basis of true art to be in universalised intellect, and in subjective emotion. What remains unacknowledged in either account – but emerges in a preface Pessoa wrote to Botto’s *Cartas Que me Foram Devolvidas* [Letters that were Returned to Me] of 1932 – is how these two positions together constitute the dichotomy identified by Nietzsche in *The Birth of Tragedy* (1872), whereby

art derives its continuous development from the duality of the *Apolline* and *Dionysiac*; just as the reproduction of species depends on the duality of the sexes, with its constant conflicts and only periodically intervening reconciliations.15

Pessoa’s preface, expanding and revising his 1922 argument, introduces these two terms as the foundation of opposing artistic ideals, before embarking on a defence of the Apollonian ideal (and of Botto’s loyalty thereunto) that assumes a remarkable symmetry with Campos’s earlier defence of his opposing aesthetic model.16 Both claim the supremacy of their aesthetic economy, by arguing for the ‘greatness’ – according to the criteria they affirm – of the works of art ostensibly created in accordance with the opposite aesthetic system. Campos thus claims ‘non-Aristotelian’, or Dionysian, greatness for classical Greek sculpture. In Campo’s view,


16 On Campos’s dialogue with Nietzschean concepts in his ‘Apontamentos’, ‘Ultimatum’, and other works, see Zenith, ‘Nietzsche and the Super-Pessoa’.
the very same beauty that the aesthete (according to Pessoa’s glossing of Pater) experiences as pleasurable without the mediation of intellectual reference is not just an idea but something experienced emotionally. Hence, it is an artistically motivating force:

Quando a ‘ideia’ da beleza seja uma ‘ideia’ de sensibilidade, uma emoção e não uma ideia, uma disposição sensível do temperamento, essa ‘ideia’ de beleza é uma força. Só quando é uma simples ideia intelectual de beleza é que não é uma força.

Assim a arte dos gregos é grande mesmo no meu critério, e sobretudo o é no meu critério. A beleza, a harmonia, a proporção não eram para os gregos conceitos da sua inteligência, mas disposições íntimas da sua sensibilidade.¹⁷

[When the ‘idea’ of beauty is an ‘idea’ of sensibility, an emotion and not an idea, a sensitivity of temperament, that ‘idea’ of beauty is a force. It is only when it is but an intellectual idea of beauty that it is not a force.

Thus the art of the Greeks is great even according to my criterion, and great most of all according to my criterion. For the Greeks, beauty, harmony, proportion were not intellectual concepts, but intimate dispositions of their sensibility.]

Pessoa, conversely, cites Whitman in order to claim that offerings to Dionysus in the form of art convey the poet or artist ‘sonâmbulo, ao templo de Apolo’ [sleepwalking to the temple of Apollo]. In place of pure dedication to excessive, active experience, the poet or artist holds up a mirror to the lived phenomena that he praises, thus creating new beauty and fulfilling the Apollonian ideal:

Fazer arte é aumentar a vida, porque é aumentar a compreensão, ou a consciência, dela. Para que esta actividade lembre e preocupe, é mister que quem a practica tenha, consciente ou inconscientemente, um ideal baseado no mundo e na vida. O ideal apolíneo é, como vimos, o único que se baseia no mundo e na vida, surgindo da comparação deles com eles mesmos, como se nada mais houvesse com que os comparar.¹⁸

[To create art is to add to life, because it is to add to the understanding, or consciousness, of it. In order that this activity should

¹⁷ Pessoa, Crítica, p. 243.
¹⁸ Ibid.
be memorable and absorbing, it is crucial that whoever practises it should have, consciously or otherwise, an idea founded in the world and in life. The Apollonian ideal is, as we have seen, the only one based in the world and in life, arising as it does from the comparison of these things with themselves, as if there were nothing else with which to compare them.]

When these texts are read together, Botto’s work emerges less as their primary topic than as a mere illustration of how two opposing views of artistic motivation and effect – predicated on the conception of humanity as riven by the duality of instinct and intellect – interpenetrate and coexist. Neither writer successfully denies that the artworks they value can be received through the animation of either sensibility or intelligence. Pessoa can no more refute that Botto’s Canções might offend by being read as homoerotic than Campos can insist that Botto’s evocation of male beauty must be read – that is to say, experienced – sexually. Intriguingly, Pessoa’s later apology for Botto’s verse ultimately collapses into reliance on the aesthetic economy championed by Campos. Pessoa initially contrasts the contemplative attitude of the aesthete with the active stance of the moralist:

Vimos que o esteta é o homem que ama a beleza contemplativamente, isto é, sem nela admitir elemento algum de acção; e isto quer dizer, como também vimos, que o ideal estético exclui o ideal moral, pois que o ideal moral é o que nasce da acção.19

[We have seen that the aesthete is he who loves beauty in a contemplative manner, without admitting of the slightest element of action; and that means, as we have also seen, that the aesthetic ideal excludes the moral ideal, since the moral ideal is born out of action.]

However, in attempting to account for Botto’s focus on specifically male beauty, Pessoa ultimately admits that this distinction is not absolute. As his earlier essay explains, the aesthete is characterised by an ‘inadaptação estructural aos princípios constitutivos de civilização europeia, em que vivemos’ [structural unadaptedness to the constitutive principles of the European civilisation that we inhabit]. In modern society, the aesthete has to be an artist ‘em virtude de uma reacção contra o ambiente hóstil que lhe não permite ser só esteta’ [by virtue of a reaction against the

19 Ibid., p. 456.
hostile environment that will not allow him to be merely an aesthete].\textsuperscript{20} The most effective reaction is to impose upon that oppressive \textit{milieu} the image of masculine beauty that it proscribes. Admitting Botto’s stance as partly active, Pessoa inadvertently readmits of the relevance of ethics to Botto’s art, in turn readmitting speculation about its morality: unless, that is, Botto’s reaction is seen as emotionally, and perhaps sexually, driven, as in Campos’s aesthetic system. If, however, we consider the orthonymous essays as performances in a drama that also features Álvaro de Campos (and that reduces poor Botto to little more than a silent offstage presence), this contradiction is not the rhetorical ‘own goal’ that at first it seems. Rather, it teasingly gestures towards the resolution of Pessoa’s and Campos’s tendentious arguments in a pseudo-Nietzschian identification of the perpetual and dynamic conflict of the Apollonian and the Dionysian.

Before proceeding to suggest what wider implications this pseudo-Nietzschian position might have, a few concluding observations are due about the ingeniously contrived defence of literary inscriptions of homoerotic desire that is its context. Pessoa’s deployment of the opposed voices of ‘himself’ and Campos justifies Botto’s homoerotic gaze in relation both to discussions of desire and morality in art that were current beyond Portugal’s borders, and to aesthetic debates stretching back over two thousand years. While the (Dionysiac) libertarianism of Campos damns moralistic censorship as the ruination of all that is both natural and transcendental in art, Pessoa’s invocation of the Apollonian ideal is ultimately just as damning, in identifying contemporary morality’s ‘oppression’ of the lover of male beauty and the consequent necessity of rebellion through art. Pessoa’s striking reference to Botto as ‘um esteta grego nascido num exílio longinquo’\textsuperscript{21} [a Greek aesthete born into a distant exile] both echoes Walter Pater’s description of Winckelmann as a lover of light, beauty and harmony born to exile ‘on that littered, indeterminate shore of Germany’,\textsuperscript{22} and evokes the notions of a transnational community of ‘manly lovers’ that readers from J. A. Symonds to García Lorca had extrapolated from Whitman’s writings. Given the interpenetrability of his aesthetic arguments with those of Campos, Pessoa’s definition of Botto as exile in an ‘ambiente hóstil’ [hostile environment] also claims for the lover of male beauty the inheritance of the one society in which, according to the nineteenth-century Oxonian Hellenists

\textsuperscript{20} Ibid., pp. 184, 457.  
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., p. 457.  
\textsuperscript{22} Pater, p. 240.
and their disciples, art consistently reconciled the value of (masculine) strength with that of (masculine) beauty. The equilibrium and potential richness of this unresolved debate may have been disturbed by deference to the morality and sensibility hegemonic in the society that, soon after, sanctioned the destruction of Botto’s Canções. It is significant that the more controversial aspect of Pessoa’s argument is entrusted to the fictitious advocate, and, moreover, that Campos writes from the reassuring distance of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Campos – member of a ‘neo-pagan’ coterie that António Mora and Ricardo Reis both label exiles from the classical world – thus becomes himself a symbol of the artist banished for breaking sexual taboos. Still more significant, perhaps, is that Pessoa’s public interventions defend representations of homoerotic desire authored by another poet, and not his own allusion to classical inscriptions of male beauty in the orthonymic poem ‘Antinous’, a revised, and unabashedly homoerotic, version of which he had published in 1921.

Returning, finally, to the issue of Pessoa’s reception of Nietzschean aesthetics, one wonders in what directions this discussion might have developed had it been free, or at least freer, from the constraints of (self) censorship. If – as I have argued elsewhere – Pessoa’s ‘Antinous’ reformulates Paterian aesthetics so as to imply the restitution of a lost classical ideal – ‘the end of days when Jove were born again’ – in the neo-pagan coterie’s vision, could the writings on Botto not sketch a similar appropriation of Nietzsche’s account of the birth and decline of tragedy, pointing to the reinstated harmony of the Apollonian and Dionysian not in Wagnerian music theatre, but in a heteronymous ‘drama em gente’ [drama in people]? This, and the putative centrality of homoerotic expression to manifestations of that reinstated harmony, must be issues for a future paper. Meanwhile, we should remark Pessoa’s allusion in 1923 – contradicting his earlier implicit rebuttal of Wildean ‘ugly meanings’ – to the

23 Pessoa, Crítica, p. 189.
erotic and aesthetic implications that lurk beyond the letter of Botto’s texts:

Certo é que o que António Botto escreve, em verso ou em prosa, há que ser lido sempre com a atenção posta em o que não está lá escrito. Pode também ser lido com a atenção posta em o que está lá escrito. De qualquer das formas se é leitor.26

[Certainly, what António Botto writes, in verse or in prose, has always to be read with one’s attention focused on what is not written therein. It can also be read with one’s attention focused on what is written therein. One is a reader either way.]
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Pessoa was fascinated by the sexuality of the writers he admired, notwithstanding his continual disclaimers to the contrary.¹ One of the representative books he owned on the topic was *Walt Whitman's Anomaly* (1913), with a note on the cover stating that ‘The sale of this book is restricted to Members of the Legal and Medical professions.’² Whitman’s ‘anomaly’, according to this book, is homosexuality.

Pessoa believed that William Shakespeare’s ‘abnormal inclinations’, as he put it in an unpublished list titled ‘Psychology of the author of Shakespeare’s works’, were the same as Whitman’s.³ He says as much in ‘Erostratus’ when he declares that both Shakespeare and Whitman were ‘paederasts, by the bye.’⁴ In an unpublished piece on Shakespeare, he goes as far as to refer to him as the ‘Chefe dos pederastas’ [Master of pederasts].⁵ In another, he lists Shakespeare’s ‘sexual inversion’ among the dramatist’s three ‘characteristic peculiarities’ (the other two being his ‘total mental indiscipline’ and his ‘duality of temperament’).⁶

---

¹ Pessoa offers one such disclaimer in his letter of 11 December 1931 to Gaspar Simões, which will be cited throughout this essay: ‘Pouco […] me interessou a sexualidade, própria ou alheia.’ [I have never been much interested in sexuality, my own or other people’s.] *Correspondência II: 1923–1935*, ed. Manuela Parreira da Silva (Lisbon: Assirio & Alvim, 1999), pp. 235–55 (p. 252). All translations are my own.
³ BNP/E3 76A-75.
⁵ BNP/E3 76A-42.
⁶ BNP/E3 76A-3.
A more significant reference to Shakespeare’s sexuality appears in a draft letter to William Smedley, ostensibly on the Shakespearean authorship problem:

Incidentally I may state that – in disagreement with the idealizing tendency shown by you in your attitude towards the Sonnets – I will prove that Bacon and Shakespeare were fatally sexual inverts.7

Pessoa’s reference to Shakespeare’s Sonnets (1609) is here key, for they have generated, since the dawn of the romantic era, this very type of biographical speculation. Pessoa was fascinated by the problematic compositions, and annotated more passages of the Sonnets than of any individual play in his copy of Shakespeare’s Complete Works.8

In his 1640 edition of Poems: Written by Wil Shake-speare, John Benson had altered the pronouns in some of the Sonnets to give the impression that they were addressed to a woman. It was only after Edmond Malone reinstated Shakespeare’s original rendering, in 1790, that the Sonnets were made widely available in a form that made apparent their autobiographical relevance. Six years later, August Wilhelm Schlegel announced that the Sonnets’ chief value lay in their inspiration in an actual friendship and love, an idea he allowed full rein in his well-attended lectures in Vienna about ten years later. Schlegel claimed that he was the first commentator to ever read the poems as evidence of Shakespeare’s life story, and concluded that they depict ‘most unequivocally the actual situation and sentiments of the poet; they make us acquainted with the passions of the man; they even contain remarkable confessions of his youthful errors.’9 William Wordsworth would agree with him, writing in the ‘Essay Supplementary to the Preface’ to his Poems of 1815, the same year that Schlegel’s lectures first appeared in English translation, that in the Sonnets

---

8 The Complete Works of William Shakespeare, ed. W. J. Craig (Oxford: Clarendon, n.d. [1892]) was given to Pessoa as a school prize, in Durban, on 16 August 1905. It is now in his personal library.
9 ‘It betrays more than ordinary deficiency of critical acumen in Shakespeare’s commentators, that none of them, so far as we know, have ever thought of availing themselves of his Sonnets for tracing the circumstances of his life.’ August Wilhelm Schlegel, article in Schiller’s Horen (1796); repr. in A Course of Lectures on Dramatic Art and Literature, trans. John Black (London: A. J. W. Morrison, 1846), p. 352.
Shakespeare ‘expresses his own feelings in his own person.’\(^{10}\) In ‘Scorn not the Sonnet’ (1827), he reiterated the insight by formulating the phrase that would reverberate through the ages: ‘With this key / Shakespeare unlocked his heart.’ ‘Did he?’ retorted Robert Browning in ‘House’, forty years later; ‘If so, the less Shakespeare he!’\(^{11}\)

There is, of course, no evidence that Shakespeare speaks in his own voice, as opposed to that of an impersonal dramatic persona, in the Sonnets. Their speaker may be as much literary convention as personal-confessional. Consequently, not all nineteenth-century readers accepted Wordsworth’s key and its imputation of Shakespeare’s homosexuality; Samuel Taylor Coleridge, on the contrary, discovered in the dramatist not pederasty but ‘all the feelings, the sensibility, the purity, innocence, and delicacy of an affectionate girl of eighteen.’\(^{12}\) However, the biographical approach to the sequence was undeniably the strongest; since romantic writers wrote for and about themselves in a manner ‘unprecedented in literary history’, as Wordsworth declared, they tended to read in the same way.\(^{13}\) Theirs was the heyday of biographical criticism, an epoch when it was felt that a writer’s ‘opinions, character, personality […] with whatever difficulty, are and must be decipherable in his writings’, according to Thomas Carlyle.\(^{14}\) In ‘The Hero as Poet’ (1903), Carlyle ventured that Shakespeare’s Sonnets were ‘so many windows, through which we see a glimpse of the world that was in him.’\(^{15}\) Pessoa underlined these words in his copy of this essay. He was so steeped in nineteenth-century readings of the Sonnets that he cited Browning’s reply to Wordsworth verbatim in his letter of 11 December 1931 to João Gaspar Simões, the one in which he also describes his reaction to Freud and psychoanalysis, as we shall see.\(^{16}\)

The single most profound influence on Pessoa’s reading of Shakespeare’s

---

Sonnets was Oscar Wilde’s intriguing thesis on them, as put forward in The Portrait of Mr W. H. (1889).\(^{17}\) In Wilde’s story, which Pessoa owned in two different editions, the protagonist proposes that Shakespeare was infatuated with a young actor in his company by the name of Willie Hughes.\(^{18}\) Comparing Pessoa’s marginalia next to Shakespeare’s Sonnets to the chief pieces of poetic ‘evidence’ cited in Mr W. H. is a worthwhile endeavour: to give just one example, Pessoa wrote ‘O. W.’ (for ‘Oscar Wilde’) next to sonnet 78 (‘So oft have I invok’ed thee for my Muse’); specifically, next to the line ‘As every alien pen has got my use.’\(^{19}\) In Mr W. H., the protagonist argues that in this line Shakespeare’s intentional ‘play on words (use=Hughes) is of course obvious’\(^{20}\)

In short, Pessoa confidently deduces Shakespeare’s real-life sexuality on the poetic evidence of his homoerotic Sonnets, based on an unabashedly biographical approach to the sequence, like so many nineteenth-century readers before him. However – and this is the interesting part – he everywhere refutes such readings in the case of his own work. Pessoa’s contradictory stance, I venture, has the scope to illuminate our understanding of his encounter with the most intrusive biographical approach of his day, Freudian psychoanalysis, which Gaspar Simões, Pessoa’s close acquaintance and future biographer, began to apply to his own poetry from the late 1920s onwards.

Egas Moniz was the clinician who pioneered Freud’s ideas in Portugal; he published his inaugural lecture, As Bases da Psicoanalise [The Principles of Psychoanalysis], in 1915. He later crossed over from a clinical framework to a literary one, publishing a psychoanalytical study of Júlio Dinis in 1924 and one of Camilo Castelo Branco in 1925.\(^{21}\)

\(^{17}\) The original version of Mr W. H. was published as an article in 1889, but Wilde became more and more obsessed with the subject of Shakespeare’s Sonnets, and during the next four years he revised and augmented the story, in the process more than doubling its length. The manuscript of the revised story was thought to have been lost in the chaos that accompanied the sale of Wilde’s property after his arrest; many years later, it was discovered in the offices of Wilde’s publisher, John Lane, and the revised version was finally printed in 1921. Pessoa’s copies of the story are of the 1889 text.


\(^{20}\) Wilde, Lord Arthur Savile’s Crime and Other Prose Pieces, p. 171.

\(^{21}\) See Abílio Queirós, A Recepção de Freud em Portugal (Coimbra: Imprensa da Universidade de Coimbra, 2009), p. 10.
Gaspar Simões was the first literary critic in the country to conduct systematic readings of this kind, but not yet in his first essay on Pessoa, published in the book *Temas* [*Themes*] in 1929. In a letter to Gaspar Simões, Pessoa saluted this essay’s treatment of him as an impersonal rather than a confessional author, ‘como realidade espiritual’ [as a spiritual being]. The biographer would be less diplomatic in his subsequent studies of Pessoa’s poetry. He soon began to question him about the genesis of individual poems. Such probing clearly irritated the poet, who replied to a typical inquiry dismissively, almost petulantly, in a letter of October 1930:

Nada há de especial a indicar da génese do poema ‘O Último Sortilégio’. […] Deveras e realmente, não posso dar-lhe explicação nenhuma sobre a génese particular deste poema […] isso não tem interesse estético nem psicológico.24

[There is nothing special to relate about the genesis of the poem ‘The Last Spell’. […] Really and truly, I can offer you no explanation about the genesis of this particular poem […] that has neither an aesthetic nor a psychological interest.]

Undeterred, in 1931 Gaspar Simões published *O Mistério da Poesia* [*The Mystery of Poetry*], with the subtitle *Ensaios sobre a Interpretação da Génese Poética* [*Essays on the Interpretation of Poetic Genesis*]. The book openly declared its author’s enthusiasm for Freud and his theory of sublimation, which suggested that works of art were the result of repressed, usually homosexual, libido. In his essay on Pessoa, Gaspar Simões wrote:

Freud para explicar a essência da arte, fala em sublimação. Certas tendências sexuais infantis inibidas evadir-se-iam por uma esfera diferente, isto é, não sexual, assumindo, dessa maneira, aspectos puramente ideais (não práticos). Em Fernando Pessoa talvez se pudesse encontrar matéria para uma aplicação científica das doutrinas freudianas.25

24 Pessoa, letter to Gaspar Simões, 26 October 1930, in ibid., p. 217.
Freud, to explain the essence of art, talks of sublimation. Certain infantile sexual tendencies may reveal themselves in a different, i.e. non-sexual, sphere, assuming, in this way, purely ideal (rather than practical) characteristics. In the case of Fernando Pessoa there may be material for a scientific application of Freud’s theories.

Gaspar Simões did not, fortunately for Pessoa, have access to his most overtly homoerotic writings, such as the heteronym Álvaro de Campos’s ‘outing’ of his fellow heteronym Ricardo Reis, or the mad engineer’s dialogue fragment on the ‘normalcy’ of male sexual inversion, in which Campos cites Shakespeare as a precedent in justifying love between men:

Shakespeare nos seus Sonetos, apaixonando-se por um mancebo qualquer, foi, como sempre o grande normal que elle era, o representante máximo masculino, o do homem cheio de interesses e attenções para tantas cousas da vida, que não pode gastar tempo na caça ao prazer sexual normal, e porisso o substitue pelo prazer sexual dado pela amizade com outros homens levada ao requinte [...]

– Essa theoria é phantastica. Com que então, para si, a inversão sexual é de certo modo uma cousa normal?

= A inversão sexual masculina.26

[Shakespeare in his Sonnets, falling in love with some young urchin, was, like the great natural he always was, the supreme representative of masculinity, of the man full of interests and attentions for so many things in life, who cannot waste time chasing normal sexual pleasure, and therefore substitutes it for the sexual pleasure of the friendship with other men, taken to refinement [...]

– That theory is astonishing. So you mean to say that, in your view, sexual inversion is in a sense something normal?

= Male sexual inversion, yes.]

Such pieces were only published many years after Pessoa’s death. But Gaspar Simões was familiar with ‘Antinous’ (1918), the most overtly homoerotic poem in Pessoa’s own name, as well as with his public defence of António Botto against charges of literary indecency (see the previous essay in this book, by Mark Sabine). Pessoa was worried enough about ‘Antinous’ to offer Gaspar Simões the following explanation for it in a letter of November 1930, a few months before the publication of Temas:

26 Pessoa (Álvaro de Campos), Pessoa por Conhecer, ed. Teresa Rita Lopes, 2 vols (Lisbon: Estampa, 1990), II, p. 479. For Campos’s ‘outing’ of Reis, see ibid., p. 474.
Uma explicação. ‘Antinous’ e ‘Epithalamium’ são os únicos poemas (ou, até composições) que eu tenho escrito que são nitidamente o que se pode chamar obscenos. Há em cada um de nós, por pouco que se especialize instintivamente na obscenidade, um certo elemento desta ordem, cuja quantidade, evidentemente, varia de homem para homem. Como esses elementos, por pequeno que seja o grau em que existem, são um certo estorvo para alguns processos mentais superiores, decidi, por duas vezes, eliminá-los pelo processo simples de os exprimir intensamente.27

[An explanation. ‘Antinous’ and ‘Epithalamium’ are the only two poems (or, even, compositions) I ever wrote which are clearly what one might call obscene. There exists in each one of us, even in those who do not instinctively specialise in the obscene, a certain element of that nature, whose quantity, of course, will vary from man to man. Since these elements, however small their degree, are a certain hindrance to certain superior mental processes, I decided, on two occasions, to eliminate them via the simple process of expressing them intensely.]

Pessoa means what he says when he writes, in his letter of 11 December 1931, that he himself never needed Freud to ‘distinguir, pelo simples estilo literário, o pederasta e o onanista’ [distinguish between the pederast and the onanist, purely based on literary style], for he confidently deduced Shakespeare’s sexuality from the Sonnets without Freud’s help.28 However, following his encounter with Gaspar Simões’s penchant for Freudian readings, in the late 1920s he came to fear that readers might reach the same conclusion about his own sexuality that he had reached about Shakespeare’s, but now with the more ‘scientific’ grounding of Freud’s new science. In addition to prompting him to offer an alternative psychological interpretation for ‘Antinous’, this anxiety led Pessoa to counter the problem of Gaspar Simões in two further ways.

First, it led him to insist upon his poetic impersonality with greater urgency: it is not incidental that one of his most famous descriptions of his heteronymic project, one describing it, unequivocally, as being impersonal dramatic poetry, should feature precisely in his letter of

11 December 1931 about Freud and psychoanalysis. Maud Ellmann suggests that impersonality emerged as a doctrine when it did, in part, because it served to ‘screen the poet from the prying forms of criticism which accompanied the rise of popular psychology’; if any ‘indiscretions crept into their verse they could always disown them as “impersonal”.’ She cites T. S. Eliot’s confession to John Hayward that he had ‘personal reasons’ for asserting his impersonality, which she takes to mean that ‘he was able to confess more freely if he disavowed these confessions as his own.’ In the same way, Pessoa had always been able to express himself more freely by attributing the vast majority of his homoerotic texts to Campos, who apart from being an impersonal dramatic character – a vision of the heteronyms Pessoa always actively promoted, likening them to Shakespeare’s characters – had the added advantage of being borderline insane (Pessoa has Campos declare, in one poem: ‘Graças a Deus que estou doido! / Isto é uma solução’ [Thank goodness I am mad! / This is a solution]). Notice how Campos’s text on Shakespeare’s sexual inversion, cited above, is doubly impersonal, twice removed from Pessoa ‘himself’: first, it is attributed to an impersonal dramatic other, because Campos is a heteronym; secondly, it is a dramatic dialogue, which means that we cannot even be confident that the nameless narrator of the controversial side of the argument is in fact Campos.

This is not to suggest that Pessoa’s insistence on his heteronymic impersonality was merely the result of his encounter with Freudian readings of his work, in the shape of the inquisitive Gaspar Simões. He would have agreed with Jung that Freud’s method of interpretation, particularly as the Portuguese critic had begun to employ it, rested upon ‘“reductive” explanations which unfailingly lead backward and downward, and it has a destructive effect if it is used in an exaggerated and one-sided way.’ The facetious tone of Campos’s prose piece ‘outing’ Ricardo Reis, based on a single letter in one of his odes, suggests that Pessoa is there mocking the reductive tendency of psychoanalytic criticism. However, Pessoa was quick to recognise that the distance the modernist ideal of impersonality forged between the man and the work was convenient, too, on a personal

level, for it placed beyond the realm of critical inquiry poetic sentiments that might otherwise be interpreted as real-life beliefs. He told Gaspar Simões as much in his letter about Freud and psychoanalysis when he insisted that, in criticism, ‘há que haver diplomacia’ [there must be some diplomacy].

In the same letter in which Pessoa had offered Gaspar Simões his pre-emptive explanation for ‘Antinous’, he had claimed that none of his other writings contained a sexual component. It is an interesting disclaimer, given the fact that Campos, in several of his early poems, displays the kind of sexual behaviour that landed Wilde in prison with two years’ hard labour. The final traceable effect of Pessoa’s encounter with the threat posed by Gaspar Simões in the late 1920s is that it led him to make Campos’s output less unequivocally homoerotic from then on. In a poem of 1929, Campos alludes to homosexuality only obliquely, unlike in his earlier poetry, by evoking a seminal work that was much read and discussed in Pessoa’s day:

Quero escrever o meu epitáfio: Álvaro de Campos jaz
Aqui, o resto a Antologia grega traz …

[I want to write my epitaph: Álvaro de Campos lies
Here, the rest is in the Greek Anthology …]

‘(Escuso de me achar feio, porque os feios também são amados / E às vezes por mulheres!)’ [It is useless to consider myself plain, for the plain are also loved / And sometimes even by women!] Campos declares in a poem of 1930. In another of the same year he writes:

Com que então problema sexual?
Mas isso depois dos quinze anos é uma indecência.
Preocupação com o sexo oposto (suponhamos) e a sua psicologia –

33 ‘Quando digo que [“Antinous” e “Epithalamium”] são os únicos poemas nitidamente obscenos que tenho escrito, não digo mal; os outros três poemas, excepto uma ou outra frase casual […] nada têm que se possa qualificar de obsceno.’ [When I say that [‘Antinous’ and ‘Epithalamium’] are the only clearly obscene poems I ever wrote, I do not lie; the other three poems, excluding one or two throwaway remarks […] contain nothing one might classify as obscene.] Pessoa, letter to Gaspar Simões, 18 November 1930, p. 220.
34 Pessoa (Álvaro de Campos), Álvaro de Campos: Poesia, p. 389.
Mas isso é estúpido, filho.
[...] E você devia revelar-se menos. 36

[A sexual problem, you say?
But after fifteen years of age that is indecent.
A concern with the opposite sex (let us suppose) and its
psychology –
But that is stupid, my boy.
[...] And you should reveal yourself less.]

These two poems contain at least the possibility, however unconvincing, that their love object be female (‘amados / E às vezes por mulheres!’; ‘Preocupação com o sexo oposto (suponhamos’)). Pessoa evidently came to feel that he should exert more caution in the face of the new psychological approach, even in the case of his supposedly impersonal heteronymic poetry. In another late poem, Campos openly pleads for the freedom to exist without being submitted to psychoanalytical interpretations:

A liberdade, sim, a liberdade!
A verdadeira liberdade!
[...] Existir sem Freud nem aeroplanos. 37

[Freedom, yes, freedom!
True freedom!
[...] To exist without Freud or aeroplanes.]

I would like to conclude by posing the question: how sound was Pessoa’s understanding of psychoanalytic criticism, of the type conducted by Gaspar Simões? He certainly grasped the central importance of Freud’s theory of sublimation; his explanation for ‘Antinous’, cited above, explicitly evokes it, revealing that by this time (November 1929) he was familiar with the cornerstone of psychoanalytic literary criticism. (It is likely that his first direct contact with it was through reading Freud’s notorious, and notoriously problematic, essay on Leonardo da Vinci (1910), which he owned in a French edition of 1927 and annotated at length, underlining passages explaining how sublimation functioned.) 38

Certainly, too, Pessoa was anxious enough about the conclusions Gaspar

36 Ibid., p. 419.
37 Pessoa (Alvaro de Campos), Pessoa por Conhecer, II, p. 310.
Simões’s Freudian readings might reach to offer the critic a pre-emptive explanation for ‘Antinous’, to insist upon his heteronymic impersonality with greater urgency, and to quietly tone down the poetic homosexuality of Campos. Other artists were just as nervous of the new approach: James Joyce famously declared that psychoanalysis was ‘neither more nor less than blackmail.’

However, it is my contention that Pessoa’s understanding of the Freudian method was more vague, superficial, and muddled than is commonly supposed. In an undated text on Wilde, he writes:

\[(After the same demonstration as with AB, show that Wilde repressed, owing to environment, the inverted tendency in his works, so it cropped up all the stronger in his life, where, perhaps it might not have appeared had it been possible for him to do otherwise. (But this needs examining).)\]

These words are either extremely naïve or, more likely, extremely disingenuous, for Wilde’s writings are infused with his sexuality, so much so that they were admitted as evidence in court. Richard Zenith argues that in this passage Pessoa knowingly inverts Freud’s theory of sublimation:

\[o poeta põe Freud de pernas para o ar. Ao falar da ‘inversão’ sexual, inverte a noção de sublimação tão central ao freudianismo e a uma certa linha de crítica literária derivada deste. Segundo a sua argumen-
tação originalíssima, a repressão da tendência ‘invertida’ nas obras literárias de Wilde fez com que ela se manifestasse de forma mais acentuada na sua vida de carne a osso.\]

[the poet turns Freud on his head. In speaking of sexual ‘inversion’, he \textit{inverts} the notion of sublimation central to Freudian thinking and a certain literary criticism derived from it. According to his extremely original argument, the repression of the ‘inverted’ tendency in Wilde’s works made it manifest itself more powerfully in his real life.]

If so, Pessoa understood Freud’s theory of artistic creation well enough

40 BNP/E3 14E-66; first published by me in ‘Oscar Wilde, Fernando Pessoa, and the Art of Lying’. ‘AB’ is probably a reference to António Botto.
to turn it on its head, in a highly original manner. But Pessoa’s inversion of Freud’s theory of sublimation could also suggest the exact opposite: that his understanding of the concept was downright defective. In his letter of 11 December 1931, Pessoa describes sublimation as a transposition of psychic energy that is not necessarily sexual, whereas Freud maintained that it always was.  

Freud took some time to emerge as the leading psychological theorist of the twentieth century. Gertrude Stein’s psychology was wholly non-Freudian; when Aragon and Breton praised hysteria as a great poetic discovery in 1928, they saluted Charcot rather than Freud; Marcel Proust’s *À la Recherche du Temps Perdu* (1913–1927) draws directly on contemporary medical sources, such as Bergson on time and memory, Janet on psychological automatisms, Alfred Binet on fetishism, Théodule Ribot on maladies of the will, and Émile Egger on the stream of consciousness – but not on Freud’s theories.  

It is likely that Pessoa, too, was either largely ignorant of, or largely dismissed, psychoanalysis until Gaspar Simões began to apply it to his own creative output. His relative lack of interest in psychoanalysis – relative, that is, to his profound interest in competing *fin-de-siècle* psychological approaches still prevalent during his lifetime – is corroborated by the titles in his personal library (one book by Freud; dozens by other psychologists and pseudo-psychologists) and by the manuscripts in his archive (few references to Freud; hundreds to other psychological theorists).  

Pessoa only assimilated from Freud what he needed for his own

---

44 Since Eliot could find in the play no suitable ‘objective correlative’ for Hamlet’s inaction, which means that he accepted neither the neurotic (pre-Freudian) nor the Oedipal (Freudian) explanation of his character, he reached the startling conclusion that the play was an artistic failure. See T. S. Eliot, ‘Hamlet and His Problems’, in *The Selected Prose of T. S. Eliot*, ed. Frank Kermode (London: Faber & Faber, 1975), pp. 48–9.
45 See Pessoa, *Escritos sobre Gênio e Loucura*.
purposes, which were chiefly to counter the problem that Gaspar Simões would employ psychoanalysis to reach the same conclusion about his sexuality that he himself had reached about Shakespeare’s. This cannibalistic attitude is typical of his attitude towards his influences, literary or otherwise.
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Throughout their lives, Fernando Pessoa and W. B. Yeats displayed a sustained interest in occultism that encompassed different esoteric currents, comprising hermeticism, magic, alchemy, astrology and theosophy. This examination of esoteric influences in their works centres on the Western traditions of the Kabbalah and Rosicrucianism, focusing particularly on Kabbalistic principles largely derived from the teachings and rituals of Rosicrucian hermetic orders. Particular attention is devoted to the metaphor of transmutation of personality and of style that underpinned the articulation of Yeats’s theory of the Mask and Pessoa’s de-personalisation into heteronyms and elicited parallel strategies of stylistic diversification in their poetry.

Yeats’s association with the Rosicrucian occult tradition began with his initiation in 1890 into the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. His long-term involvement with the Order confirms that he ‘found in Rosicrucianism a system of thought which explained his profoundest convictions concerning the relationship of man to the universe’. The Golden Dawn provided Yeats with a ‘framework’ for his metaphysical enquiries, imposed by ‘the discipline of the magical examinations’ that characterised the progression in the Order. As he swiftly progressed to higher grades, he became gradually more involved in creating magical rituals through collaboration with the head and co-founder of the Order,

---

2 Ibid., p. 104.
3 Ibid., p. 74.
MacGregor Mathers. This process inspired Yeats to create a Celtic mystical Order and, as he states in his autobiography, ‘for ten years to come my most impassioned thought was a vain attempt to find philosophy and to create ritual for that Order’. This goal allowed him to unite his religious, artistic and nationalistic goals in the 1890s, encapsulating his belief that Ireland was to emerge as ‘the spiritual mentor of Europe’. Although the project was fruitless in life, the mystical Order was fictionally represented in his unfinished autobiographical novel *The Speckled Bird*.

Pessoa’s engagement with Rosicrucianism was less straightforward. While refuting a proposal for a parliamentary bill to abolish secret societies in Portugal in a newspaper article of 4 February 1935, Pessoa states, ‘Não sou maçom, nem pertenço a qualquer outra Ordem, semelhante ou diferente’ [I am not a Freemason, nor do I belong to any other Order of a similar or different nature]. However, in a biographical note from 30 March of the same year, he describes his religious status as, ‘iniciado, por comunicação directa de Mestre a Discípulo, nos três graus menores da (aparentemente extinta) Ordem Templária de Portugal’ [initiated, by direct communication from Master to Disciple, in the three minor grades of the (apparently extinguished) Templar Order of Portugal]. Pessoa’s ambivalent positioning has led to speculation as to his possible affiliation with a secret society. José Manuel Anes suggests that he could have been formally initiated into a secret society, the A.:A.:. when he met the English mage, Aleister Crowley, in Lisbon in 1930, based on the fact that he possessed a memo sent to members of the Order. According to him, the fact that the A.:A.:. relied on the individual work of the student of the occult under the guidance of an instructor rather than on ritualistic initiation would have suited Pessoa’s independent character. Whether or not Pessoa was initiated, his substantial

---


knowledge of Rosicrucian orders and Rosicrucian-inspired Masonic rites appears to have derived primarily from books, judging by the substantial number of works on these subjects in his personal library. He was particularly interested in British hermetic orders and owned books by MacGregor Mathers and Crowley, a former member of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and founder of the A.:A.:, an order which ‘was strongly inspired by the system (teachings, rituals and grades) of the Golden Dawn’.

The abundant references to the Kabbalah in Pessoa’s esoteric writings echo the Kabbalistic teachings of the Golden Dawn, suggesting that this order constituted a major source of occult knowledge for him. Yvette Centeno first noted ‘a relação existente entre os graus e as experiências iniciáticas da Golden Dawn e as próprias meditações de Pessoa’ [the relationship between the grades and initiation rituals of the Golden Dawn and Pessoa’s own meditations]. This is particularly true of the group of fragments entitled ‘Way of the Serpent’, one of which includes a diagram delineating a path of spiritual initiation from Instinct (the World) to supreme Identity (God) through the auspices of High Magic and High Alchemy. This diamond-shaped diagram resembles the diagram of the grades and paths of initiation that MacGregor Mathers designed for the Golden Dawn as well as the diagram of the Kabbalistic Tree of Life in

10 Works on these subjects in Pessoa’s library include Hargrave Jennings’s The Rosicrucians, Their Rites and Mysteries (London: Routledge, n.d.), A. E. Waite’s The Brotherhood of the Rosy Cross (London: Rider, 1924) and Emblematic Freemasonry (London: Rider, 1925). As a member of the Golden Dawn, Waite’s books described the origins and grades of the order.


12 Yvette K. Centeno, Fernando Pessoa e a Filosofia Hermética: Fragmentos do Espólio (Lisbon: Presenca, 1985), p. 23. Pasi qualifies this statement, arguing that Pessoa’s ‘real source’ was the A.:A.:, though he admits that ‘[t]he structures of the Golden Dawn and the A.:A.: were basically the same’ with ‘some differences […] in the grade structure’ (p. 701). These differences were so slight, however, that the A.:A.: provided Pessoa with knowledge of the grades and rituals of the Golden Dawn.

13 Anes, p. 146.

one of Crowley’s books. The parallels extend to a group of fragments entitled ‘Subsolo’ [Underground] that were part of a project to create ‘uma ordem interior […] com os seus graus próprios’ [an internal order with its own grades]. Pessoa traced the lineage of this order back to the Templar Order of Portugal, and its successor, the Order of Christ, founded by King D. Dinis. His intended ‘Third Order’ would help to bring about the new spiritual Portuguese empire, as the Order of Christ had brought about the transatlantic discoveries. Like Yeats, Pessoa also entertained the idea of forming a hermetic order inspired by indigenous occult traditions.

The influence of the Rosicrucian Order of the Golden Dawn on the two poets can also be traced in other areas, namely their allusions to the existence of Superior Masters, their practice of automatic writing as a means of revelation and their fusion of the Kabbalah, magic and alchemy. In his essay ‘Magic’ (1901), Yeats claimed to ‘believe in the practice and philosophy of what we have agreed to call magic, in what I must call the evocation of spirits […] in the power of creating magical illusions, and in the visions of truth in the depth of the mind’. This conviction undoubtedly stemmed from his experiences in the Golden Dawn. In 1917, shortly after marrying Georgie Hyde-Leeds (a member of the same Order and likewise knowledgeable in occult matters), Yeats began a form of collaborative automatic writing with his wife that lasted for over two years. The substantial amount of exchanges with what Yeats called his ‘Unknown Masters’ provided the material for A Vision (1925 and 1937 editions).

Virtually around the same time as the Yeatses, Pessoa began the practice of automatic writing. According to Richard Zenith, Pessoa received the majority of his communications in 1916–17. Describing those experiences in a letter of June 1916 to his aunt and mentor in such matters, he complains that the communications are rarely intelligible and ascribes to his communicators ‘uma tendência para me responder a perguntas com números; […] para desenhar […] sinais cabalísticos e maçônicos, símbolos

15 Crowley, 777, p. v.
16 Centeno, Fernando Pessoa e a Filosofia Hermética, p. 16.
18 Centeno, Fernando Pessoa e a Filosofia Hermética, p. 23. These beliefs and practices were part of the teachings of the Golden Dawn known to Pessoa.
20 Pessoa, Escritos Autobiográficos, p. 209.
do ocultismo’ [a tendency to answer my questions with numbers; to draw Kabbalistic and Masonic signs, symbols of occultism]. Kabbalistic symbols also abound in the automatic writing produced by the Yeatses, which provided many of the plates featured in *A Vision*. Neil Mann identifies the ‘Hour-glass symbol or double cone’ and ‘the Diamond’ as ‘forms of geometry which the Yeatses could have derived from the Golden Dawn’s use of the Tree of Life’. The similarity between the geometrical figures in *A Vision* and those that recur in Pessoa’s automatic writing is striking, especially the symbol of the interlocking double-cones (Figure 3). Like the Yeatses, Pessoa was consciously or subconsciously reproducing symbols he had encountered in the teachings of the Golden Dawn on the Kabbalah in Mathers’s and Crowley’s books.

Whether or not Pessoa and Yeats believed that they communicated with spiritual entities, their practice of automatic writing served various practical purposes, not least that of a sexual theatre for the celibate

---

24 Pasi (p. 698) states that Pessoa acquired his copy of *777* in 1917, as corroborated by a letter dated 6 March of that year to a London bookseller ordering the book (*Correspondência I: 1905–1922*, p. 245). Considering that this was one of the most productive of Pessoa’s automatic writing years, Crowley’s book was likely one of his sources on the Kabbalah. Indeed, *777* features essays on the symbolism of numbers and several tables of correspondences of Kabbalistic signs that recur in Pessoa’s automatic writing.
Pessoa\textsuperscript{25} as well as for the newly wed Yeats. Automatic writing also functioned as an instrument of self-inquiry, allowing both poets to overcome spiritual and artistic blocks and thereby reinvigorate their life and works. In the section of his autobiography that immediately precedes the automatic writing period, Yeats complains about being assaulted by ‘a multiplicity of images’ and not being able ‘to choose among them with any confidence’, surmising his situation as being ‘lost in that region a Kabbalistic manuscript […] had warned me of; astray on the Path of the Chameleon, upon Hodos Chameliontos’\textsuperscript{26} The same bewilderment surfaces in a section of Pessoa’s \textit{Livro do Desassossego [The Book of Disquiet]}, entitled ‘Fragments of an Autobiography’:

\begin{quote}
Do estudo da metafísica, das ciências […] passei a ocupações de espírito mais violentas para o equilíbrio dos meus nervos. Gastei apavoradas noites debruçado sobre volumes de místicos e de cabalistas, que nunca tinha paciência para ler de todo, de outra maneira que não intermitentemente trêmulo e […] Os ritos e os mistérios dos Rosa-Cruz, a simbólica […] da Cabala e dos Templários […] – sofri durante tempos a opressão de tudo isso. E encheram a febre dos meus dias especulações venenosas, da razão demoníaca da metafísica – a magia, […] a alquimia – extraindo um falso estímulo vital de sensação dolorosa e presciente de estar como que sempre à beira de saber um mistério supremo. Perdi-me pelos sistemas secundários, excitados, da metafísica
\end{quote}

[After studying metaphysics and […] sciences, I went on to mental occupations that were more threatening for my nervous equilibrium. I spent frightful nights hunched over tomes by mystics and cabbalists, which I never had the patience to read except intermittently, trembling and […] The rites and mysteries of the Rosicrucians, the […] symbolism of the Cabbala and the Templars […] – all of this oppressed me for a long time. My feverish days were filled with pernicious speculations based on the demonic logic of metaphysics – magic, […] alchemy – and I derived a false vital stimulus from the painful and quasi-psychic sensation of being always on the verge of discovering a supreme mystery. I lost myself in the delirious subsystems of metaphysics]\textsuperscript{27}

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{26} Yeats, \textit{Autobiographies}, pp. 269–70.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{27} Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), \textit{Livro do Desassossego}, ed. Richard Zenith (Lisboa:
Although this fragment is undated, it refers back to the time of Pessoa’s first encounter with the hermetic tradition in 1915. Pessoa uses an analogous verb to Yeats (‘lost’) to describe the effects that the occult systems based on magic and alchemy had on him. Conversely, this passage also highlights the ‘vital stimulus’ (albeit ‘false’) that he derived from them.

The stimulating effect that Pessoa’s and Yeats’s readings on the Kabbalah, magic and alchemy had on them was reflected in their creative output. Those readings informed a substantial segment of their poetic production, injecting it with an esoteric quality embedded in arcane imagery and symbolic language. They supplied the poets with metaphorical constructs – what Yeats called ‘metaphors for poetry’ – with which to edify a theory of poetry. Among these constructs, the metaphor of ‘alchemical transmutation’ proved most productive for the two poets. In a letter to Adolfo Casais Monteiro of 13 January 1935, Pessoa states, ‘Há três caminhos para o oculto: o caminho mágico [...]; o caminho místico [...]; e o que se chama o caminho alquímico, o mais difícil e o mais perfeito de todos, porque envolve uma transmutação da própria personalidade’ [there are three paths toward the occult: the magical path [...]; the mystical path [...]; and what is known as the alchemical path, which is the hardest and most perfect of all, since it involves a transmutation of the very personality]. The process Pessoa refers to is the genesis of the heteronyms that he had described in detail earlier in the same letter. However, by calling it a ‘transmutation’ (a term first used in the fourteenth century to describe the conversion of base metals into gold or silver), he was intentionally making an analogy between the transformations of personality involved in writing as another person, i.e. depersonalisation, and the process of alchemical transmutation.

The same alchemical imagery underpins ‘O Último Sortilégio’ [The Last Spell] (1930), in which the persona of the sorceress transforms herself into a statue through a final act of magic, attaining immortality as an object d’art. This metaphor of alchemical transmutation symbolises the work of the poet, who creates immortal lines from his life:


Converta-me a minha última magia
Numa estátua de mim em corpo vivo!
Morra quem sou, mas quem me fiz e havia,
Anónima presença que se beija,
Carne do meu abstracto amor cativo,
Seja a morte de mim em que revivo;
E tal qual fui, não sendo nada, eu seja!30

[May my last spell transform me
Into a living body statue of myself!
May who I am die, but who I made and thought myself to be
An anonymous presence that one kisses,
Flesh of my abstract captive love,
May he be the death of myself in which I live again;
And such as I was, being nothing, may I become!]

Pessoa revisits the notion of effigy as the epitome of ‘the transmutation of life into art’ in a section of Livro do Desassossego entitled ‘Estética do Artifício’ [Aesthetics of Artificiality], stating:

Eu próprio não sei se este eu, que vos exponho, por estas coleantes páginas fora, realmente existe ou é apenas um conceito estético e falso que fiz de mim próprio. Sim, é assim. Vivo-me esteticamente em outro. Esculpi a minha vida como uma estátua de material alheia a meu ser. […] Quero ser uma obra de arte

[Not even I know if this I that I’m disclosing to you, in these meandering pages, actually exists or is but a fictitious, aesthetic concept I’ve made of myself. Yes, that’s right. I live aesthetically as someone else. I’ve sculpted my life like a statue made of matter that’s foreign to my being. […] I want to be a work of art].31

Yeats first introduced the alchemical analogy in Rosa Alchemica (1896), a fictional work in which the narrator recalls the alchemists who ‘sought to fashion gold out of common metals merely as part of a universal transmutation of all things into some divine and imperishable substance; and this had enabled me to make my little book a fanciful reverie over the

transmutation of life into art’. He resumed the alchemical metaphor in the preface to *Poems 1899–1905* (1906), stating that, ‘[a]ll art is in the last analysis an endeavour to condense out of the vapour of the world an image of human perfection’ and that ‘the labour of the alchemists, who were called artists in their day, is a befitting comparison for all deliberate change of style. […] for only the silent sage or saint can make himself into that perfection’. Similarly to the alchemist, the narrator of *Rosa Alchemica* attempts to undergo the transformation into ‘material gold or immaterial ecstasy’, but fails to achieve it. Finally, Yeats revisited this theme many years later in ‘Sailing to Byzantium’ (1927):

> Once out of nature I shall never take  
> My bodily form from any natural thing,  
> But such a form as Grecian goldsmiths make  
> Of hammered gold and gold enamelling  
> To keep a drowsy Emperor awake;  
> Or set upon a golden bough to sing  
> To lords and ladies of Byzantium  
> Of what is past, or passing, or to come.

Here the poet *persona* is transformed into a gilded bird after his death (symbolising his posthumous fame) and, like Pessoa’s statue, he attains the perfection that the alchemists call the Great Work through the immortality of his verse.

Yeats drew inspiration for the alchemical metaphor from the Golden Dawn’s ‘Flying Roll No. VI’, which identifies four categories of alchemy: ‘physical alchemy’, ‘psychic alchemy’, ‘mental alchemy’ and ‘spiritual alchemy’. According to William Gorski, Yeats oscillated between ‘mental alchemy’, which encompasses ‘the creations of Art and Genius’, and ‘spiritual alchemy’, which concerns ‘man’s descent from God’ and ‘re-ascent to God’ (and is related to the paths of initiation mentioned earlier in Pessoa’s letter). Given the extent of Pessoa’s knowledge of

---

35 Yeats, *Poems*, p. 408.
37 Ibid.
the teachings of the Golden Dawn, it is fair to assume that his analogy of alchemical transmutation in the letter to Casais Monteiro was not limited to physical alchemy but encompassed the other meanings delineated in the ‘Flying Roll No. VI’, notably mental and spiritual alchemy. Yeats’s comparison between alchemy and the deliberate change of style, which in his poetry assumed the form of different stylistic masks, recalls Pessoa’s alchemical transmutation of personality. The parallels between their views in this regard become especially evident if one considers that the transmutation of personality that Pessoa speaks of relies on stylistic differentiation as the distinguishing factor between the poetic stances of the heteronyms. Therefore, the alchemical metaphor informed Pessoa’s heteronymy and Yeats’s theory of the Mask at ontological, mystical and aesthetic levels.

The poets’ deployment of their transmuted personalities as *dramatis personae* in what Pessoa called a ‘drama em gente’ and Yeats a ‘phantasmagoria’ is the actualisation of the artistic-alchemical metaphor of ‘transmutation of personality’. It can also be regarded as a demiurgic act of creation whereby the writer becomes God-like. Referring to the genesis of the heteronyms in the letter to Casais Monteiro, Pessoa states:

Criei, então, uma coterie inexistente. Fixei aquilo tudo em moldes de realidade. Graudei as influências, conheci as amizades, ouvi, dentro de mim, as discussões e as divergências de critérios, e em tudo isto me parece que fui eu, criador de tudo, o menos que ali houve.

[And so I created a nonexistent coterie, and gave it all a semblance of reality. I gauged the influences at work and the friendships between them, I listened within myself to their discussions and divergent points of view, and in all of this it seems that I, who created it all, had the least to say in it.]

For Yeats also, ‘the production of art must reflect the creation of a new being within the artist; it must create out of the complex aggregate of the

---

39 Yeats, *Mythologies*, p. 446, n. 3: ‘Increasingly, WBY saw his invented characters as “a part of the phantasmagoria through which I can alone express my convictions about the world” (1918; p. 852)’.
artist […] the philosopher’s stone: a unity comprised of all dichotomies’. The aforementioned process of transmutation explains the multifaceted quality of Pessoa’s and Yeats’s poetry that encompasses the antinomies of unity and diversity, containment and expansion, completion and the unfinished. Still within the alchemical metaphor, these antinomies also reflect the oscillation between integration in the transcendental reality and dissemination in the world experienced by the student of the occult; in other words, Yeats’s ‘Hodos Chameliontos’ and Pessoa’s ‘Way of the Serpent’. Countering these ontological and metaphysical uncertainties, the personae functioned as spiritual guides, steering the poets towards illumination gained through poetic mastery of style.
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An Implausible Encounter and a Theatrical Suicide – its Prologue and Aftermath: Fernando Pessoa and Aleister Crowley

STEFFEN DIX

In September 1930 a curious, fascinating encounter took place in Lisbon between an occultist with a certain gift for poetry and a poet who was inclined to occultism. Aleister Crowley (1875–1947) and Fernando Pessoa were in biographical terms such different personalities that their ever meeting at all might appear, at least at first, almost unimaginable. But in spite of the apparent implausibility, the meeting actually took place: the famous and notorious practitioner of occultist arts came to the rather provincial city of Lisbon in order to visit the completely unknown and shy translator of commercial correspondence. The meeting led to a prank that ended with Crowley’s fake suicide stunt in the striking landscape close to the aristocratic seaside resort of Cascais. After spending a sunlit holiday there in the autumn of 1930 in the company of the young and beautiful German artist Hanni Larissa Jaeger, Crowley disappeared on 23 September in a place called the Boca do Inferno [Mouth of Hell]. A couple of weeks later, and after a police investigation that received some international attention, Crowley reappeared alive and well, and up to his old tricks, at the opening of his own art exhibition in Berlin. Crowley’s visit to Lisbon and especially its aftermath were certainly seen as a huge private joke by both men, at a time when Pessoa’s daily existence was unusually agitated. However, even though we think we know the most important characters of this meeting, some aspects remain unclear and the real meaning of the relationship between Crowley and Pessoa sometimes becomes blurred as a result of wild speculations, especially with respect to Pessoa’s esoteric writings. In order to give a general overview of the
Crowley and Pessoa encounter, which is perhaps best described as a detective story, I will start with a brief presentation of its prologue.¹

The unlikely meeting had a commonplace start: Pessoa had read the first two volumes of the book *The Confessions of Aleister Crowley* (1929), which was published by the Mandrake Press and declared to be, with no false modesty, an auto-hagiography. The Mandrake Press was a small publishing house, founded especially to publish Crowley’s work a short time beforehand, and it closed soon afterwards. It is interesting that Pessoa ordered the first volume of *The Confessions* only a couple of weeks after its publication (18 November 1929) and his order may have been one of the first coming from abroad. In his request for the book, Pessoa highlighted that he was already familiar with Crowley’s writings: ‘I have one work of Aleister Crowley’s – 777 – but I did not know that it was his.’² In the last weeks of 1929, Pessoa received the first two volumes of *The Confessions of Aleister Crowley*, including the small volume *The Stratagem* (a collection of three short stories). It seems that he immediately devoured his new reading matter, and when he ordered the following volumes of *The Confessions* (on 4 December 1929) he took the opportunity to ask the publisher, with characteristic politeness, if they could inform Crowley of a slight miscalculation in his horoscope, which was printed on the first pages of the book: ‘If you have occasion to communicate, as you probably have, with Mr Aleister Crowley, you may inform him that his horoscope is unrectified.’ Crowley immediately wrote to Pessoa (11 December 1929), asking if he could give further information about his own present situation. Pessoa answered right away (15 December 1929), care of Mandrake Press, and sent them ‘just as a curiosity without interest, three booklets of English verse I published here some time ago.’ It seems that Crowley understood this poetic gift as a kind of ‘message’, and asked Pessoa if he had time for a personal meeting: ‘I have, indeed, taken the arrival of your poetry as a definite Message, which I should like to explain in person. Will you be in Lisbon for the next three months? If so, I should like to come and see you: but without telling anyone. Please let me know

¹ For the description of Pessoa’s encounter with Crowley, focusing more on the esoteric side of the meeting, see my chapter ‘Um Encontro Impossível e um Suicídio Possível: Fernando Pessoa e Aleister Crowley’, in *Fernando Pessoa: O Guardador de Papéis*, ed. Jerónimo Pizarro (Alfragide: Texto Editores, 2009), pp. 39–81.

² All documents relating to the encounter between the two are in what is known as the Pessoa estate (Esp.) Pessoa-Crowley (P-C), which is currently in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (BNP). As these documents have not yet been catalogued, I cite them by their BNP/Esp. P-C references.
by return of post. 666.’ From January 1930 onwards, the correspondence between Pessoa and Crowley focused on the possibility of arranging a suitable date for a meeting. However, as Pessoa kept suggesting different dates, he seems not to have been very interested in an early meeting. We could be led to believe that his attempt to put off the meeting reveals a great deal about Pessoa’s character, and that he at all times preferred to live in his own imagination rather than reality. This means that Pessoa was probably never really interested in a meeting with the real Crowley because the imaginary magician would always be more impressive as far as he was concerned. Whatever the case, Crowley does not seem to have been in too much of a hurry to get to Lisbon either. His own life was going through a relatively agitated phase between London and Berlin, home of his second wife, Maria Ferrari de Miramar. While looking for a place to exhibit his paintings, he met a nineteen-year-old artist called Hanni Larissa Jaeger, whom he called ‘Monster’ and later ‘Anu’ when they had grown more intimate.

Although Crowley had at first insisted on meeting Pessoa immediately, his following letters indirectly reveal his disinclination to travel, the true reason for which seems to have been connected with Hanni’s sexual allure as we can see in entries in his diary: ‘Hanni. I must have been too terribly in love. I didn’t know at the time what fucking was with her!’3 From May 1930, the correspondence between the two ceased during the summer until the end of August 1930, when a telegram arrived in Lisbon on 28 August which said simply: ‘CROWLEY ARRIVING BY ALCANTARA PLEASE MEET.’4 There cannot be much doubt that this telegram surprised Pessoa, seeing that he had received no news from Crowley for three months. It is very difficult nowadays to speculate on the real reasons that made Crowley decide to go on this journey so abruptly; we can only imagine that Crowley was probably in an excellent mood in the company of a pretty woman almost thirty-five years his junior. Be that as it may, a southbound journey in such sparkling company seemed much more exciting than remaining in London, where he only came across – as his diaries say – old friends and unpleasant, sick or depressing acquaintances. The situation in London a few days before his departure was described as ‘hellish’ and Crowley was probably reminded, as his biographer John Symonds suggested, of Dante Alighieri dreaming of a kind of La Vita

4 BNP/Esp. P-C.
That is to say, Crowley intended to carry out sexual magic with young Hanni, in his search for health and money, things he was in much need of at the time. It is with the arrival of Crowley and his *scarlet woman* Hanni that some wild speculations about this improbable meeting and its aftermath start.

First, let us briefly consider what we know happened during those weeks in September 1930. On 2 September, Crowley and his young German girlfriend finally arrived in Lisbon, and Pessoa greeted them as they came ashore: ‘Pessoa met us: a *very* nice man.’ At first sight, it seems there was mutual liking, given that Pessoa a short while later wrote, with typical irony, that Crowley should be seen as:

> an extraordinarily interesting man […] a poet of extraordinary power and distinction with the charming peculiarity of possessing magic faculties and using them […] known as a ‘sordid degenerate’, ‘a monster of evil’ and ‘the wickedest man of England’, terms by which none of us has the honour of being addressed."

The available information about Crowley’s first days in Lisbon points to the curious conclusion that the prelude to the *Mouth of Hell* ‘suicide’ was a seemingly calm period. Crowley and his companion rent a room in what used to be the Hotel de l’Europe, next to Largo de Camões (in the Chiado area of Lisbon). He strolls around the city and immediately records his thoughts about it: ‘God once tried to wake up Lisbon – with an earthquake; he gave it up as a bad job.’ Crowley and Jaeger spend the first few days in Lisbon, and later move to Estoril. In Lisbon they dine two or three times with Pessoa and discuss an editorial partnership which never materialised. Later on, in Estoril, the couple are asked to leave their hotel as a result of Hanni Jaeger’s hysterical fit after a violent session of sexual magic. Crowley wrote about this incident in a postcard to Pessoa: ‘last night had a violent attack of hysteria and upset the whole hotel.’

---

5 Symonds, p. 452.
6 Ibid., p. 452.
7 BNP/Esp. P-C. It was only recently that Jerónimo Pizarro discovered in Pessoa’s ‘second’ estate (that in possession of his family) a manuscript in which Pessoa refers to his own reading of the *Confessions*, possibly revealing his true opinion of the English magician: ‘He is right in calling his autohagiography the spirit of solitude. He is essentially a friendless man and he has constructed from solitude and friendlessness a false personality which has overgrown his true one.’
8 Symonds, p. 452.
9 BNP/Esp. P-C.
Generally speaking, we can say that Crowley and Hanni spent a few tranquil days in Lisbon and then some turbulent ones Estoril that ended with a heated argument between them. After their quarrel and Hanni’s flight from him, Crowley only found her again on 19 September and immediately attempted a sort of sexual reconciliation, which was partly successful although not sufficiently so for her to change her plans. She had managed, with the help of the American consul, to secure a ticket on the ‘Werra’, a *Lloyd Bremen* ship, and she sailed to Germany on it on 20 September. It seems that Crowley spent that day in Sintra and also near the *Mouth of Hell*, where the suicide idea probably came to him, as we can see in his diary: ‘Sept. 21. I decide to do a suicide stunt to annoy Hanni. Arrange details with Pessoa.’

Indeed, Crowley disappeared two days later, and from then onwards a funny game of hide-and-seek begins. According to the official story, Crowley committed suicide on either 23 or 24 September. However, he had actually left Portugal and was on his way to Berlin. It appears that he presented his passport in Vilar Formoso, on the Portuguese border with Spain. Pessoa was instructed to spread – in an official manner – the news of the magician’s suicide, for which he only needed a mysterious letter, a cigarette case and a third party. The letter had clearly been written by Crowley, the cigarette case was a gift from Pessoa’s brother-in-law, who had probably got it in Zanzibar, and the third party was an old friend of Pessoa’s. Together with the journalist Augusto Ferreira Gomes, Pessoa carried out some excellent work that demonstrated his mastery in blending fiction with reality, or lying so as not to reveal an amazing truth. According to the official version of events, on 25 September Augusto Ferreira Gomes found a mysterious letter addressed to Hanni Jaeger, placed under an exotic cigarette case at the *Mouth of Hell*. In order to understand Pessoa’s and Crowley’s sense of humour, it is worth presenting the contents of the letter and trying to understand them (Figure 2).

At first sight, this letter reveals nothing more than a muddle between the Spanish and Portuguese spellings of the world ‘Infierno/Inferno’ [Hell]. Everything else may impart a sense of mystery or that something slightly strange was afoot. However, in the Pessoa-Crowley estate there is another letter that is almost the same, but contains some explanations written on the back. Here we see that ‘L. G. P’ is the mystic name of Hanni Jaeger, ‘Hjios’ a mysterious code and ‘Tu Li Yu’ a Chinese philosopher.

---

10 Symonds, p. 455.
(3321 B.C.) of whom Crowley believed he was the reincarnation. We eventually realise that this whole story could be worth, in royalties, at least £200, by writing a whodunit.\textsuperscript{11} We now know that the Mouth of Hell letter is completely ironic, seeing that ‘Hjsos’ could just as well mean ‘\textit{Hanni jaeger save our souls}’ and ‘Tu Li Yu’ could also be a play on the popular British expression ‘toodle-oo’, which is etymologically derived from the French ‘à toute à l’heure’ and simply means ‘See you later’.\textsuperscript{12} We shall soon see that Pessoa attempted to obtain that £200.

Later, the press and the police were informed, and Pessoa, with the aid of Ferreira Gomes, started a campaign to explain the situation. However, this campaign was only apparently an explanation, for we can be certain that Pessoa’s true intention was to generate further confusion, rather than to clarify the incident. Besides Pessoa, the only person who was really

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
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\caption{Crowley’s suicide letter to Hanni Jaeger (BNP/Esp. P-C).}
\end{figure}

\begin{quote}
\textbf{L.G.P.}
I cannot live without you.
The other ‘Boca do Infierno’ will get me – it will not be as hot as yours!
\textbf{Hjsos!}
\begin{itemize}
\item Tu
\item Li
\item Yu
\end{itemize}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{11} BNP/Esp. P-C.
\textsuperscript{12} Crowley himself provides this clue (presented as an ‘expert’ opinion) and writes on 14 December 1930 that he knows of no wise man of the name of Tu Li Yu. He also acknowledges a mistake in the date of the letter and points out that it was written on a sheet of paper (Hotel de l’Europe, Lisbonne) that differed from the envelope (Hotel Astoria, Coimbra). (Ibid.)
clarified was Crowley himself, who received all the information via Karl Germer, his contact in Berlin who informed him about the situation in Portugal. While the police started their investigation and Pessoa prepared a long press article for the *Diário de Notícias* [Daily News] newspaper, Crowley returned to Berlin to try to reconcile with Hanni Jaeger, and it seems that his sexual magic restarted as a result of his reconciliation. Meanwhile, Pessoa did his best to confuse the police investigations by testifying that he had seen Crowley on 24 September in Rossio Square and near Cais de Sodré. The contradiction lies in the fact that Crowley’s passport was officially stamped on the night of 23 September in Vilar Formoso, by the international border police. The principal aim of Pessoa’s official statements was to make Crowley’s disappearance even more mysterious. However, the visible aftermath of the meeting between Crowley and Pessoa only began in October 1930.

On 5 October a long article, signed by Ferreira Gomes but written by Pessoa, was published in a section of the *Diário de Notícias*. Beyond attempting to add to the police’s confusion, the article was mainly aimed at making an impression on Hanni Jaeger, an objective undoubtedly linked to Crowley’s vanity. It was followed by a translation for the French magazine *Detective* (entitled *L’Énigme de la Bouche d’Enfer* [*The Enigma of the Mouth of Hell*]) and a couple of short articles in the English press, which shows the high degree of mystification engineered chiefly by Pessoa. The mystification was further increased by a London medium called Mr Peters, who stated that Crowley had been murdered by an ‘Agent of Rome’, as reported in the *Oxford Mail* on 13 October 1930. And indeed, from an outsider’s standpoint, Crowley’s disappearance took on the quality of a proper detective story, similar to the novels of Freeman Wills Crofts, in which details and the mechanics of detective work are extremely important. The case grows more confusing when an English detective supposedly comes to Lisbon and seemingly tries to solve the case in a way that is reminiscent of this Irish author’s books. There is a very interesting letter about this dated 24 October 1930, addressed directly to Karl Germer and indirectly to Aleister Crowley, which simultaneously clarifies and obscures the facts and is worth quoting in full:

Dear Sir:

This is just to communicate that the English detective in charge of the Crowley Case, having (as I already informed) completed his investigations, is writing the report on it. I am told that the writing of this report is likely to take up to the end of the month, or a few
days over, but that it is likely to prove – especially the final part – a rather sensational thing.

Looked at from the outside – this, again, is my information – it will look, in a sense, like a Freeman Wills Crofts novel – detection *in minimis*. It is the narrative of a very patient investigation, and it contains – with definite proof all over it – the establishment of the man who replaced Crowley in the Sud-Express, the exact determination of the adverse forces which were working against Crowley, the finding of the taxi which was concerned in an essential part of the process, and the culmination in the murder of the driver of that taxi.

This will, I suppose, make a small book, and, perhaps, it will be serialized. It certainly can be. I suppose I can obtain from the author the chapters (in English) *au fur et à mesure* as he writes them; may I send them to you? The story should make remarkable reading in any language and you might want to have it translated into German. The conclusion is likely to prove of so sensational a kind that it will be a bomb here in Portugal, unless the censorship (for very definite reasons) takes out the fuse.

I need not add that the detective in charge proves every point of his case, down to the tragic final point.

Yours sincerely,13

This letter is particularly interesting because it provides details as to how the possible suicide turned into a detective story. Meanwhile, two questions immediately arise. First, who was the English detective investigating the case and already preparing a book in the style of Freeman Wills Crofts, whose royalties were probably going to be worth, as we have seen, £200? Second, who was the murdered taxi driver and how was he connected to Crowley’s disappearance? These two questions only find answers if we appreciate that Pessoa was now in his element, blending fact with fiction. Bearing in mind that the English detective never existed and the murdered taxi driver had nothing whatsoever to do with the Crowley case, the most interesting issue is a short presentation of the broad results of this meeting, an impossible one from the start, which became so tortuous that even today people are fascinated by it, and find in it a rich source for a number of speculations. However, I will now focus on the real epilogue, that is to say, on the material results of that meeting.

Further to a very varied correspondence, two poems were directly born

13 Ibid.
from the ‘atmosphere’ of the time Pessoa spent with Crowley and Hanni Jaeger, a translation of Crowley’s poem ‘Hymn to Pan’, and over ninety fragments intended for a detective story entitled *The Mouth of Hell* (with which Pessoa tried to earn that £200). The first poem, ‘Dá a surpresa de ser’ [She surprises just by being], is the most erotic in Pessoa’s work. There is little biographical information about Hanni Jaeger, but we do know that she was nineteen years old in 1930 and an artist from Berlin who made an impression on Pessoa with her physical beauty and sexual attractiveness. Pessoa wrote this poem just after his first meeting with the young German and there is some indication that there was a kind of mutual sympathy:

Dá a surpresa de ser  
É alta, de um louro escuro.  
Faz bem só pensar em ver  
Seu corpo meio maduro.

Seus seios altos parecem  
(Se ela estivesse deitada)  
Dois montinhos que amanhecem  
Sem ter que haver madrugada.

E a mão do seu braço branco  
Assenta em palmo espalhado  
Sobre a saliência do flanco  
Do seu relevo tapado.

Apetece como um barco.  
Tem qualquer coisa de gomo.  
Meu Deus, quando é que eu embarco?  
Ó fome, quando é que eu como?

[She surprises just by being  
She’s tall and dark blond  
It feels good just to imagine  
Her semi-mature body.

Her high breasts seem  
(Were she lying down)  
Two small mounds that emerge  
Without there being a dawn.

Her white arm and hand  
Rest on her flank
Her palm spread over the rise
Of its covered swelling.

It’s appealing like a boat.
There is something of a bud about it.
My God, when will I embark?
Oh hunger, when will I eat?]

The second poem, ‘O Último Sortilégio’ [The Last Spell], came into being suddenly, on the evening of 15 October 1930, and its subject matter could be compared – as Pessoa himself wrote in a letter to his first biographer João Gaspar Simões – to the set of five poems entitled ‘Além-Deus’ [Beyond God]. Yet Pessoa was later to confess to Gaspar Simões, in a letter dated 4 January 1931, that the poem only appeared to have something in common with Crowley’s ‘Hymn to Pan’, which was a ‘magic poem’, as opposed to a mere poem about magic like ‘O Último Sortilegio’. This poem was published for the first time in December 1930 in the magazine Presence (issue 29), and is today considered one of the most important poems of Pessoa’s ‘esoteric phase’. Although ‘O Último Sortilégio’ is imbued with Crowley’s ‘atmosphere’, or Pessoa’s translation of the poem ‘Hymn to Pan’, it also represents almost a contradiction to Crowley’s poem (Pessoa sent his own translation of ‘The Last Spell’ to Crowley, who considered it ‘pretty bloody damn good’). The second is an invocation to a primordial deity while the first is practically a resignation about the lack of ‘magic’ powers.

Beyond these poems, the real result of the meeting between Pessoa and Crowley are the fragments of the incomplete detective story in the so-called Pessoa-Crowley dossier. This whodunit was written, as we have seen, by an unknown English detective: ‘This book is the exact and detailed narrative of the investigation I was instructed to conduct into Aleister Crowley’s presumed suicide, and certain disappearance, in Portugal. I was in London making an inquiry into matters concerned with a commercial case, when I was suddenly commissioned to interrupt that inquiry and take up this.’ Unfortunately, these fragments, best viewed as the light-hearted outcome of a brilliant joke, are yet to be published.

16 BNP/Esp. P-C.
17 Ibid.
To finish this essay, I must mention a detail which has been (and will probably continue to be) the starting-point of some of the wildest speculations, and which we could call the esoteric side to the meeting between Crowley and Pessoa. In Crowley’s diaries there is the following note: ‘I was obliged to leave immediately for Lisbon in order to establish there a headquarters for the Order under Don Fernando Pessoa.’ On the other hand, the relationship between the English magician and the Portuguese poet ended only in 1931, with a kind of circular of the order A:.:.A:. (which is sometimes understood as Argentum Astrum). These two facts lead some researchers of Pessoa’s esoteric writings to believe that he was deeply influenced by Crowley, or even linked to some of Crowley’s esoteric orders. Although some passages in Pessoa’s esoteric writings cannot be understood without a background into Crowley’s teachings, there is no proof that Pessoa took his ideas seriously. However, it cannot be denied that he was attracted to some of Crowley’s writings, and this is clearly proven by many of his own fragments – for example, in Pessoa’s notes about the Holy Guardian Angel or about the structure of initiatic orders. Besides this, there is no evidence that Pessoa was initiated into any of Crowley’s orders. His only active role in a supposed dissemination of Crowley’s orders was introducing Crowley to his old friend, since the days of the modernist magazine Orpheu, Raul Leal, who seems to have been, at least at first, a disciple of the English magician. It is probable that Leal’s initiation took place in Lisbon on 9 September 1930, according to Crowley’s diary: ‘To Lisbon: lunch with 4000 scudos. Met Leal: don’t like him. There’s something very definitely wrong about him. At night Initiation.’ However, apart from Crowley’s negative personal opinion of Leal, it is not known how far the initiation was useful in expanding Crowley’s orders in Portugal. Taking into account that Leal’s esoteric system itself was, at least in theory, quite incompatible with Crowley’s, it is not very probable that Leal was of much help in the matter. In short, a great many of Pessoa’s fragments clearly and strongly

21 Raul Leal later wrote (c. 1950), in a somewhat delirious letter to Gaspar Simões, that
resonate with his personal encounter with Crowley, as well as with his writings, but there is absolutely no indication that proves conclusively any form of ‘initiation’ on the part of Pessoa into an esoteric order led by Crowley.

It would be wrong to give undue importance to the meeting between Crowley and Pessoa and its aftermath from an esoteric point of view. The meeting was mainly a prank engineered by two people with a very mischievous sense of humour.
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‘o Paracletianismo pretende destruir para sempre o Império da Besta Apocalíptica (666)’ [Paracletianism intends to destroy for good the Empire of the Apocalyptic Beast (666)]. It is interesting that Leal accused Crowley at that time of certain ‘magic’: ‘arrastando por fim o Fernando para a Morte que poucos anos depois surgiu para ele subitamente’ [finally dragging Fernando to his Death, which suddenly occurred not many years later] and ‘apanhando-me de ricochete de modo a provocar em mim uma horrível doença que também quase foi mortal’ [ricocheted to reach me in such a way as to cause a horrible, almost fatal illness]. Raul Leal, ‘Carta de Raul Leal a João Gaspar Simões a propósito de “Vida e Obra de Fernando Pessoa” e de Aleister Crowley’, Persona 7 (1982), 54–7.
Bernardo Soares, Pig of Destiny! 1

RHIAN ATKIN

‘O único homem feliz é o que nada toma a sério’ 2
[The only happy man is he who takes nothing seriously]

The title of this essay is a liberal translation of a phrase found in fragment 1/81-2 of Livro do Desassossego [Book of Disquiet]: ‘Há porcos de destino, como eu, que se não afastam da banalidade quotidiana por essa mesma atração da própria impotência’ 3 [there are pigs of destiny, like me, who do not retreat from the banality of the quotidian because of the very attraction of their own impotence]. At a certain level, ‘pig of destiny’ is a description well suited to Bernardo Soares, who wallows triumphantly in the resentment of his life, employing a self-deprecating humour and some striking imagery (that is often comparable to that used by Álvaro de Campos) in order to express what he sees as the banality of his being and of the world around him. 4 José Martins Garcia also notes the humour in Livro do Desassossego, although this aspect of the work

---

1 This is a revised version of a paper presented at the APSA conference at Yale University in October 2008 and forms part of an AHRC-funded PhD undertaken at the University of Leeds. I am grateful for travel bursaries awarded by the AHRC and the SMLC at the University of Leeds, which allowed me to attend that conference. I offer warm thanks to David Frier, Richard Cleminson and Kathy Bishop-Sanchez for their helpful comments on earlier versions of the paper.


has been overlooked by many critics. Eduardo Lourenço even describes Soares’s writings as the most suicidal piece of prose in Portuguese literature. Soares’s sense of non-self and apparently incessant pessimism is one of the key factors leading critics such as Lourenço to interpret Livro do Desassossego in this way. In this essay, however, I intend to explore and question in more detail how far we should take Soares at his word, and how far he can really be considered the pig that he claims he is fated to be. In particular, I will explore the relationship between modernity and Soares’s construction of a self, employing some of the sociologist Georg Simmel’s observations on the sociological effects of urban modernisation to inform my reading of Livro do Desassossego.

Soares is self-indulgent in his writing, shunning interpersonal relationships, and famously separating his interior life, symbolised by his home and which he calls ‘Arte’ [Art], from his working ‘Vida’ [Life] as an assistant bookkeeper. He attempts to convince himself (and his potential reader) that modernity and the banality of his daily existence in the modern urban society of Lisbon hold him prisoner, creating and exacerbating his disquiet. As Max Weber might describe it, Soares is trapped in the cage of modern society, shaped by its bars, and left without spirit, heart, or sexual or personal identity. Simmel identified certain reactions to the city in his seminal essay, ‘The Metropolis and Mental Life’ (1903). He argued that man’s mind is stimulated by the differences that he sees in the world around him, and that the city creates and encourages such differences. He further identified a specific ‘metropolitan type’, whose intellectual, rather than emotional, reaction to the world is a form of resistance to the changes that he experiences. The intellectual response to the city is one reason for writing literature: literature arises as a reaction to the city. Soares’s reaction to the stimuli of Lisbon is primarily intellectual and is manifested in his writing. Yet the question of will is central to an understanding of both his existential position and his battle against
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7 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, p. 47 (Soares’s initial capitals).
the numbing of the emotions that is caused by the excessive stimuli and constant change experienced in the modern world.

As Marshall Berman has observed, to be modern is to live a life of paradox, marked by a constant tension between the simultaneous possibilities of having and losing everything:

Modern environments and experiences cut across all boundaries of geography and ethnicity, of class and nationality, of religion and ideology: in this sense, modernity can be said to unite all mankind. But it is a paradoxical unity, a unity of disunity: it pours us all into a maelstrom of perpetual disintegration and renewal, of struggle and contradiction, of ambiguity and anguish. To be modern is to be part of a universe in which, as Marx said, ‘all that is solid melts into air.’

Berman’s ‘unity of disunity’ might be used to describe the fragmentary and, as Lourenço describes it, chaotic Livro do Desassossego. Although Pessoa never published what he felt to be his magnum opus, and although many critics agree that it is at best a nearly-book, if indeed it can be considered a book at all, there is nonetheless a certain unity and coherence in the ideas that Soares presents – even when he contradicts himself from one fragment to the next. Livro do Desassossego is a permanently unsequential, changeable work that reflects in its structure (or lack of it) the paradoxical nature of modernity itself.

The impact of modernity (understood here, in very simple terms, as the experience of the now) is particularly prominent in the urban environment, which moves at a faster pace than the rural. Such instability in the external world easily leads to insecurity about the self, and this has been explored in psychoanalytic, sociological and artistic approaches to the idea of the self as a construct, rather than as a given. Stephen Frosh, for example, notes that:

10 Berman, p. 15.
11 Lourenço, p. 84.
13 See Pedro Eiras, Esquecer Fausto (Oporto: Campo das Letras, 2005), p. 279.
Creating a self is like creating a work of art: it may not be worked on as consciously, although it sometimes is, but just as art to some degree involves taking the bits and pieces of the world and fitting them together to say something, so does the self. The self, then, is an affirmation of what is humanly worthy and creative.\textsuperscript{14}

This notion of the self as a creative product is central to Pessoa’s work as a whole and to the wider project of heteronymity, as well as to Soares’s \textit{Livro do Desassossego}.

In the face of the tensions caused by the modern urban world, Simmel has argued that the individual must construct a self which can endure constant change, for the alternative is indifference to everything. He notes that city life is ruled by an adherence to schedules, with ceaseless rhythms and routines that can lead to what he terms the ‘blasé outlook’. He explains that this attitude is marked by indifference towards the distinctions between things, where the things themselves are experienced as meaningless and appear to the blasé person in a homogeneous, flat and grey colour.\textsuperscript{15} It is my contention that Soares reacts to modernity’s problematisation of selfhood in a way that Georg Simmel would surely recognise: by foregrounding his self-consciousness and intellectuality and constructing an individual self through his writing as a form of resisting the changes taking place in the modern world.\textsuperscript{16} By contrast with the fashionable women whom he observes, and who, as he perceives it, invite their own objectification, Soares maintains his authenticity in the world by refusing to publish his \textit{Livro do Desassossego}.\textsuperscript{17} As José Martinho notes, publication would entail entering the realm of exchange.\textsuperscript{18} If the book – the work of art – is the self constructed, then selling the book would be selling one’s own body.\textsuperscript{19} In the remainder of this essay I will examine specific fragments from the \textit{Livro do Desassossego} and draw out some of the devices that Soares uses to resist the world and all of its dangers.

In the fragment that inspired this essay, as well as in \textit{Livro do Desassossego} more generally, Soares would have us believe that he has

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{15} Simmel, pp. 328–30.
\item \textsuperscript{16} Simmel, p. 326.
\item \textsuperscript{17} Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), \textit{Livro do Desassossego}, p. 264.
\item \textsuperscript{18} José Martinho, \textit{Pessoa e a Psicanálise} (Coimbra: Almedina, 2001), p. 79.
\item \textsuperscript{19} Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), \textit{Livro do Desassossego}, p. 119.
\end{itemize}
no weapon to defend himself against the banality of life, and that he is consumed by a blasé outlook from which he cannot escape. Yet if we consider the ‘pig of destiny’ sentence in the context of the rest of the fragment, and examine what he says elsewhere in Livro do Desassossego, we see how Soares uses these very feelings of crisis and imprisonment productively, finding literary and individual expression and creative stimulation exactly where he laments their absence: in the banality of the quotidian. He uses this tension to create an enduring self and a work of literature that are emblematic of the modern condition – paradoxical, unstable and fragmentary. As Pedro Eiras puts it, ‘Soares fragmenta-se por definir a identidade de um não-eu que atribui culpa ao eu sem identidade’ [Soares fragments himself by defining the identity of a not-I that places the blame on the I without identity].

In another fragment, Soares says: ‘Já que não podemos extrair beleza da vida, busquemos ao menos extrair beleza de não poder extrair beleza da vida’ [Given that we cannot extract beauty from life, let us at least try to extract beauty from not being able to extract beauty from life]. At the same time as highlighting the banality of life, Soares introduces the question of individual will, suggesting here that the desire for beauty is really a desire to create beauty.

Of course, and as I have mentioned, Soares’s wallowing in his desassossego is a choice, despite his protests to the contrary; it is a mental and emotional state that he both encourages and rejects through his continuous written analysis of it. For, as Soares himself points out elsewhere, it is only through his writing that he feels he exists at all, and is able to give significance to his life.

In this way, he differentiates himself from the ‘salada colectiva da vida’ [collective salad of life] that he sees around him (and similarly, he finds other people more real the more different they are from him: ‘Quanto mais diferente de mim alguém é, mais real me parece, porque menos depende da minha subjectividade’ [The more different from me somebody is, the more real they seem to me, because they depend less on my subjectivity]). Soares’s constant references to common man are used in Livro do Desassossego to set himself apart from them and support his claims to superiority and genius. Thus, he implicitly associates himself with other ‘superior’ men such as Shakespeare, Milton,
Dante and others, as Richard Zenith explains. The act of writing itself causes the desassossego that he wants to escape, on the one hand; but on the other, it would mean the extinction of Soares himself, for he is his Livro do Desassossego.

Implicitly repeating the metaphor of the pig with his recourse to the somewhat melodramatic term ‘stagnation’, Soares more or less paraphrases in exaggeratedly literary language the effect of Simmel’s blasé outlook on the individual: when he lives his real life, Soares feels that he becomes indistinguishable from the masses (of other clerical workers) in the Lisbon metropolis, and – to paraphrase José Saramago – is frustrated to be known to others only by the name that destiny gave him, and not by the name that he has. Ironically, of course, the name that Soares has is the one that Pessoa gave him; and here – as elsewhere in Pessoa’s work – the idea of the poet as a fingidor [faker] is essential. In his writing alone does Soares feel ‘authentic’; yet even in his writing, he pretends to be what he is not; and so only through his writing can he satisfy the creative tension between his desire to be ‘normal’ and his desire to be different. Compare and contrast, for example, the following fragments:

Que de vezes o próprio sonho fútil me deixa um horror à vida interior, uma náusea física dos misticismos e das contemplações. Com que pressa corro de casa, onde assim sonhe, ao escritório; e vejo a cara do Moreira como se chegasse finalmente a um porto. Considerando bem tudo, prefiro o Moreira ao mundo astral; prefiro a realidade à verdade; prefiro a vida, vamos, ao mesmo Deus que a criou.

26 See the epigraph on the back cover of José Saramago, Todos os Nomes (Lisbon: Caminho, 1997): ‘Conheces o nome que te deram, não conheces o nome que tens’ [You know the name that they gave you, you don’t know the name that you have].
28 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, p. 190.
Sometimes even the futile dream leaves me with a horror of my interior life, a physical nausea of mysticisms and contemplations. With such haste, I run from home, where I may dream like this, to the office; and I see Moreira’s face as though I had arrived at a port at last. All things considered, I prefer Moreira to the astral world; I prefer reality to truth; I prefer life, yes that’s it, to the very God that created it.]

Não ter sido Madame de harém! Que pena tenho de mim por me não ter acontecido isso!

Afinal deste dia fica o que de ontem ficou e ficará de amanhã: a ânsia insaciável e inúmera de ser sempre o mesmo e o outro. 29

[Not to have been the Madame of a harem! How sorry I feel for myself that this did not happen to me!

In the end, what is left of today is what was left of yesterday and will be left of tomorrow: the insatiable and immeasurable angst of being always the same and the other.]

A poultice for the conflict within himself, the banality that Soares perceives in others adds significance to his own life, allowing him to stand separate from the rest of the world and assert his individuality: after all, if others were not so boring, Soares would not be so interesting. I will move on now to examine one particular element of Soares’s literary expression – animal metaphors – in order to understand how Soares uses literary language not to appear less real, but to construct the self that he wants to be and the ‘reality’ in which he wants to live.

Soares frequently uses animal metaphors to define humankind, and as he points out himself, this is not unusual in the wider European tradition:

Muitos têm definido o homem, e em geral o têm definido em contraste com os animais. Por isso, nas definições do homem, é frequente o uso da frase ‘o homem é um animal …’ e um adjectivo, ou ‘o homem é um animal que …’ e diz-se o quê. ‘O homem é um animal doente’, disse Rousseau, e em parte é verdade. ‘O homem é um animal racional’, diz a Igreja, e em parte é verdade. ‘O homem é um animal que usa de ferramenta’, diz Carlyle, e em parte é verdade. Mas estas definições, e outras como elas, são sempre imperfeitas e laterais. E a razão é muito simples: não é fácil distinguir o homem dos animais, não há critério seguro para distinguir o homem dos

29 Ibid., p. 288.
animals. As vidas humanas decorrem na mesma íntima inconsciência que as vidas dos animais.  

[Many have defined man, and in general, they have defined him in contrast to animals. As such, in the definitions of man, frequent is the use of the phrase ‘man is an … animal’ with an adjective, or ‘man is an animal that …’ and they say what. ‘Man is a sick animal’, said Rousseau, and in part it is true. ‘Man is a rational animal’, says the Church, and in part it is true. ‘Man is an animal that uses tools’, says Carlyle, and in part it is true. But these definitions, and others like them, are always imperfect and lateral. And the reason is very simple: it is not easy to distinguish man from animals, there is no reliable criterion to distinguish man from animals. Human lives play out in the same intimate unconsciousness as the lives of animals.]

In Soares’s case, however, and as we can see from this fragment, rather than defining man as a superior beast having biological similarities with other living creatures, the bookkeeper uses comparisons of humans with animals to claim his own superiority to the rest of humankind – a theory that he draws from Ernst Haeckel. He turns the everyday people by whom he is surrounded into ‘manimals’ – slightly more developed than mere beasts, but not nearly as evolved as he considers himself to be. The ‘pig’ fragment is a useful example to demonstrate how Soares uses familiar images and plays on his potential readers’ preconceptions of them in order to foreground his own self-consciousness and his sense of being different from others, and I will now move on to analyse this in closer detail.

In the ‘pig’ fragment, Soares exploits the ideas associated with certain animals in order to construct the identity that he wishes to ‘embody’. In this fascinating passage, Soares opens by deriding himself: ‘Não compreendo senão como uma espécie de falta de asseio esta inerte permanência em que jazo da minha mesma e igual vida’ [I do not understand, except as a type of lack of cleanliness, this inert permanence of my same and unchanging life in which I lie]. The use of the verb ‘jazer’ [to lie] – usually applied to dead bodies – is juxtaposed here with his ‘mesma e igual vida’ [same and unchanging life] for comic and melancholic effect, introducing from
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30 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, p. 151.
32 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, pp. 181 and 164. See also Pessoa, Prosa Íntima, p. 437.
33 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, p. 68.
the outset the idea of Soares wallowing in the muck of the reality of the external world, unable to change his destiny and with his eyes metaphorically held open in a blasé stare. He then consolidates the striking imagery by going on to describe that life as lying not even as a corpse, which was once animate and lost its life, but as the ‘pó ou porcaria’ [dust or mess (the word ‘porcaria’ comes from ‘porco’, pig)] that goes no deeper than the surface. Yet before Soares launches fully into his attack on those such as himself who are trapped in the banality of life, he cunningly inserts the second paragraph of the fragment, which declares what we (he) should and could do in order to take control of our own fate. In doing so, Soares creates an affinity with his reader. Subtly switching between the first and the impersonal third person, and through his very recognition of the positive potential of taking responsibility for oneself, Soares distances himself from those who are blasé: who shrug their shoulders at or reject intelligence and self-awareness. In this way, he declares and emphasises his own self-consciousness. He removes himself from piggish wallowing with a change in the animal imagery that he uses, and turns himself (and those rare types who are like him) into a daring creature who takes risks, like the birds who continue their daily lives in spite of the dangers and predators of which they are fully aware. Birds (unlike pigs) are associated with freedom; through his use of such animal metaphors, Soares frees himself from the imprisoning sty of modern society and the negative associations of the pig and ‘porcaria’, and emphasises how his writing is the part of his life which demonstrates how he takes control of his destiny, leaving his mark for posterity – again in the muck of the quotidian – in ‘letras grandes’ [big letters] that emphasise his sense of importance in relation to the world.

Through the boundless possibilities of writing his Livro do Desassossego – emphasised at the end of this passage where mundane images (the Rua dos Douradores, the desk) are contrasted with the open-ended and abstract concepts of the Impossible and the Unknown (Soares’s capitals) – Soares constructs a self that will remain after he has died, stopped, wilted or decomposed. Whether we read it to refer to Livro do Desassossego or writing more generally, the last line states firmly and clearly that Soares’s

34 Garcia reads the ‘como eu’ [like me] in this passage to be similar, and therefore not identical to Soares (p. 50). Consequently, his reading of the remainder of the fragment differs from mine. Garcia views the references to birds as insulting to the people of Lisbon (although it should be noted that he uses a different transcription of the fragment).
35 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, p. 69.
aim with his literary production is to make, and leave evidence of, a self. Indeed, the assistant bookkeeper explains elsewhere that he considers construction to be the only true art, although one must overcome the obstacles posed by modernity in order to successfully construct a self. Soares does this by drawing on and internalising what he sees in the external world.

Soares’s appropriation and reinvention of the banal is repeated in different ways throughout Livro do Desassossego, which becomes his life as much as his life becomes the book. He continually creates, from the various yet mundane stimuli of the external world, an internal and imagined reality in which there are no limits as to who or what he can be. Yet although the possibilities offered by the imagination are endless, they do not bring sossego [existential peace], and in fact, the weight of the imagined experiences lies as heavy as the weight of real experience in the modern world. The very device that Soares uses to try to protect against and respond to modernity’s problematisation of the self ends up, in fact, mirroring it and recreating it. This is seen in a fragment where he complains of the sublime potential of the imagination, which allows him to be many Caesars, but means that he has to deal with the weight of the experience of having been all of them, too (and the similarities with Álvaro de Campos become evident here). Throughout the Livro do Desassossego we find references to the multiplicity of the soul and its various guises (which of course, invites a discussion of Soares’s status in relation to Pessoa himself, but that is a discussion that has taken place already – most productively, in my opinion, by Eiras). The development of modern society, according to Soares, has caused us to dress (mask) our souls as well as our bodies; being Soares (and retreating into the inner world) reveals an equally unstable, opaque being.

Frosh explains that terms such as contradiction and multiplicity are

36 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, p. 220.
37 Ibid., p. 375.
40 Eiras, especially pp. 287–302.
41 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), Livro do Desassossego, pp. 364 and 256. These ideas are recurrent throughout Pessoa’s heteronymous body of work.
tied up with modernity. Soares’s *Livro do Desassossego* thus functions as a representation of what existing in the modern epoch is all about (seen through the eyes of one who has a banal, quotidian external life, but who draws on this to live a dynamic internal or artistic life). Gil notes that Soares’s striking expression and descriptions of the banality of the world that he observes impose a certain order on his life and give his disquiet form, turning its nothingness into a something by the very act of expression. But it is more than that, too: multiplicity and contradiction function not only as an exploration of a particular state of being, but also as Soares’s responses to modernity’s instability. If he does not provide an answer to it, then Soares is at least attempting to encounter a way of living as a modern man, and of being everything and feeling everything at once (which once again invites comment on Soares’s dialogue with Fernando Pessoa ortónimo [orthonym] and with Álvaro de Campos). Turning the mundane into something aesthetically significant, Soares’s *Livro do Desassossego* is his conscious rejection of the blasé outlook, and as we have seen – and as both Soares and Simmel observe – this intellectualisation of his state of being is the only means by which he can avoid succumbing to the blasé attitude, and assert his individuality in the modern world.
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The Birth of Literature

ANTÓNIO M. FEIJÓ

Let me recall a few of the more obtrusive characteristics of Fernando Pessoa’s Livro do Desassossego [The Book of Disquiet] by Bernardo Soares.

The first is the series of descriptions of landscapes that pervades the book, usually skyscapes over Lisbon or over the bank of the river that skirts the city to the south. Such descriptions are Ruskin-like in their loving attention to chromatic detail. Colours are broken down into shades, shades into shades of shades, while the movement and shapes of clouds are clearly traced. The syntax of these weather charts seems to mirror their pictorial intent: sentences are fairly detailed, clause piles upon clause, and when we expect them to come to a full stop Soares adds yet another descriptive item. The virtuosity of the prose is meant to dazzle the reader.

The second is the book as a diary of the author’s mediocre bureaucratic existence. The broken narrative of his life as an office clerk, on a second floor of Rua dos Douradores, and his life as the shabby genteel tenant of a room, on a fourth floor of the same street, is an extended irony on an existence set on achieving, or at least incessantly pondering, literary glory. Pessoa’s book is in this sense close to a modern tradition of narratives detailing the sorrows of thwarted merit, from Rousseau to Balzac and beyond, as well as to a ‘bureaucratic’ fictional subgenre, from Melville to Kafka and beyond.

Finally, the third characteristic of the book is the comparative magnitude of French authors that are cited as models for, or rivals of, its author – Chateaubriand, Sénancour, Amiel, Vigny et al. – in contrast to the much higher density of references to English authors in Pessoa’s other writings. The atypical nature of Soares’s book in this particular begs analysis. In this essay, I will therefore consider what coherence, if any, may be discerned in these three characteristics of Livro do Desassossego.
Before I do so, however, let me give an example of Soares’s version of the High Romantic argument on the poetic role of Nature, through an analysis of one of the book’s fragments. In romantic nature imagery, to use W. K. Wimsatt’s term in an influential essay, a nagging critical question has long been that of who is to rule, the poet or the natural landscape he engages.\(^1\) Modern criticism of English romanticism is the history of how a dualist account of the relationship between poet and nature was replaced by a monist model, in which nature is viewed as a threat to be apocalyptically dissolved. Modernism evolved under the shadow of such High Romantic concerns. Pessoa’s Bernardo Soares is no exception.

Consider how Soares takes up the issue in fragment 152 of his book. His descriptions of landscapes serve, he says, two different purposes. If he often interrupts a thought with a scenic description fitting the general tone of his impressions, it is either because ‘essa paisagem é uma porta por onde fujo ao conhecimento da minha impotência criadora’ [the scenery is a door through which I flee from my awareness of my creative impotence],\(^2\) or because he feels ‘a necessidade […] de falar de repente com outra pessoa’ [a sudden need to talk to someone else] and, in the absence of a partner, is led to address, say, the light which hovers over rooftops.\(^3\) The first action is an instance of repression, in which descriptions of nature mask thoughts of creative impotence; the second is one of displacement, in which landscapes replace a missing other – mere company, we may surmise, or a virtual erotic partner. In both cases, depicted scenery becomes moralised landscape. Since landscapes are place-holders for loss, the conclusion is harsh on the author: ‘Este livro é a minha cobardia’ [This book is my cowardice]. His cowardice consists in allowing himself to write, trumping the perfectionism which should inhibit any such attempt but cannot make the will enforce the required creative block.

Write he does, however, and with a virtuosity which goes far beyond any Paterian aim at aesthetic beauty. This is explicitly taken up in fragment 36, which I shall analyse in detail. The beginning is characteristically reductive: not the material poverty of his surroundings, but the ‘sordidez


\(^3\) Ibid., pp. 173/137.
monótona’ [sordid monotony] of the lives of those around him makes him ‘apócrifo e mendigo’ [apocryphal and beggarly]. The text’s initial contraction is followed, also characteristically, by a creative recovery:

Há momentos em que cada pormenor do vulgar me interessa na sua existência própria, e eu tenho por tudo uma afeição de saber ler tudo claramente. Então vejo – como Vieira disse que Sousa descrevia – o comum com singularidade, e sou poeta com aquela alma com que a crítica dos gregos formou a idade intelectual da poesia.

[There are times when each detail of the ordinary interests me for its own sake, and I feel a fondness for things, because I can read them clearly. Then I see – as Vieira said that Sousa, in his descriptions, saw – the ordinary in its singularity, and I have the poetic soul that inspired the intellectual age of poetry among the Greeks.]

António Vieira’s praise of Frei Luís de Sousa, the seventeenth-century author of *A Vida de Frei Bertolameu dos Mártires* [The Life of Friar Bertolameu dos Mártires] (1619) arguably the greatest prose work in Portuguese literature, recurs throughout *Livro do Desassossego*. Such praise is high indeed: to be able to describe the ordinary in a singular fashion is what enables one to have ‘aquela alma com que a crítica dos gregos formou a idade intelectual da poesia’.

But Soares’s enthusiasm is quickly deflated, as his mood turns. Reflecting upon his missed encounter with the ‘realidade melhor’ [best possible reality], he feels within himself, as he walks home, the dispiriting contrast between ‘a gola de um casaco de empregado do comércio erguida sem estranhezas sobre o pescoço de um poeta’ [the collar of a clerk’s coat turned up without astonishment over the neck of a poet]. (I will return to this.)

In such claims to describe the ordinary with singularity we recognise a formalist definition of literature. Bernardo Soares feels ‘por tudo uma afeição’ [a fondness for things] because he can ‘ler tudo claramente’ [read them clearly], each detail of the ordinary becoming interesting for its own sake. The singularity of the description is a technical feat:
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5 Ibid., pp. 75/38.
7 Pessoa (Bernardo Soares), *Livro do Desassossego*, p. 76; *The Book of Disquiet*, p. 38.
the fondness which causes it, and the exhaustive nature of the details of the object under scrutiny, slow down the perception of the same object. In Victor Shklovsky’s version of the very same argument, in the 1917 essay ‘Art as Technique’, poetry is said to estrange its object, to make its perception ‘attenuated and tortuous’.8 The strangeness of the form makes it ostensive, while the object being described is made obscure by the novelty of the description. Literature is, therefore, a foreign language. Not only conceptually, as we have just seen, but also historically: Shklovsky recalls Aristotle’s dictum that poetic language must appear ‘strange and wonderful’, and links this characteristic strangeness to how the language of poetry is, in fact, in many cases, a foreign language: ‘the Sumerian used by the Assyrians, the Latin of Europe during the Middle Ages, the Arabisms of the Persians, the Old Bulgarian of Russian literature.’9 Both Aristotelian metaphor, as a talented flair to impose similarity upon dissimilarity, and Shklovsky’s narrative of how literature consists of foreign grafts onto national languages, display the same formalist impulse.

A clear inference seems here justified: the citation of French authors in Livro do Desassossego was not so much prompted by the emulation of a tradition of brilliant confessional prose, epitomised by Chateaubriand’s memoirs, as it was by a perceived need to expose the idiomatic foreignness of literature within a national language. Since Pessoa’s usual idiomatic equipment is either Portuguese or English, French can, in Soares’s book, aptly denote the foreignness of literature. (The uncanny proximity of Shklovsky’s and Pessoa’s arguments may be evidenced further. Soares’s claim that his ability to see ‘o comum com singularidade’ is related to his being vested with ‘aquela alma com que a critica dos gregos formou a idade intelectual da poesia’ is similar to Shklovsky’s appeal to Aristotle’s theory of metaphor as a founding conceptual description: the talent of the poetic soul is the ability to create metaphors.)

In a formalist definition of literature, there is an inescapable tension between the two terms of the definition, the ‘singularity’ of the description and the ‘ordinary’ being described. The same tension underlies Soares’s two main motifs, his weather charts and his bureaucratic existence. The splendour of the weather charts belies the humdrum nature of the bureaucratic existence. The passage I have been analysing ends, you will recall,

9 Ibid., p. 24.
with the author returning home with ‘a gola de um casaco de empregado do comércio erguida sem estranhezas sobre o pescoço de um poeta’. In this contrast between the upturned collar of a clerk’s coat and the neck of a poet, literature is denoted not by either of the two characteristics of Soares’s self-portrait, the clerk’s coat or the poet’s neck, but by the tension between the two. But Soares’s self-description, and the definition of literature it embodies, resurface in *Livro do Desassossego* under a coded proper name: that of Cesário Verde, the nineteenth-century poet Pessoa so much admired.

Evidence of this is not far off. Consider fragment 106, when Soares relates an apparently trivial incident in Cesário Verde’s life. Soares starts by deploiring once more his own atrophy of the will. Those of us ‘que não sabemos querer – sejamos génios ou mendigos – irmana-nos a impotência’ [who don’t know how to want – whether geniuses or beggars – are related by impotence]. The fact that geniuses suffer from impotence has to do with the uncontrollable nature of the judgement of posterity. Cesário ignored this randomness at his peril:

```
De que me serve citar-me génio se resulto ajudante de guardalivros? Quando Cesário Verde fez dizer ao médico que era, não o Sr. Verde empregado no comércio, mas o poeta Cesário Verde, usou de um daqueles verbalismos do orgulho inútil que suam o cheiro da vaidade. O que ele foi sempre, coitado, foi o Sr. Verde empregado no comércio. O poeta nasceu depois de ele morrer, porque foi depois de ele morrer que nasceu a apreciação do poeta.
```

[What’s the point of calling myself a genius, if I’m after all an assistant bookkeeper? When Cesário Verde made sure the doctor knew that he was not Senhor Verde, an office worker, but Cesário Verde the poet, he used one of those self-important terms that reek of vanity. What he was always, poor man, was Senhor Verde, an office worker. The poet was born after he died, for it was only then that he was appreciated as a poet.]

I am not here concerned with Cesário’s literary or moral luck. Nor am I concerned with the fairly persuasive, if trivial, claim that he was one of Bernardo Soares’s main precursors. It is not Cesário’s poetry, but the allegory of his life, that matters here. The trial of Cesário’s pride, as
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he felt the need to enlighten the doctor treating him of his true identity as a poet, rather than the shopkeeper he was in everyday life, underlies Bernardo Soares’s earlier descriptions of himself returning home, ‘a gola de um casaco de empregado do comércio erguida sem estranhezas sobre o pescoço de um poeta’. In Cesário’s name and social comedy, as cruelly evoked here, we find Soares’s formalist definition of literature as ‘the ordinary singularly described’.

The really interesting question lies, of course, in why Pessoa felt compelled to adopt, in Bernardo Soares’s Book, such a powerful formalist model of literature. This is all the more striking when we recall Álvaro de Campos’s Apontamentos para uma Estética Não Aristotélica [Notes for a non-Aristotelian Aesthetics], with its emphasis on non-mimetic energy as the main criterion of artistic value, or Alberto Caeiro’s peculiar embodiment of sculpture, as achieved in his poetry and explicitly portrayed in Álvaro de Campos’s recollections of his master. All of Pessoa’s heteronyms attach a set of entailments to a proper name. Such entailments are specific, logically required, and partially overlapping. But they go well beyond formalism. That Soares’s do not begs analysis.

The reason lies in the exorbitant aim which Pessoa set himself in Livro do Desassossego. Bernardo Soares’s weather charts, skyscapes relying on an ontological set stripped bare (clouds and chromatic shades), are occasions for the virtuosity of the prose describing them. In this formalist move we find the intent to construe the central topic of the book as, simply, Literature itself, its actuality and emergence. The vexing problem of the unity of a ‘book’ which only exists in posthumous editions, as a voluminous mass of fragments either marked in Pessoa’s manuscripts as intended for the Book or conjectured to belong to it by modern editors, may now be solved. Each of the book’s fragments is the iterative performance of the same inchoate formalist move. The book could only be a collection of fragments, a serial re-enactment of the same. The formal attentiveness thereby highlighted is aptly denoted by the word ‘interesse’ [interest], a word which saturates ‘Fernando Pessoa’s’ own preface to the Book. In it, ‘Pessoa’ describes how he met Soares, and how, in the

uninteresting surroundings of a dingy eating-place in downtown Lisbon, his ‘interesse’ was aroused by the ‘interesse’ which he saw in Soares’s roving attention to his surroundings. Their common literary interest in the uninteresting was a token of recognition.

This explains why, in the 1935 letter to Adolfo Casais Monteiro on the genesis of the heteronyms, Bernardo Soares is said to be a semi-heteronym. *Livro do Desassossego* is not a chronicle of a late symbolist sensibility fallen on the thorns of life and bleeding, a surface topic many readers find less than congenial. It is a collection of virtuoso descriptions, rather than aids to characterise their author. The author is negligible, being more of a character, or a semi-embodied form of interest, than an author proper. The book is also part of Pessoa’s wider systemic purpose, as fleshed out in the pagan system of his heteronyms, of setting out the initial, archaic conditions for the birth of literature, of circling back to conditions of utterance that are pre-Homeric in their strength and stresses.

Let me conclude by pointing out how the book’s purpose and the means by which it is achieved are fully intended. In yet another text, fragment 83, Soares writes that the people who surround him are, up close, ‘monotonamente diversa’ [monotonously diverse]. In contrast to Vieira’s dictum on Frei Luís de Sousa’s style, that it treated ‘the ordinary with singularity’, these people are, Soares goes on to say, ‘singular com comunidade’ [singular with commonality]. This is followed by a visionary description of the main square in central Lisbon, and by a desolate return to the self:


[Suddenly I’m all alone in the world. I see all this from the summit of a mental rooftop. I’m alone in the world. To see is to be distant. To see clearly is to halt. To analyse is to be foreign.]

The logical crescendo of the final three brief sentences in this passage (‘Ver é estar distante. Ver claro é parar. Analisar é ser estrangeiro’) details the formalist definition of literature determining the book. It is not surprising that they are followed by Soares’s by now familiar self-description, made here depressingly bare, of a clerk’s coat over a poet’s

---

neck. For the visionary bonus yielded by such poverty, let me quote in full the end of the passage:

Toda a gente passa sem roçar por mim. Tenho só ar à minha volta. Sinto-me tão isolado que sinto a distância entre mim e o meu fato. Sou uma criança, com uma palmatória mal acesa, que atravessa, de camisa de noite, uma grande casa deserta. Vivem sombras que me cercam – só sombras, filhas dos móveis hirtos e da luz que me acompanha. Elas me rondam, aqui ao sol, mas são gente. E são sombras, sombras …

[No one who passes by touches me. Around me there is only air. I’m so isolated I can feel the distance between me and my suit. I’m a child in a nightshirt carrying a dimly lit candle and traversing a huge empty house. Living shadows surround me – only shadows, offspring of the stiff furniture and of the light I carry. Here in the sunlight the shadows surround me, but they are people. And they are shadows, shadows …]

\[\text{Works Cited}\]
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The Ecology of Writing: Maria José’s Fernando Pessoa

VICTOR K. MENDES

In this essay I will propose a course of action for reading Pessoa’s ‘Carta da Corcunda ao Serralheiro’ [Letter from a Hunchback Girl to a Metalworker] (by Maria José, circa 1930). Despite its late appearance in the ongoing publication of his oeuvre (1990), the letter has already attracted significant critical insight. The relevance of this distressed letter rests on the following four arguments: first, its preeminence among the poet’s works and the challenge it presents to thriving Pessoan hermeneutics; secondly, the chain of association formed by texts – some from Pessoa’s fragment BNP/E3 14C-6 at the National Library in Lisbon seems to be a draft of the letter. This sheet of paper has on its reverse a commentary on a 1929 book by the poet Afonso Duarte. Therefore, I believe that dating Maria José’s letter around 1930 is reasonable. For more details, see my ‘Estratégias Diferentes na Análise da Obra de Fernando Pessoa’, in A Arca de Pessoa: Novos Ensaios, ed. Steffen Dix and Jerónimo Pizarro (Lisbon: Imprensa de Ciências Sociais, 2007), pp. 325–38. Maria José’s letter, ‘A Carta da Corcunda para o Serralheiro’, appeared in Pessoa por Conhecer, ed. Teresa Rita Lopes, 2 vols (Lisbon: Estampa, 1990), II, pp. 256–8. The translation of Maria José’s letter that I cite in this essay is from The Selected Prose of Fernando Pessoa, ed. and trans. Richard Zenith (New York: Grove, 2001), pp. 314–18.

1 Dating Maria José’s letter is an important task for the argument of my essay. Pessoa’s fragment BNP/E3 14C-6 at the National Library in Lisbon seems to be a draft of the letter. This sheet of paper has on its reverse a commentary on a 1929 book by the poet Afonso Duarte. Therefore, I believe that dating Maria José’s letter around 1930 is reasonable. For more details, see my ‘Estratégias Diferentes na Análise da Obra de Fernando Pessoa’, in A Arca de Pessoa: Novos Ensaios, ed. Steffen Dix and Jerónimo Pizarro (Lisbon: Imprensa de Ciências Sociais, 2007), pp. 325–38. Maria José’s letter, ‘A Carta da Corcunda para o Serralheiro’, appeared in Pessoa por Conhecer, ed. Teresa Rita Lopes, 2 vols (Lisbon: Estampa, 1990), II, pp. 256–8. The translation of Maria José’s letter that I cite in this essay is from The Selected Prose of Fernando Pessoa, ed. and trans. Richard Zenith (New York: Grove, 2001), pp. 314–18.

2 ‘Pessoa’s Bodies’, Anna M. Klobucka and Mark Sabine’s introduction to Embodying Pessoa: Corporeality, Gender, Sexuality, ed. Anna M. Klobucka and Mark Sabine (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), pp. 3–36, proposes a paradigm shift in Pessoa studies, as Eduardo Lourenço’s Pessoa Revisitado did in 1973. Both courses of action in interpretation – the latter following the path laid out by Pessoa’s own hermeneutics and the former employing mainly concepts of gender analysis (alien to Pessoa) – may coexist in the interpretation of the poet’s work, namely with regard to prose pieces such as Maria José’s letter and the short story ‘Maridos’ [Husbands]. However, it is more convincing to see in this letter a serious challenge to Pessoa’s 1935 letter on the origin of the heteronyms. Maria José is not more of the same, i.e. not yet another reiteration of her author’s sophisticated homosocial self-splitting network.
the ‘exemplary tradition’ – which may be of use in the demanding task of reading Maria José; thirdly, her minimalist ecology of writing; and finally, the success of her achievement.

Were Maria José’s letter lyric poetry, it would have to be considered of the highest calibre in Pessoa’s progressive ranking of a poet’s depersonalisation. In his ‘Os Graus da Poesia Lírica’ [Degrees of Lyric Poetry], he reserves the highest level for the poet who ‘entra em plena despersonalização. Não só sente, mas vive, os estados de alma que não tem directamente. Em grande número de casos, cairá na poesia dramática, propriamente dita, como fez Shakespeare, poeta substancialmente lírico erguido a dramático pelo espantoso grau de despersonalização que atingiu’ [embarks upon complete depersonalisation. He not only feels, but lives, the states of soul which he does not directly possess. In a large number of cases, he will fall into true dramatic poetry, as did Shakespeare, who is an essentially lyrical poet raised to dramatic poet through the amazing degree of depersonalisation he attained]. Pessoa’s openness to include in his thinking about poetics a different literary genre – the drama – suggests that a fictional letter could likewise be incorporated in the rare case of complete depersonalisation. Considering the unprecedented specifics of Maria José’s letter (as an exercise in depersonalisation, encompassing gender, body, class and language), it becomes – according to Pessoa’s own conceptualisation – one of his highest attainments. The heteronymous gentlemen’s circle of erudite poets benefiting from being steeped in the high culture of previous centuries, namely the eighteenth and the nineteenth – Alberto Caeiro, Álvaro de Campos, Ricardo Reis – are undoubtedly closer to Pessoa’s person as we know him from his texts. To produce Maria José, Pessoa clearly had to embark on one of his most uncompromising operations of depersonalisation.

In the realm of hermeneutic rivalries regarding the interpretation of Pessoa’s works, the reading of this letter offers an alternative to the triumphant interpretative programme established by the author himself in his 13 January 1935 letter to Adolfo Casais Monteiro on the origin of the heteronyms. This programmatic epistle has engendered a massive critical fortune; its critical extension of greatest consequence is Eduardo

Lourenço’s immensely readable *Pessoa Revisitado* (1973). Both Pessoa and Lourenço thought that the poet’s paramount achievement was the splitting of his work among the experimental and homosocial circle of author-characters. The most popular summary of this perspective and its attendant poetics can be found in the apparently light-hearted three quatrains of the poem entitled ‘Autopsicografia’ (1928).4

Engaging in the creation of an imagined young, uneducated, occasional write-or-burst female correspondent like Maria José potentially traps the author of such a fiction in a double-bind position. On the one hand, the author needs to create a convincingly mediocre work in order to safeguard the fictional consistency of his ordinary writer. However, if, on the other hand, the non-fictional author produces in the process a second-rate piece, then it will be devalued as mediocre, and its mediocrity attributed to him. The fictional commonplace writer’s filiation in some tradition of exemplarity, a community of talented authors, becomes therefore a requirement for fictionalising mediocrity.5 In this challenging situation, the weakness of Maria José’s writing apparently requires the mediation and the prestige of the modernist poet to achieve the status of a literary phenomenon worthy of appreciation (more on which later). The double-bind tension intensifies due to the gender gap between the great male author Pessoa and the occasional female letter-writer Maria José.

At this point I find it useful, to a certain degree, to introduce Paul de Man’s suggestion that the connection between theory and work is ‘like a dream and its interpretation in analysis’.6 In this use, and with all the necessary adjustments, one of the tasks of analysis is that of credibly associating texts or – as we tend to add these days – other cultural objects. Two centuries before Freud, the concept of ‘association of ideas’ from the so-called long eighteenth century had its inception in John Locke’s *An Essay Concerning Human Understanding* (1690).7 It can certainly be of

---

5 For a conceptualisation of the tension between exemplarity and mediocrity, see Paul Fleming’s *Exemplarity and Mediocrity* (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009), pp. 15–41.
ongoing assistance in the analysis of dreams and of Maria José’s letter. So which are the texts we may wish to bracket together with this intentionally poorly written epistle? I will put forward a few at this time, in full awareness of the limits of the associating-texts approach to reading Maria José and, as a consequence, mindful of the need to build this analysis in part on a description of her environment, an aspect I will develop further on in this essay.

In her female-gendered and disabled condition, the abject Maria José can claim access to extremely scarce and non-authoritative talent from the Western literary tradition. In her working-class urban environment, her sub-literacy bars her from the refined culture of sensibility and taste of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Her love letter to António could not by any means make it into a compilation such as Love Letters of Great Women. On the contrary, Maria José is constructed as ugly, insignificant, absurd, although supported by her family, whom she defamiliarises; a grotesque set of metaphors and comparisons in the selfless form of an interior monologue.

As I contemplated Maria José’s letter against the background of the ‘exemplary tradition’, Christine de Pizan, the first professional female writer in the West, came to mind. The parallel between the two women offers few similarities beyond gender and the explicitly or implicitly broken relationship with the writing tradition of male Western authors. One striking difference resides in the writing environment surrounding both figures and is attributable to the class gap separating them. While Christine, in her Parisian home, enjoyed a reading and writing study furnished with the most erudite books of her time, Maria José – slightly more than twenty generations or five hundred years later – is the outcome, in peripheral Lisbon (presumably), of a reading experience involving a limited set of second-hand magazines in a two-dimensional domestic space with no study or library. Another professional female writer of the seventeenth century, Aphra Behn, may also assist us in this portraying of Maria José a contrario. Whilst the former engages in a self-described insolent

---


9 Edited by Ursula Doyle (New York: St Martin’s Press, 2009).

and jealous female-to-male correspondence – ‘May your women be all ugly, ill-natured, ill-dressed, ill fashioned, and unconversable’ – Maria José practices humility and self-contentment, correcting her jealousy with moral reasoning: ‘eu tenho inveja dela mas não tenho ciúmes de si porque não tenho direito a ter nada, nem mesmo ciúmes’ [‘I envy her [António’s tall blonde girlfriend] but I’m not jealous, because I have no rights over you, not even the right to be jealous’].

If female voices were marginalised in the Western literary tradition, then Maria José is the self-conscious working-class margin of the margin, drily recounting the somewhat melancholic life that is not hers to share: ‘e outros estão na vida da sociedade e casam e têm batizados e estão doentes e fazem-lhe operações os mesmos médicos’ [‘others are in high society and marry, go to baptisms, get sick and are all operated by the same doctors’].

Henry Fielding’s *Tom Jones* (1749) can be read, in part, as an artistic experiment in mimicking lower-class culture. As a male author fictionalising women who write letters, he is nearer to Maria José than Aphra Behn. Fielding’s and Pessoa’s fictionalisations of mediocrity and lack of self-mastery in their female characters – the former includes in his novel laughable letters poorly written by women – are conveyed in both cases through the epistolary genre; syntactical and lexical deficiencies in these letters provide a schematic self-definition of their writers’ status as lower-class, occasional authors.

Another realm of sources for associating Maria José to the non-orthodox literary tradition are texts in her native language. Closer to Pessoa’s time, Cesário Verde’s female impersonation Margarida, in a first-person poem ‘Cadências Tristes’ [Sad Cadences] published in 1874, praised João de Deus as ‘Poeta da mulher’ [‘poet of women’] and portrayed the ‘mulher’ [women] in general as ‘doente sempre ou na convalescência’ [always ill or convalescent].

Despite the wealth of both substantial and loose associations of Maria José with the Western literary tradition it would be possible to continue to outline, I would now like to link her letter to another epistolary text by Pessoa, in this case a supposedly non-fictional one (whatever that means) written on 31 July 1920 to his then-girlfriend Ofélia Queiroz. In


12 Ibid., pp. 258/317.

this letter, Fernando complains to his ‘Íbis’ – one of his nicknames for Ofélia – about a window scene that occurred in her sister’s apartment and involved several of her family members – Ofélia’s sister, her brother-in-law, her nephew, and so on – who, gathered together at the window, watched Pessoa walking down the street: ‘vejo a janela de casa de tua irmã armada em camarote (com cadeiras suplementares) para o espectáculo de me ver passar!’ [I see your sister’s apartment’s window set up as a theatre box (with extra chairs) for the spectacle of seeing me pass by!] Pessoa here is clearly in a ‘second-level observer’ situation, as theorised by Niklas Luhmann; he is seeing the Queiroz family seeing him on the street from the window above. Maria José’s letter stages a similar setting:

Houve um dia que o senhor vinha para a oficina e um gato se pegou à pancada com um cão aqui defrente da janela, e todos estivemos a ver, e o senhor parou, ao pé do Manuel das Barbas, na esquina do barbeiro, e depois olhou para mim e para a janela, e viu-me a rir e riu também para mim.

[One morning, when you were on your way to the metalworks, a cat was scuffling with a dog across the street from my window, and we were all watching, and you stopped to watch too, next to Manuel das Barbas, in front of the corner barber, and you suddenly looked up at my window and saw me laughing and you laughed too.]

In both Pessoa’s and Maria José’s letters, the street sight is offered as a setting to be enjoyed by those watching it from the window and, furthermore, both texts stage an identical scene of ‘second-level observation’. It goes without saying that, at the window observation spot, Ofélia in 1920 is replaced by Maria José circa 1930. An important supplement must be added: Pessoa’s letter to Ofélia of 31 July 1920 (a Saturday) is a response to a letter written by Ofélia to Fernando on the previous day, Friday 30 July.

Exact dates are decisive in this case, given that Ofélia’s letter, which describes her rejoicing at the thought of a prospective marriage, provokes

---

Pessoa’s ironic and angry reply. What Pessoa’s girlfriend makes clear in her Friday letter is that, firstly, she is his bride – the word she chooses in Portuguese is precisely ‘noiva’ – and, secondly and consequently, anxiously awaiting Pessoa’s sister’s response as her future sister-in-law (the word ‘cunhada’ is underlined by Ofélia); she chooses to use the vocabulary of a sanctioned engagement and an impending marriage. This prospective marriage was probably unacceptable to the husband-to-be, and it may be one of the best reasons why he wrote his Saturday letter. On that very day, Ofélia replies in turn: ‘Tu és injusto Fernando, magou-me imensamente a tua carta!’ [You are unfair, Fernando, your letter hurt me immensely!]; she refutes his angry version of Friday’s window affair and also objects to his narrative of another near-encounter between them, close to the Palace Hotel.17

Another important link to draw in Pessoa’s oeuvre is between Ofélia’s epistolary prose and Maria José’s vocabulary and syntax. 18 Indeed, a close and detailed assessment of the vocabulary and syntactical structures employed by the person and the character, respectively, yields compelling results. For example, both say they are bursting with emotion – Ofélia: ‘parece que sufoco’ [it seems that I burst]; Maria José: ‘se não escrevo abafo [I have to write to you what I feel or I’ll burst].19 The association of Maria José’s letter to that written by Pessoa on 31 July, and to some others by Ofélia, leads to an elucidation of the invalid and confined Maria José as a case of embodied retribution, no matter how unconscious it may have been. Pessoa’s text displaces the nineteen-year-old and marriage-hopeful Ofélia onto the severely handicapped and hopeless Maria José, also nineteen years old.

Striking features of Maria José’s writing scene are her disease-plagued and nearly dying body and its material setting, consisting of a limited urban environment. These components of external analysis, to follow Derrida’s crossing out of the internal/external distinction, cannot be redeemed by aligning further similar texts, however skilfully, with the letter. Indeed, the task of querying her environment, specifically as it relates to her activity of writing, is not well served by relying mostly on

18 I owe this insight to Anna Klobucka.
19 Queiroz, p. 134; Pessoa (Maria José), ‘Letter from a Hunchback Girl to a Metalworker’, p. 314.
the analytic *modus operandi* of associating texts. Instead, theorising this facet of Maria José requires an environmental inquiry.

I borrow the self-explanatory expression ‘ecology of writing’ that gives title to this essay from Henry Sussman’s *Idylls of the Wanderer*. Unfolding Maria José’s climate of writing may entail architectural, ecological and social components; without lying waste to the approach of associating texts, it turns the reader’s attention to a set of other thinking tools, including the interface between human and non-human aspects. In any case, her fragile writing environment relies on minimalist material conditions, is populated by a few sentient beings including a cat, a dog, a monkey, and features her explicitly environmentalised body with tuberculosis, a hunchback, and legs paralysed by arthritis. Regarding the latter, a psychosomatic etiology is hinted at: Maria José says that she has ‘*uma espécie de* reumatismo nas pernas e não me posso me posso mexer, e assim estou *como se fosse paralítica*’ [a kind of arthritis in my legs that prevents me from moving, so that I’m practically a cripple].

Despite my mistrust of explanations through grand narratives, such as ‘Pessoa’s fictionalisation of Maria José’s body is a sign of the misogynistic tradition’, Diane Herndl’s *Invalid Women*, a study covering the period between 1840 and 1940 in the United States, offers a compelling lead: ‘[R]epresenting cultural unrest as physical disease is the one constant among texts of feminine illness […]. One of the workings of cultural power […] is to divert political dis-ease [sic] into an overwhelming attention to the individual body and away from the body politic.’ Pessoa’s dislocation of the unrest reigning over his fictions and non-fictions in relation to the physical disease suffered by a hunchback girl may be convincingly construed within this framework. If Maria José’s body is not simply a metaphor for the body politic of the Portuguese republic *circa* 1930, it certainly condenses the insurmountable challenges presented by Pessoa’s fictions of relationship and gender trouble.

23 It is not hard to collect a number of pertinent quotations to produce evidence of gender instability in Pessoa’s works; Maria José says: ‘I’m neither a woman nor a man’ (‘Letter from a Hunchback Girl to a Metalworker’, p. 317).
Maria José’s minimalist architecture includes the yellow building, her second-floor window and the urban street landscape. The building is surprisingly two-dimensional behind her window, in contrast to the space/screen in front of the window; it has no depth, no interior, no room, no study. She remains glued to the window and does not read, but merely looks at, and daydreams about, the illustrations in fashion magazines. Unlike Christine de Pizan’s writing space described in the first chapter of *City of Ladies* or Virginia Woolf’s ‘room of her own’, Maria José’s confining window space does not encompass a room; she repeats her condition of immobilised sitting all day long by the window, a female-gendered site *par excellence*.25

The experience of confinement of an invalid woman by the window is also described by Dorothy Wordsworth in her letter of 12 April 1834.26 Her importance for ecocriticism and revised romanticism has now been illuminated by books such as Kenneth Cervelli’s *Dorothy Wordsworth’s Ecology*.27 The value of Dorothy’s gaze for (male) poetry, her invalid condition placing her sometimes by the window, and her practice of contentment all offer a promising basis for comparing her to Maria José. In contrast to Dorothy’s rustic view, Maria José’s horizon is an urban street with three visible or imagined animals – a cat, a dog, a monkey – and five human characters: two Antónios (the metalworker and the car mechanic), the former’s tall blonde girlfriend, Manuel das Barbas and Margarida the seamstress. The frame of Maria José’s open window resembles a cinema screen, an urban replacement of the painter’s canvas for Dorothy’s picturesque landscapes. For Maria José, not even photography will do; her scenes are image-movements, very short urban newsreel, like a cat-and-dog street fight.

Invalidism and self-representation are also intensely at stake in Harriet Martineau’s *Life in the Sickroom: Essays, By an Invalid (1844)*.28 The
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24 Pessoa (Maria José), ‘Letter from a Hunchback Girl to a Metalworker’, p. 316.
25 Pessoa himself disconnects ‘window’ from ‘gentleman’ in bold terms: ‘Wilde’s “A gentleman never looks out of the window” is not very funny, but it is quite useful as a definition of a gentleman’. *Páginas de Estética*, p. 216. I owe this suggestion to George Monteiro.
28 What I have to say at this point about *Life in the Sickroom* was inspired mostly by Maria Frawley’s ‘“A Prisoner to the Couch”: Harriet Martineau, Invalidism, and Self-Representation’, in *The Body and Physical Difference: Discourses of Disability*, ed.
Victorian link between, on the one hand, the potentially transformative experience of illness in Martineau’s case, complete with her prominently gendered space by the window (her ‘one back window’), and, on the other hand, mental and literary empowerment, contrasts with the less educated experience of self-obituary in Pessoa’s class-conscious drastic experiment Maria José. In the latter, the dual consciousness of herself and of the other’s gaze generates a stream of consciousness entailing some very subtle criticism of others, as in her prediction of António’s response to her love:

Eu gostava de morrer depois de lhe falar a primeira vez mas nunca terei coragem nem maneiras de lhe falar. Gostava que o senhor soubesse que eu gostava muito de si, mas tenho medo que se o senhor soubesse não se importasse nada.

[I’d like to talk to you just once and then die, but I’ll never have the guts or the means to talk to you. I’d like you to know how much I like you, but I’m afraid that if you knew, it would mean nothing to you.]29

How might we praise the success of Maria José? It could lead to critical papers with titles of epistemological and moral dignity such as ‘Figural Language in Maria José’s Letter’ or ‘Maria José’s Exchange of Self with Others’. Her invalidism does not amputate her desire; despite her self-effacement, she manages to express herself. She uses the literary talents of Pessoa in an aesthetically risky enterprise of the I-do-it-or-I-burst arising from desire. Thus, regardless of the socio-mimetical evidence to the contrary, Maria José exposes Pessoa’s misogyny and simultaneously, as a female fictional voice, deflects it.

With no God in sight and trapped in her environment, Maria José knows that sex with António, as we know it, is out of the picture. She also rules out replacing his girlfriend and, relying on her own subtle reasoning, comes to the conclusion that, in any case, even with the ‘guts or the means’ to address António, he would have no sympathy for her. What to do in this extremely challenging situation? There is probably only one way out, and she has found it: to write a letter on the limit of the great

David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1997), pp. 174–88. I am also grateful for Valéria M. Souza’s guidance in the field of disability studies and for recommending this article in particular to me.

complexities of self-knowledge as granted by the homosocial network of Pessoa’s personae. As a doomed relationship fiction in an environment of friendlessness, Maria José radicalises the heteronyms’ recurring difficulty with relationships. As such, she may function as the flagship of the coterie comprised of the usual suspects Caeiro, Campos and Reis, as well as of Soares, Pessoa and others.

By reducing her voice and ontology to a letter, Maria José achieved the writing catharsis, and therefore the informed reader may depathologise her with epistemologically sound reasons: she is nothing but a letter. Maria José’s intuition-in-words and decorum – she writes that António may have more than one girlfriend: ‘não tive inveja da sua amiga, a não ser que o senhor não fosse ter com ela mas com outra qualquer’ [I didn’t envy your girlfriend, if she’s the one you were on your way to see and not some other girl] – are now protected by the reader. The struggle between her environment, lower class, contradictions, lack of concentration and poor syntax, on the one hand, and her desire, on the other, may be read in her ‘chorar’ [crying] at the letter’s end, as subjectivity and social thought that she cannot realise, only embody. In spite of her crying, Maria José is not just about embodying what she cannot realise; her mind has the power to transform unkindness and friendlessness by others – she has been described as ‘uma boneca com os ossos às avessas’ [a doll with her bones turned inside out] – into sympathy.30 Despite her hostile environment, it was that possibility of writing that gave her the opportunity to exchange her self with others and gain the power of speaking her mind.
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PART III: RESPONSES
The celebrated Brazilian novelist, journalist and woman of letters Patrícia Galvão, known as ‘Pagu’ (1910–62), dedicated eight newspaper columns to Fernando Pessoa, who was almost unknown in Brazil at the time, the first one published in Fanfulla (São Paulo) in 1950 in the series ‘De Artes e de Literatura’ [On Art and Literature], followed by seven more in the newspaper A Tribuna (Santos), from 1955 to 1961. Written over a period of eleven years, four of the eight commemorate the fifteenth, twentieth and twenty-fifth anniversaries of the poet’s death (in 1950, 1955 and 1960, respectively). The remaining four report on personalities and events connected to Pessoa and his work: a declamation of his poetry by Rui Afonso in Santos; the publication by the exiled Portuguese poet and essayist Adolfo Casais Monteiro of his book Estudos sobre a Poesia de Fernando Pessoa [Studies on Fernando Pessoa’s Poetry] by the Livraria Agir in Rio de Janeiro; translations of Pessoa into French by Armand Guibert in volume 73 of the series ‘Poètes d’aujourd’hui’ from Seghers in Paris, including his ‘international presentation’ of the poem ‘Ode Marítima’.

1 These columns were located while collecting the complete journalism of Patrícia Galvão.
4 Galvão, ‘Fernando Pessoa para Declamar’, A Tribuna (14 August 1955), Segundo Caderno, 1
and finally the notice of publication by Editora Aguilar of the *Obra Poética* [Poetry] in 1960, edited by the prominent Portuguese scholar Maria Aliete Galhoz, as well as the ‘Antologia Moderna’ [Modern Anthology] by João Alves das Neves published in São Paulo by the Editora Íris in 1961 that contained a selection of the poet’s greatest works. 7

Remaining inexplicably absent from the exhaustive bibliographical collections on Pessoa and his generation, these forgotten columns convey the thoughts of Patrícia Galvão. The composer Gilberto Mendes comments on her presence in Santos during the time when she was the ‘legendary Pagu’: ‘era uma mulher extraordinariamente bem informada, com um enorme interesse por tudo […] tinha um humor, uma perspicácia e finura intelectual especiais. E gostava das pessoas’ [she was an extraordinarily well-informed woman, with wide interests in everything […] she had a sense of humour, a keen perspicacity and intellectual elegance. And she liked people]. 8 Her columns on Pessoa demand and deserve to be known and valued, as well, because they figure among the pioneering efforts to report and interpret Pessoa’s work in the Brazilian press, addressing the reading public in order to affirm the importance and greatness of the then little-known Portuguese poet. In her columns, Patrícia Galvão documents the sources of her first early readings of Pessoa’s poetry in Brazil, comments on essays and books dedicated to the understanding and translation of the poet in the 1950s, and promotes ‘um nome que está crescendo’ [a name growing in importance]. Besides chronicling these events and publications, important for becoming acquainted with Pessoa’s works, her columns project the journalist’s Brazilian perspectives, characterised by an international and comparative outlook. Galvão shows an understanding of the poet in the context of the European poetry of his time, and in the context of its aesthetic reception based on literary and expressive qualities. She contributes judgements and interpretations that anticipate many of those later established by international criticism to follow, while at the same time her presentations reveal a certain ingenuousness, nourished by enthusiasm, in view of the complex nature of Pessoa’s literary archive and
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the problems of its eventual identification and publication in books. The singular perceptions of the writer and intellectual Patrícia Galvão are part of the history of the critical reception of Pessoa’s work in Brazil.

Although the name Fernando Pessoa had appeared in the Brazilian press in 1913 (15 June 1913 in the Gazeta de Notícias, Rio de Janeiro, in a dedication by Mário de Sá-Carneiro to ‘O Homem dos Sonhos’ [The Man of Dreams]), the first study to appear in the journal Boletim de Ariel in April 1938 was transatlantic, reprinting in Brazil Adolfo Casais Monteiro’s article, ‘O Exemplo de Fernando Pessoa’ [The Example of Fernando Pessoa], first published in the Diário de Lisboa on 9 December 1937.9 Casais Monteiro’s study is of interest not only for being the first in Brazil, and not only because of the personal contact between the critic from the journal Presença [Presence] and Pessoa that resulted in the celebrated letter from Pessoa dated 13 January 1935 on the origin of the heteronyms,10 but above all because Casais Monteiro would emigrate to Brazil in 1954, where he would continue to be the main literary personality, later alongside Jorge de Sena, to promote the reading and study of Pessoa’s works in that country.11 At the International Congress of Writers in 1954 in São Paulo, where he had been invited to represent Portugal, Casais read his classic essay, ‘Fernando Pessoa, O Insíncero Verídico’ [Fernando Pessoa, The Insincere Truth Teller], published the same year in Oporto,12 and continued in Brazil with seventeen articles published in O Estado de São Paulo and in other outlets in the Brazilian press. In September of that year, Casais and de Sena produced Alguns


dos ‘35 Sonetos’ de Fernando Pessoa, [Some of Fernando Pessoa’s ‘35 Sonnets’] with a preface by Casais Monteiro. Once settled in Brazil, Casais Monteiro became a friend of Geraldo Ferraz and Patrícia Galvão, later writing the preface for the 1959 second edition of Ferraz’s novel Doramundo.

In the years preceding Patrícia Galvão’s columns, apart from the essays by Casais Monteiro, a few articles appeared in the press written by the ‘meia-dúzia de leitores’ [half-dozen readers] who according to the journalist were acquainted with Fernando Pessoa at the time. The Portuguese critic João Gaspar Simões, who would publish Pessoa’s biography in 1950, placed a study, ‘A Apresentação de Fernando Pessoa’ [An Introduction to Fernando Pessoa], in the Revista do Brasil in November 1938. Mário de Andrade, in his essay ‘Uma Suave Rudeza’ [A Delicate Rudeness] (4 June 1939) addresses his difficulty in understanding artists from cultures distant and separated from his own, given his ‘predisposition for the likelihood of errors of judgement’:

Além de uma verdade individual ou universal, que eu poderei compreender e usar completamente, outras verdades existem no artista, verdades de ordem social, nacional, regional e até de grupo, que jamais poderei re-sentir, tornar usual pra minha entidade psíquica, de forma a compreender esse artista com exatidão. O caso de Fernando Pessoa, para esta crônica portuguesa, me parece característico do que afirmo. Os poucos brasileiros meus amigos, mais ou menos versados nessa notável inteligência portuguesa, se assombram um bocado com a genialidade que lhe atribuem certos grupos intelectuais de Portugal. Ora, nem portugueses nem brasileiros estaremos provavelmente errados nisto. É que Fernando Pessoa representa, em certos grupos portugueses, uma concretização de ideais múltiplos que nos escapa. E desconfio que à infinita maioria dos portugueses o nosso Machado de Assis estará na mesma posição.


The first edition was published by the Centro de Estudos Fernando Pessoa, Santos, in 1956; the second edition is Geraldo Ferraz and Patrícia Galvão, Dois Romances: Doramundo, preface by Adolfo Casais Monteiro; A Famosa Revista, preface by Sérgio Milliet (Rio de Janeiro: José Olympio, 1959). Casais Monteiro’s preface is dated ‘Rio de Janeiro, Setembro de 1958’.


Mário de Andrade, ‘Uma Suave Rudeza’ (4 June 1939), in O Empalhador de
[Besides an individual or universal truth, which I can understand and use completely, the artist has other truths, whether social, national, regional or even of a group, that I will never be able to share, or incorporate into my psychic entity, such that I can come to understand that artist precisely. The case of Fernando Pessoa seems to me illustrative of my point of view. My few Brazilian friends who are versed in this notable Portuguese intelligence were a bit astonished with the genius that certain intellectual groups in Portugal attribute to him. Well, neither Brazilians nor Portuguese are probably mistaken about it. That’s because Fernando Pessoa represents, for certain Portuguese groups, the concrete expression of ideals that we know nothing about. And I suspect that for the vast majority of Portuguese our Machado de Assis is in the same position.]

As to the possible literary understanding between Brazilians and Portuguese, Mário de Andrade’s lack of confidence is based on theories of the regenerative power of American experience and reality. He distinguishes between the youthful impulses of Brazilian artists, inspired by a passion for novelty in their literature, on the one hand, and Portuguese writers tied to traditional patterns that represent a threat to the spontaneity of Brazilian creativity:

Suponhamos que o artista brasileiro esteja um pouco … delirante, não haverá possibilidade dos portugueses nos perdoarem por algum tempo este delírio? Inda mais: poderão os portugueses compreender que se a nossa literatura não lhes faz mal nenhum, a deles pode nos ser, no caminho da nossa puberdade, um perigoso descaminho? O escritor português é secularmente português em sua literatura … Um escritor português tem um grande passado que não só lhe determina a força expressional como lhe evita se contagiar com as más companhias. […] Mas para nós os portugueses não representam apenas uma atualidade misteriosa e estrangeira que podemos contemplar sem perigo. Os portugueses são pra nós todo um passado, um passado próximo e por isso mesmo perigosíssimo, um eterno e sedutor convite a ‘acertar em Portugal e errar no Brasil’ como no epígrafa.17

[Let’s suppose that the Brazilian artist may be a bit … delirious, wouldn’t it be possible for the Portuguese to excuse our delirium]


17 Ibid., p. 62.
for a while? What’s more: will the Portuguese be able to understand that if our literature doesn’t do any harm to them at all, theirs can be for us, as we go through our puberty, a dangerous distraction? The Portuguese writer is secularly Portuguese in his literature … A Portuguese writer has a great past that not only determines his expressive force but ensures that he is not unduly influenced by bad company. […] But for us the Portuguese are not just a mysterious and strange presence that we can contemplate without danger. For us the Portuguese are an entire past, very close to us and therefore extremely dangerous, an eternal and seductive invitation ‘to find ourselves in Portugal and wander in Brazil’, as the epigraph says.]

The name of Fernando Pessoa then features in two articles by the poet Domingos Carvalho da Silva, ‘Através da Nova Poesia Portuguesa’ [Through the New Portuguese Poetry] (19 September 1943) and ‘Fernando Pessoa-“ele mesmo”’ [Fernando Pessoa ‘himself’] (6 February 1944), in which he comments on the first anthology of Pessoa’s poetry that Casais Monteiro published in 1942 with Confluência. Another poet, Cecília Meireles, cited Pessoa’s poetry as the most extraordinary case in Portuguese letters in the introduction to her anthology Poetas Novos de Portugal [Portugal’s New Poets] in 1944 (Rio de Janeiro: Dois Mundos). During this period, articles appeared by three more eminent figures: a critic (Antônio Cândido), a poet (Murilo Mendes) and a novelist (Lúcio Cardoso).

On a full page of the ‘Quarta Secção’ [Fourth Section], dedicated to literature and the arts, of the newspaper Diário de São Paulo on 1 December 1946, ‘precisamente onze anos, na data de ontem’ [precisely eleven years from yesterday] from the poet’s death, there appeared what was perhaps the most extensive coverage to date of the ‘quatro faces’ [four faces] of Fernando Pessoa, signed by Geraldo Ferraz, editor of the supplement. This page was a major contribution to the awareness of
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Pessoa in Brazil, but the participation of Patrícia Galvão is again absent from bibliographies and even from local research on Pessoa and Brazil. The headline announces not a study but rather an ‘Informação e Breve Comentário sobre Fernando Pessoa: Um Homem que Era Quatro Poetas’ [Information and Brief Commentary on Fernando Pessoa: A Man Who was Four Poets], accompanied by a small anthology reproducing examples of each of the four poets: Sonnet XI from ‘Passos da Cruz’ [Stations of the Cross], ‘Dobrada à Moda do Porto’ [Tripe – Oporto Style] (Álvaro de Campos); ‘Três Odes de Ricardo Reis’ (‘Quando, Lidia, vier o nosso outono’, ‘Tênue, como se de Eolo o esquecessem’, ‘Para ser grande, sê inteiro’) [Three Odes by Ricardo Reis: ‘When, Lidia, our autumn arrives’, ‘Tenuous, as if forgetting Eolo’, ‘To be great, be complete’] and poem XXXII from O Guardador de Rebanhos [The Keeper of Sheep] (Alberto Caeiro). To explain the case of a poet who was a ‘legion’ in a much more advanced way than Mário de Andrade had done in his essay, Ferraz reprints long segments from the letter that Pessoa wrote to Casais Monteiro on the origin of the heteronyms, a phenomenon that the reporter situates and explains with notable clarity:

Os diferentes nomes sob os quais escrevia Fernando Pessoa, não representam apenas como pode parecer, assim, o gosto por pseudônimos. Ao contrário, compreendem figuras absolutamente distintas na vida e na obra do poeta, produtos organicamente vivos para ele e poeticamente existentes para nós, eis que qualquer das referências heteronímicas produziu algo de diferente de pessoal que não pode ser mais reunido sob o nome da certidão de nascimento de Fernando Pessoa.21

[The different names under which Fernando Pessoa wrote do not represent, as it might appear, a taste for pseudonyms. On the contrary, they signify absolutely distinct figures in the life and work of the poet, which for him are organically living products and who exist for us poetically, such that any one of the heteronymic references meant something different and personal that cannot be explained under the name on Fernando Pessoa’s birth certificate.]

Guided by his perpective as a journalist and art critic, Ferraz provides the Brazilian public with a summary of information from the volumes of
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poetry begun by João Gaspar Simões and Luiz de Montalvor after 1942. He subsequently reproduces an excerpt from the ‘Ode Marcial’ [Martial Ode] on 3 February 1947, with the simple commentary, ‘Publicado sob o heterônimo de Álvaro de Campos’ [Published under the heteronym Álvaro de Campos], followed by ‘O Jogador de Xadrez’ [Chess Player] on 11 May.22 In all, there are perhaps ten articles on Pessoa in the Brazilian press before 1950. In around 1955 the Centro de Estudos Fernando Pessoa was founded in Santos by Saulo Ramos, Maria Luisa and Francisco Azevedo.

If the objections raised by Mário de Andrade in 1939 imply the self-imposed isolation of Brazilian criticism and its imperfect judgement because of the élan surrounding national modernism, by 1950 Patrícia Galvão could place Fernando Pessoa on an international plane of literary culture. She directs her attention to comparative poetic qualities, to philosophical themes, to the aesthetics of composition and to political and cultural protest ‘contra o absurdo da civilização que fizer a primeira guerra mundial e os seus estadistas de papelão’ [against the absurdity of the civilisation that gave rise to the First World War and its cardboard statesmen]. Reflecting in part the tension existing between postwar Brazilian democracy and Salazarist censorship still active in Portugal, and restricting herself to more literary than cultural considerations, she considers the poetic work of Pessoa to be greater than the themes circumscribed by his Portuguese experience. This perspective leads her to condemn the book of poems Mensagem [Message] (1934) as ‘o mais fraco dos seus livros, onde cuida de Portugal’ [the weakest of his books dealing with Portugal].

The internationalisation with which Galvão sees Pessoa owes much to her work with the ‘Antologia da Literatura Estrangeira’ [Anthology of Foreign Literature] that she organised and published in the Diário de São Paulo from 1946 to 1948, in which she introduced and translated some ninety selected authors from world literature.

From 1950 to 1953, Galvão writes fifty-five columns on Brazilian literature and culture under the rubric ‘De Artes e de Literatura’ printed in Fanfulla, an Italian magazine in São Paulo. Expertly positioned to situate Pessoa’s work in terms of the national and international literature of its time, without the ‘psychic’ restrictions felt by Mário de Andrade, Patrícia Galvão’s literary criticism in the press raises a voice equivalent

to Sérgio Milliet’s (1898–1966) in the *Diário Crítico* or the *Jornal da Crítica* of Álvaro Lins (1912–70), both of the same period.\(^{23}\) There are observations in her columns characterising the first phase of the reception of Pessoa’s work and, moreover, singular critical formulations, sometimes highly suggestive, with insights still of interest to criticism today.

In her first column on Pessoa,\(^ {24}\) Galvão takes her cue from António Botto’s poem dedicated to Pessoa, ‘Poema de Cinzas’ [Ash Poem], published in the literary supplement of the *Diário de São Paulo* on 24 August 1947,\(^ {25}\) which sings in homage to the great unknown poet. In this spirit Galvão introduces Pessoa to the Brazilian public, as an unknown, yet at the same time ‘o poeta máximo da língua portuguesa … maior do que Antero de Quental, maior do que Camões’ [the greatest poet in the Portuguese language … greater than Antero de Quental, greater than Camões]. She explains this dichotomy in light of the ‘meio tão pobre como o da literatura portuguesa’ [poorly known field of Portuguese literature], in which true poets go unrecognised. The Brazilian journalist makes a contribution to future Pessoa criticism by dividing the reception of his work into three avenues: heart, sense and intelligence. In her second column, which is on actor Rui Afonso’s declamation of poems by Pessoa in August 1955,\(^ {26}\) she deals with the concept of voice, discovering that when Pessoa is recited, he is convincing, dramatic, great and sensitive. On hearing the ‘Ode Maríntima’ [Maritime Ode] declaimed, she senses the proximity and presence of the sea. The sonority is ‘transformadora’ [transforming], such that when the poems appeal both to the intelligence and the ears of the people, she is convinced that everyone will vibrate along with them. Commenting on the heteronyms, which at that time were thought to be four great names, including that of Pessoa himself, Galvão is one of the first reviewers to consider them equally important, and each one of them essential for an understanding of Pessoa’s poetry: ‘devemos compreender a existência de quatro poetas, diferentes, distintos, perfeitos os quatro, e todos imprescindíveis para se estabelecer um conhecimento com a poesia de Pessoa, o seu gênio e o seu drama’ [we should understand that four different and distinct poets exist, all perfect, and all indispensable for forming an understanding of Pessoa’s poetry, his
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\(^ {23}\) Sérgio Milliet prefaced the novel *A Famosa Revista*, by Geraldo Ferraz and Patrícia Galvão, in the second edition of 1959 (see n. 13).

\(^ {24}\) Galvão, ‘Ainda o Dodecafonismo’.


\(^ {26}\) Galvão, ‘Fernando Pessoa para Declamar’.
genius and his drama]. The Brazilian journalist generously recognises in Casais Monteiro’s preface to the first anthology that he edited in 1942 an essential interpretation and explanation of the ‘imenso poeta’ [immense poet] with four faces, ‘mediante a carta que Pessoa escreveu a Casais sobre a origem deles’ [based on the letter that Pessoa wrote to Casais about their origin]. She reminds us that Casais Monteiro’s anthology represents the first contact that Brazilian readers had with Pessoa, years before the volumes of the supposedly complete works that began to be published by Ática in Lisbon.

In her column of October 1955, a month before the twentieth anniversary of Pessoa’s death, one glimpses the first references to Pessoa as a universal poet, a reading perhaps shaped by the journalist’s own long travails as a critic of Brazilian culture. Pessoa represents the preoccupations of intellectual life for ‘essa pequena fração a esclarecer, sempre, e a orientar, sempre, por mais pedradas e vaia que tenhamos de receber’ [this small fraction that is always clarifying, orienting, no matter how many stones or denunciations we may receive]. The Portuguese poet’s identity is subordinated to the ‘ponto culminante da inteligência e da sensibilidade universais’ [culminating point of universal intelligence and sensibility]; to be Portuguese is no more than chance, ‘geograficamente ocorrida em Portugal’ [geographically occurring in Portugal], belied by Pessoa’s choice and refuge in the English language, for the reason, so the journalist believes, that he was searching for a more attentive public and efficient readership:

O poeta que Portugal deu ao modernismo mundial, certamente, não era um homem confinado ao país em que vivia – Fernando Pessoa era acima de tudo um europeu, uma consciência bem viva de homem da Europa no século XX, e assim a sua grandeza tem de ser dimensionada em escala européia muito mais do que noutra, em escala atualizada da Europa dos grandes poetas inovadores, mesmo aqueles que se colocam em plano subsidiário, no terreno da pesquisa – como foi o caso dos que, entre 1905 a 1925, participaram dos movimentos iniciais do século XX, dando, desde o expressionismo ao surrealismo, a sua preocupação de formular a palavra nova.29

27 Galvão anticipates the 1977 essay in which Jorge de Sena presents Fernando Pessoa ‘ortónimo’ (‘himself’) as being as much of a heteronym as the others who have their own names and styles.
28 Galvão, ‘Novembro de Fernando Pessoa’.
29 Galvão, ‘Fernando Pessoa a uma Distancia de 25 Anos’.
[The poet that Portugal gave to world modernism was certainly not a man confined to the country where he resided – Fernando Pessoa was above all a European, with a lively awareness of being a European in the twentieth century, and thus his greatness has to be measured much more on a European scale than any other, on a contemporary European scale along with great innovative poets, even those who classify themselves on a lower level in the area of research, as was the case of those who participated between 1905 and 1925 in the first movements of the twentieth century, from expressionism to surrealism, to which they gave new language.]

Galvão understands, nevertheless, that Pessoa’s poetry is reserved for the future, ‘do escrito e não do homem’ [in texts and not in the man]. Understanding the Portuguese language is necessary to understand the poet, considering that he expresses ‘a inteireza profunda dum psiquismo nacionalmente preparado para compendiar, na forma da poesia, as preocupações de uma geração de que o poeta é a flor …’ [the profound truth of a psyche prepared nationally to review the concerns of a generation of which the poet is its essence]. The legibility of his works, his ability to communicate in a wider sense, can only come across through the Portuguese language, even though his expression belongs to the problems of modern readers from the whole world, in the sense that the themes to be seen in the publication of the correspondence between Pessoa and Mário de Sá-Carneiro are those of youths conscious of the European moment they were living, which everywhere felt the need for an avant-garde:

Pessoa chegou no momento exato, viveu no momento exato, produziu no exato momento em que a literatura moderna levantava o seu vôo, desde os primeiros versos de Joyce e de Apollinaire, à estratificação subsequente à primeira guerra mundial, depois do período de desespero, protesto e niilismo, que em literatura e arte ficou sendo chamado o ‘período dadaista’.  

[Pessoa arose at the exact moment, lived at the exact moment, produced at the exact moment when modern literature was taking off, from the first verses of Joyce and Apollinaire to the subsequent stratification of the First World War, after the period of despair, protest and nihilism which in literature and art were called the ‘Dadaist period’.]

30 Ibid.
Pessoa is greater than modernism in Portuguese for two additional reasons proposed by the Brazilian journalist, which are almost visionary for their time: Pessoa creates his own futurism and, through the heteronyms becomes, alone, an entire avant-garde:

De fato, é um outro Futurismo, sôbre as cinzas do Dadaísmo, o que sobe desta área da prosa de Pessoa. E a sua publicação se fazia necessária, como se faz necessária a sua divulgação para o estudo de um homem que, sendo ‘vários’, era toda a vanguarda da extrema península, já que um companheiro como Mário de Sá-Carneiro se tinha ido para o Nada.31

[In fact, it’s another futurism, on the ashes of Dada, that rises from this area of Pessoa’s prose. And its publication becomes necessary, for the understanding and study of a man who, being various, was an entire vanguard of the end of the peninsula, given that his companion Mário de Sá-Carneiro had already passed on to Nothing.]

Pessoa only began to live, so the journalist comments ironically, when he disappeared, since at that moment he realised that his entire life and works were finally an ‘acontecimento […] que iluminou um momento histórico-poético mundial, em que se encastou a sua obra poética, como um feixe de pedras preciosas aos poucos desvelado’ [an event […] that illuminated a historical-poetical world moment, in which he had cast his poetic works, like a string of precious stones revealed one at a time]. By 1955, Galvão reminds us, the seventh and ‘final’ volume of the poetic works had come out from Ática; the journalist thus believed that after some twenty years Pessoa’s complete works were available to the public. That was enough for her to make a comparative judgement, placing Pessoa alongside Rilke and Whitman, among the more contemporary writers, and Goethe and Shakespeare, in terms of tradition. Galvão is one of the first to observe in Pessoa’s work a continual evolution and change; with his production in continual and ascensional evolution, Portuguese poetry achieved the status of great Poetry of its time, parallel to what happened with Ezra Pound and Eliot, Reverdy and Saint-John Perse, with Lorca and Ungaretti, to cite only a few of those visionaries.

The consecration of Pessoa’s works does not depend on the Portuguese language, in the columnist’s international perspective, but is nonetheless at the mercy of translations. In October 1960, commenting on volume 73

31 Galvão, ‘De Novo Fernando Pessoa’.
of the series ‘Poètes d’aujourd’hui’, in Armand Guibert’s translation, she discovers the first great international attention given to Pessoa in this study that celebrates a man entirely dedicated to poetry. Remembering that Guibert had already translated the ‘Ode Marítima’ into French, she finds that the new volume conferred an immortality to Pessoa’s work, only possible in Paris and, obviously, in French. The volume elevated Pessoa from circles of ephemeral duration or reduced scope of the Portuguese language. Guibert’s little red book is the glorification needed to place Pessoa’s name in the company of the illustrious poets of his time.

It was in her last column, on 19 March 1961, that Patrícia Galvão formulated a concept and a strategy for the reception of Pessoa’s work that still seems pertinent to today’s criticism. She was discussing Maria Aliete Galhoz’s edition of the *Obra Poética*, João Alves das Neves’s anthology, and the introductory volume in the ‘Nossos Clássicos’ [Our Classics] series. She finds that Pessoa’s poetry is ‘oceanic’, given that readers can enter or leave any text, in any order, guided solely by free choice within a vast literary archive: ‘a poesia de Pessoa, não sei se possa dizer, mas digo – a poesia de Pessoa é coisa oceânica, transbordante de limitações, e nela pode-se colher à vontade’ [Pessoa’s poetry, I don’t know if I can say this, but I will – Pessoa’s poetry is something oceanic, overflowing its limitations, and within it one can choose at will].

In this sea of texts, unpublished works continue to appear in magazines and journals, to renew our reading, ‘they arrive new’. On reading and thinking about Pessoa’s work, the columnist makes another distinction of great importance for future criticism, which is ‘a posição de Pessoa diante do mundo’ [Pessoa’s position in the world], on the one hand, and his performance as a vanguardist, ‘misturado com o bruhaha de nosso tempo’ [mixed up with the brouhaha of our times], on the other. With the passing decades, when all the vanguardists will have disappeared, Galvão affirms that Pessoa will remain a singular figure both because of his originality and the universality of his expression, from his ‘critica, polêmica destruidora e tomada de posição’ [courageous criticism, devastating polemics and positions] to his volubility, ‘abrangendo tudo, letras e política, países e culturas’ [absorbing everything, literature and politics, countries and cultures]. Enthused by her reading of the ‘Ultimatum’, Patrícia Galvão sees in the greatness of Pessoa a poetry of change and denunciation, capable of pronouncing ‘a palavra suprema do anátema’ [the ultimate

32 Galvão, ‘Fernando Pessoa em “Poètes d’aujourd’hui”’.
33 Galvão, ‘De Novo Fernando Pessoa’.
words of anathema\], an act especially relevant to the trajectory of this woman known as the ‘militante do ideal’ [militant of ideals], and thus Pessoa became in her eyes a poet at the roots of humanity, an ‘oceanic’ and universal poet with whom she could identify.

The eight columns that Patrícia Galvão dedicated to Pessoa, in a Brazil where he was read and discussed by only a small group of specialists, added penetrating and profound perspectives to the understanding of Pessoa’s works, being among the first to situate him in an international context, deserving to be read and evaluated based on his aesthetic and literary qualities, and also through his capacity for polemics and satire against the terrible failures of intelligence and humanity of his times.
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Great Pessoans: A Tribute

JOSÉ BLANCO

On 18 July 1902, the Lisbon newspaper *O Imparcial* published a poem by a young boy called Fernando Pessoa, under the heading ‘A 14-year-old Poet’. It was a naive but correct little poem, presented as the work of a charming and restless child of promising poetical talent. Chronologically speaking, the unknown commentator was the first Pessoan. And he was right about the promising talent of the young poet who, ninety-two years later, in 1994, was to be included by Harold Bloom among the twenty-six writers in *The Western Canon*.

Today, Pessoa’s *oeuvre* can be read in thirty-seven languages. His name and his poetry are known, appreciated and discussed around the world. But who paved the way for the multitude of scholars who have been building up his figure as one of the greatest literary creators of the twentieth century, and who recognise his central contribution to modernity? I have prepared a short list of ten non-Portuguese translators and critics, from eight countries. These are, in my view, the Great Pessoans, the pioneering champions of Pessoa’s cause.

It was in France, not in Portugal’s neighbouring Spain, that Fernando Pessoa started to be internationally recognised. Pierre Hourcade, a French scholar who was the Principal of the Lycée Français in Lisbon, met Pessoa in 1930 and published an article in a Parisian literary magazine, in which he wrote:

> Je le craignais petit, mélancolique et noiraud, rivé au nocif enchantement de la ‘saudade’ dont s’intoxique le meilleur de sa race, et je butai tout-à-coup contre le regard le plus vif, un sourire ferme et moqueur, un visage débordant d’une vie secrète.¹

¹ Pierre Hourcade, ‘Rencontre avec Fernando Pessoa’, *Contacts* (June 1930), 42–4. All translations are my own.
[I thought he was short, melancholy and dark skinned, a prisoner of the mischievous enchantment of the ‘saudade’ that intoxicates the best of the Portuguese race – and found myself facing a bright gaze, a firm and shrewd smile, a face overflowing with a secret life.]

After Pessoa’s death, Hourcade published a letter in the magazine *Presença* about his meetings with the poet, in which he recalled that they used to walk together up Rua da Prata, in downtown Lisbon; when they parted at the corner with Rua da Madalena – it was always at the same corner – Hourcade never dared to look back, fearing he would see Pessoa ‘devenir translucide, se dissoudre dans l’air du soir, regagner en fumée ce pays secret d’où il s’évadait de temps en temps pour aborder jusqu’à mon rivage.’  

Hourcade was the first to translate Pessoa into a foreign language: five poems published in Pessoa’s lifetime (1933) in the magazine *Cahiers du Sud*, in Marseilles. Until his death in 1983, at the age of seventy-five, Hourcade wrote fourteen essays and reviews on Pessoa, including, in 1977, a remarkable pioneering article on the heteronym Alberto Caeiro’s *O Guardador de Rebanhos* [The Keeper of Sheep].

Following Hourcade, the poet, critic and translator Armand Guibert became the greatest champion of Pessoa in France. Born in 1906, he died in 1990, leaving behind a remarkable number of translations of Pessoa’s work. His first translated poem was published in 1942 in *La Tunisie Française*. Pessoa became an obsession for Guibert, as he was to become for other translators and critics. The Frenchman’s best anthology, published in Paris in 1967, was a turning point in the poet’s international critical fortune. Guibert was a true ‘decipherer’ of Pessoa, and his reading promoted the image of the masked poet, multiple, quadruple, plural.

My *Pessoana* bibliography contains thirty-one entries devoted to Guibert. His very personal translations are perhaps less rigorous than one might wish, but they are beautifully styled. In one of his critical essays he

---

2 Hourcade, ‘Uma Carta de Pierre Hourcade’, *Presença* 48 (July 1936), 12.
wrote that Pessoa, via his fragmentation of the self, ‘a dépassé l’ambition de Rimbaud … a devancé les phénomènes de la fission de l’atome … a vécu le surréalisme avant que celui-ci ne reçut un nom.’\footnote{Armand Guibert, ‘Gratte-papier Obscur, Kabbaliste, “Voyant”, Poète Maudit, Pessoa Entre, Après un Quart de Siècle, au Panthéon de la Poésie Universelle’, \textit{Figaro Littéraire} (26 November 1960), 3–4.} [surpassed Rimbaud’s ambition … foreshadowed nuclear fission … embodied surrealism before it was given a name.]

In Spain, Fernando Pessoa was soon translated and reviewed, but it was only fifteen years following his death that he was translated and commented in book form. His champion was Ángel Crespo, one of Spain’s most important poets and translators during the second half of the twentieth century. In 1957 Crespo published the \textit{Poemas de Alberto Caeiro} [\textit{Poems of Alberto Caeiro}], the first of his eight volumes of Pessoa in translation. Other volumes included the best-seller \textit{Livro do Desassossego} [\textit{The Book of Disquiet}] (1984), the play \textit{Fausto} [\textit{Faust}] (1989), Pessoa’s love letters to Ofélia (1988) and a prose anthology. During his lifelong Pessoan career, Crespo published over fifty articles and essays. In 1988 he published the second ever biography of Pessoa (the first being that of João Gaspar Simões in 1950), \textit{La Vida Plural de Fernando Pessoa} [\textit{The Plural Life of Fernando Pessoa}] (1988), which has been widely translated into other languages, including Portuguese.

Ángel Crespo’s translations of Pessoa combine a great respect for the Portuguese originals with a great poetic sensibility. In his critical essays, he reveals a particular penchant for the odes of the heteronym Ricardo Reis, which he considers to be the richest and deepest poetry Pessoa ever wrote.

In 1988, Crespo wrote an article about who he claimed might be the last love of Fernando Pessoa. In several love poems in French and in English, written in the final months of Pessoa’s life, Crespo detected the presence of a blonde woman, living by the sea (possibly in Estoril?), who was the wife of one of Pessoa’s friends. In one of our last conversations, Ángel told me that he was trying to trace the mysterious woman – but unfortunately he died before he could conclude his investigations.

Los poetas no tienen biografia. Su obra es su biografía. Pessoa, que dudó siempre de la realidad de este mundo, aprobaría sin vacilar que fuese directamente a sus poemas, olvidando los incidentes y los
accidentes de su existencia terrestre. Nada en su vida es sorprendente – nada, excepto sus poemas.⁶

[Poets don’t have biographies. Their work is their biography. Pessoa, who always doubted the reality of this world, would readily approve if I were to go straight to his poems, forgetting the incidents and accidents of his earthly life. Nothing in his life is surprising – nothing, except his poems.]

Thus began Octavio Paz’s famous essay ‘El desconocido de si mismo’ [A Stranger to Himself], published in 1962 and widely translated into other languages, which continues to inspire generations of critics. Octavio Paz’s description of Pessoa is, in my view, one of the best ever written:

Anglómano, miope, cortés, huidizo, vestido de oscuro, reticente y familiar, cosmopolita que predica el nacionalismo, investigador solemn de cosas fútiles, humorista que nunca sonrie y nos hiela la sangre, inventor de otros poetas y destructor de sí mismo, autor de paradojas claras como el agua y, como ella, vertiginosas: fingir es conocerse, misterioso como la luna del mediodía, taciturno fantasma del mediodía portugués, quien es Pessoa?⁷

[An anglophile, myopic, courteous, evasive, dressed in dark clothes, reticent and familiar, a cosmopolitan who preaches nationalism, a solemn investigator of useless things, a humorist who never smiles but chills our blood, an inventor of other poets and destroyer of himself, an author of paradoxes as clear as water and, like water, dizzying: to pretend is to know oneself, as mysterious as the midday moon, a taciturn ghost of the Portuguese midday – who is Pessoa?]

One can imagine Pessoa and Paz sitting together in the heaven of poets, where they finally meet each other. As soon as he arrived there, Octavio Paz surely put to his friend and colleague the fundamental question of his essay: are the heteronyms a literary invention and a psychological necessity, or something more? Are they what you could and would have liked to be, or, in another, deeper sense, what you did not wish to be: a personality? I am sure that the two poets are still debating the question.

On 28 August 2008, Luciana Stegagno-Picchio, the Italian philologist, cultural historian and literary critic, died in Rome at the age of

eighty-eight. An expert in Portuguese medieval literature, in the history of theatre in Portugal and in Brazilian literature, she authored over five hundred publications on the literature and culture of both countries. The ‘Great Lady’, as she was sometimes called, was a vivacious, flamboyant redhead, whose devotion to Pessoa began in 1967 with a review of the first volume of his poetry in Italian translation, by Luigi Panarese. Up to 2004 she published more than thirty essays on Pessoa.

While teaching at Harvard, Luciana met Roman Jakobson, the pioneer of the development of the structural analysis of language, poetry and art. Together they wrote, in 1968, the essay ‘Les Oxymores Dialéctiques de Fernando Pessoa’ [Fernando Pessoa’s Dialectic Oxymorons], which became a classic. Via the analysis of one poem in Mensagem [Message] (1934), they argued that Pessoa should be considered one of the great structuralist poets, for his complex oeuvre, of an essentially dramatic nature, is subject to a definite purpose of structure.

Luciana’s second most famous essay was the paper she presented at an international conference held in Lisbon, in 1998, to celebrate Pessoa’s centenary. In spite of being a philologist herself, she argued against the opinion of her fellow philologists working on Pessoa’s critical editions, who had discovered through textual analysis that the story told by Pessoa to Adolfo Casais Monteiro about the genesis of the heteronyms (the ‘triumphal day’ of 8 March 1914) was in fact a fabrication. Stegagno-Picchio brilliantly proposed that to read Pessoa one should use two different measures or interpretative levels, in a game of ‘double truth’, like the one used by the fifteenth-century humanist philosophers. If philology has robbed us of the ‘triumphal day’, she wrote, Pessoa believed in it – and without it his poetry cannot be understood.

Georg Rudolf Lind was the first champion of Fernando Pessoa in German-speaking countries. His long Pessoan career as translator and critic began in 1962, when he published, in Frankfurt, his first Pessoa anthology. From 1985 to 1997 he published fifteen volumes of poetry and prose – perhaps the most extensive of all translated collections.

Lind was the first to make an inventory of the unpublished poems, in English, by the young Pessoa, under the name of Alexander Search. While

---

he did not greatly value Search’s poetry, Lind showed that it contained most of the themes and obsessions that Pessoa later developed in his poetry in Portuguese.

Lind did further service to Pessoa by publishing, in 1966, together with Jacinto do Prado Coelho, Páginas Íntimas e de Auto-Interpretação [Intimate Writings and Self-Explanations] and Páginas de Estética e de Teoria e Critica Literárias [Esthetics, Theory and Literary Criticism], preceded in 1965 by Quadras ao Gosto Popular [Quatrains in the Popular Style], all as part of the original Ática editions. Lind’s critical studies of Pessoa were assembled in 1970, in Portuguese, in the volume Teoria Poética de Fernando Pessoa [Fernando Pessoa’s Poetic Theory], published in Lisbon by Imprensa Nacional-Casa da Moeda (IN-CM).

Until 1978, Fernando Pessoa was virtually unknown in the Netherlands. In that year, however, he became famous both among literary critics and general readers, thanks to the publication of a bilingual anthology translated by August Willemsen: a handsomely presented volume with Almada Negreiros’s famous portrait of Pessoa on the cover. I remember my conversation with Willemsen at the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon, where he came for financial assistance, seeing as his Dutch publisher considered the publication a commercial risk. Willemsen had already published translations from the Portuguese, but mainly of Brazilian authors. Having secured the Foundation’s support, the book was published, and met with tremendous success, becoming a bestseller and a classic. Its successive reprints are still selling well, in the same format and with the same cover. During the 1980s a true Pessoa craze emerged in the Netherlands, including the creation of an esoteric group in Amsterdam under his name and astral patronage. When August Willemsen died, in November 2007, at the age of seventy-one, he was still working on his lifelong project of translating Pessoa’s complete works.

The poet Edwin Honig was born in New York, and from 1957 onwards taught English at Brown University, becoming Emeritus Professor following his retirement. Honig claimed that his first contact with Pessoa occurred in Portugal one night in 1963, in an English bar at Praia da Rocha, in the Algarve, when he was with António Quadros. They heard a fisherman intoning the words of the poem ‘Mar Português’ [Portuguese Sea], from Mensagem. Quadros revealed to the amazed Honig the identity

of the poem’s author and, back in Lisbon, Honig met José Palla e Carmo, who convinced him to translate Pessoa into English.

In 1971 he published the first translation in English of Álvaro de Campos’s ‘Ode Marítima’ [Maritime Ode] (only two complete English versions of the poem have appeared to date, the other being by Richard Zenith as recently as 1997). The same year, when Jonathan Griffin and Peter Rickard were publishing their English anthologies of Pessoa, Honig published his Selected Poems of Fernando Pessoa. There followed in 1986 a translation, together with Susan Brown, of Alberto Caeiro’s The Keeper of Sheep. In 1988, he published in English numerous prose pieces by Pessoa, under the title Always Astonished.

Honig, himself a talented poet, wrote extensively about the problems facing the translators of Pessoa’s poetry:

> The difficulties in translating Pessoa are fixed by the various spectra of his heteronymic activities. One must be sensitive to the shifts in tone and language, from the loud-to-soft modulations of Campos’ gargling ‘Maritime Ode’ to the stoicism of Reis’s brief and formal Odes. There is another range between both these types and the tight syntax in the metaphysical questings of the ‘Cancioneiro’. Also to be reckoned with are the structural differences between the beguilingly free but obsessive creatural reverence in Caeiro’s pastoralism and the tonal shifts in the always highly wrought panels of Mensagem.11

Edwin Honig, in a very personal way, employed the example of ‘something as joyfully mundane as the Marx Brothers’ to explain Pessoa’s heteronymy: ‘To choose one of the poets as superior or more sympathetic would be like choosing one Marx Brother above another; one would soon discover that the brother one had chosen did not really exist apart from his finely linked dramatic association with the others.’12

Jonathan Griffin (1906–90) was a distinguished playwright, poet and translator. He translated poetry widely from many languages, mainly from French (Baudelaire, Mallarmé) and Portuguese. In 1971, Carcanet published his Fernando Pessoa, a collection of poems appropriately selected, and attractively presented, in four slim chapbooks: one for Pessoa ‘himself’ and one for each of the three main heteronyms. Three years later, in the Penguin Modern European Poets series, Griffin published

---

12 Ibid., p. xv.
Fernando Pessoa: Selected Poems. Another important contribution by Griffin was the first and only English translation, to date, of a generous selection of Pessoa’s play Faust (in 1982).

Once, in Lisbon, where he came to give a lecture on Pessoa, Griffin told the audience that his interest in the Portuguese poet had been triggered by Álvaro de Campos’s poem ‘Tenho uma grande constipação’ [I have a terrible cold], where Campos writes in the last line: ‘Preciso de verdade e de aspirina’ [I need truth and aspirin]. Griffin considered this line pure genius.

His great ambition was to publish Pessoa’s Mensagem in English. He told me that he had already written over ten draft translations and was still unsatisfied. Unfortunately, he died in 1990 without completing the translation, which was nonetheless published in a bilingual edition in 1992, in a united effort by The Menard Press and King’s College, with a preface by his publisher and literary executor Anthony Rudolf and an introduction by Helder Macedo, with whom Griffin would meet before finalising any major translation project. Helder Macedo wrote in his preface: ‘as in all translations, what will emerge from the pages that follow is not the voice of the poet translated, the voice of Fernando Pessoa, but the voice of Jonathan Griffin undertaking, in his own diction as an English poet, Pessoa’s initiatory voyage through a universal “Portugality”’. 13

Peter Rickard, Emeritus Professor at Emmanuel College (Cambridge), had a long career as a professor of French language and literature both at Cambridge and Oxford. His interest in Fernando Pessoa began in 1964, when he published a short biographical note on the Portuguese poet in the Cambridge Review. In 1971 he published Fernando Pessoa: Selected Poems, which included seventy poems. In 1981, he contributed an entry on Pessoa to the London volume Makers of Modern Culture, edited by Justin Wintle. His sixty-one-page preface to the 1971 anthology is the first academic approach, in English, to Pessoa’s work, wrestling at length with the question of heteronymy and poetic originality: ‘What does Pessoa stand for in poetic tradition? He stands for the denial, not only of sentimentality, but even of sentiment itself as a matter of poetic content. He stands instead for the primacy of thought, intuition, vision and prophecy over sensibility and feeling.’ 14 Rickard concludes that

Above all, Pessoa has the merit of questioning our assumptions, of delving deeper into the things we take for granted, of making us think along new lines, and of presenting things to us in a different and startlingly unconventional way. Many poets have written about suicide, but who ever treated the subject as he has treated it? Many poets have apostrophised Night, but who has done so as Pessoa did? Who ever compared himself with someone’s last look? Who yearned to kiss the harpist’s gesture, not her hands? Who has ranged so widely, so originally, so multifariously and at the same time so agonisingly and so poignantly over so many aspects of the mystery of existence and man’s quest for identity?15

At the end of his ‘Ode Triunfal’ [Triumphal Ode] Álvaro de Campos exclaims in desperation: ‘Ah! Não ser eu toda a gente e toda a parte!’ [Ah! Not to be everyone and everywhere!] Fernando Pessoa, his creator, almost fulfilled that ambition. As a person, he succeeded in being at least seventy-two other people, among heteronyms, semi-heteronyms and literary personalities. As a literary creator, his poetry is read everywhere, from Portugal and Brazil to Bulgaria, China, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Morocco, the Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain (where it can be read in Castillian, Catalan, Aragonese, Asturian and Basque), Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States and Vietnam.

To finish on a surprising note, I can tell you that Fernando Pessoa is also translated into Latin, the language that was once the universal means of communication. One has to acknowledge that he has indeed become a poet-citizen of the world.
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Portuguese writer Fernando Pessoa claimed that he did not evolve, but rather travelled. This book provides a state of the art panorama of Pessoa’s literary travels, particularly in the English-speaking world. Its eighteen short, jargon-free essays were written by the most distinguished Pessoa scholars across the globe. They explore the influence on Pessoa’s thinking of such writers as Whitman and Shakespeare, as well as his creative dialogues with figures ranging from decadent poets to the dark magician Aleister Crowley, and, finally, some of the ways in which he in turn has influenced others. They examine many different aspects of Pessoa’s work, ranging from the poetry of the heteronyms to the haunting prose of *The Book of Disquiet*, from esoteric writings to personal letters, from reading notes to unpublished texts. *Fernando Pessoa’s Modernity Without Frontiers* is a valuable introduction to this multifaceted modern master, intended for both students of modern literature and general readers interested in one of its major figures.
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